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1. Introduction
A central objective of the work of ProFouND has been to ensure uptake and implementation of best
practice solutions for fall prevention, so that these are embedded in 10 countries/15 regions by the end of
the project. WP8 has included activity from all project partners and associate members working across
Europe who have delivered national and regional uptake, implementation and dissemination activities
throughout the project lifespan. Eurosafe and The University of Manchester have provided the leadership
for this work package, assisting partners in the implementation of best practice and working at a panEuropean level to ensure commitment to the European Innovation Partnership on Active Healthy Ageing
(EIP AHA). In addition to supporting consortium related activity, WP8 has also aimed to disseminate the
work of ProFouND more widely beyond the original consortium. This was done in order to make the work
of the network widely known to national and regional authorities, health and social care policy
communities as well as commercial, NGOs and general public communities, and to facilitate communities
of interest beyond the original consortium.
Partners Eurosafe and the University of Manchester have worked together on WP8, with the support and
engagement of the consortium and achieved these objectives through delivery of a number of tasks and
actions. These include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Production of a directory of relevant EU level stakeholder organisations
Establishment of the European Stakeholder Alliance on Falls (ESA-on-Falls) an EU level stakeholder
organisation group who have delivered a joint statement on evidence based best practice fall
prevention, hosted several meetings and worked to raise awareness through their individual
organisations (see Box 1)
Delivered wide ranging materials and resources annually to support a media campaign on 1st
October; International Older Persons Day to raise awareness of falls prevention
Delivered an EU wide flash mob campaign involving older and younger people
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iekHwmOh084
Supported partners in their work to engage stakeholders regionally and nationally
Contributed to the work of EIP AHA Acton Group Area 2 (EIP AHA AGA2)

In addition to the centralised coordination of this work the ProFouND consortium have delivered a wide
range of implementation actions within their localities and regions.
The following report outlines each individual partner‘s contribution to WP8 national and regional uptake,
implementation and dissemination. It includes brief outlines of how we gathered partners‘ feedback, a
summary of implementation success, challenges to implementation, impact measures and next steps.
Copies of submitted reports and / or links to online videos are included in the appendices.
In addition to the partner contributions we have also featured feedback from the final ESA on Falls open
meeting and EIP AHA AGA2 action group; the latter were invited to complete a short online survey
regarding their engagement with ProFouND.
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Box 1. Case Study ESA-on-Falls member European Union Geriatric Medicine Society (EUGMS)
The EUGMS was approached to become part of ESA-on-Falls at its inception in 2013 with Dr Hubert Blain
attending on behalf of EUGMS. EUGMS had already recognised the importance of falls for geriatric medicine
practice in EU and had for example run training on falls as part of the EUGMS summer school for trainees on the
geriatric medicine EUGM programme. However falls had not been a priority activity. Following the creation of
the ESA-on-Falls the EUGMS, led by Dr Blain created a special interest group (SIG) on falls and bone health. The
SIG has organised 2 symposia on falls to date and plans future symposium at the EUGMS 2016 congress. In
addition the SIG has prepared a position statement on falls and fracture management for publication in the
European Geriatric Medicine Journal and a letter to the editor of the BMJ. The topic of falls is likely to become
of still greater importance to EUGMS and the influence of the SIG greater with the election of Professor Finbarr
Martin as president a falls expert.

2. Gathering ProFouND partner feedback on implementation actions
In preparation for the ProFouND final meeting, EUFF dissemination event and end of project reporting we
asked all partners to prepare a short report detailing their implementation activity in the framework of
ProFouND. In order to ensure consistency, we provided a template for partners which included the
following headings; implementing success; challenges to implementation; impact measures and next
steps/sustainability.
Partners were asked to produce a report which they would present back at the final ProFouND meeting on
Monday 22nd February and present during the EU Market Place session, as part of the project
dissemination activity within the EU Falls Festival 2016. During partner presentations at the ProFouND
final meeting, consortium members were invited to ask questions and discuss in detail both success, but
more specifically challenges. For copies of partner reports please see Appendix 1 Partner Reports, which
also includes reports from Work Packages. In addition to the reports, minutes from the ProFouND final
meeting can be found in Appendix 2 NMB minutes, where discussion points from the meeting are
documented as well as a copy of partner feedback in Appendix 3 ProFouND Consortium Survey Feedback.
In addition to asking partners to prepare a report, we also asked all partners to complete an online survey
to gather feedback on their experience of the project overall. Within the survey we included a series of
questions covering individual work packages, as well as specific questions on the impact of ProFouND
regionally and nationally, inter-sectoral collaboration, campaigning and awareness raising as well as
enquiring about barriers and challenges to success overall.
A total of 29 individuals completed the online survey, this included representatives from all 20
beneficiaries/partners and 3 Associate member organisations/institutions, which represents 23 individual
organisations. In some cases more than 1 member from a partner organisation or associate member
completed the survey, hence the additional 6 contributors.
In the following sections we present a synopsis of the main points from these feedback sessions and
survey.
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3. ProFouND consortium feedback on implementation actions
As you will note from the reports included in Appendix 1-4, the consortium has delivered a high degree of
success, with some partners reporting significant uptake and impact within their localities. Please refer to
the individual reports from each beneficiary for full details of implementation actions. In summary, the key
points from the consortium are as follows:
3.1 Implementing Success
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

The strength of the consortium and the combined effort to raise awareness of falls has been a
powerful negotiation tool when engaging regional and national government, policy makers and
health care professionals.
There has been extensive collaborative activities amongst healthcare professionals and professional
organisations to deliver fall prevention best practice in a strategic and interrelated way; the cascade
training was a conduit for this collaboration in many cases.
Bringing together stakeholder/gatekeeper groups (healthcare practitioners, older people, families
and carers) delivering training, events and raising awareness has been common practice throughout
the consortium.
Establishing new collaborations at intra/inter regional and national level has been commonplace
Reinforcing other falls related activity through increased message and profile raising; developing
specialist booklets on falls, establishing specialist clinics and delivering workshops has been
commonplace
Campaigning has captured the attention of mass media and resulted in increased coverage both
aligned with the annual campaign but also at other points in the annual calendar
Improvement in knowledge base through delivering practical and accessible evidence based
resources and toolkits
SME (LLT) has increased its profile in the EU through delivery of Cascade Training
This has led to co-ordinated approaches for implementation of Otago Exercise Programme and the
development of new tools to enhance that implementation
The issues of falls prevention and active healthy ageing has risen up the political agenda in a
number of partner countries at least in part as a result of combined effort to include the work of
ProFouND
A European Stakeholder Alliance for falls prevention (ESA on falls) has been established and is
committed to ongoing actions following production of a joint statement
The project has built upon existing falls prevention best practice and further enabled those who
deliver regional programmes to enhance their work, resulting in very successful implementation
and activity (see Appendix 4 Vasterbotten Report)
The project has enabled the establishment of a national model for falls prevention taken up by a
number of partners
Partners have delivered events, hosted national meetings and spoken at national conferences, all
raising awareness of the issue of falls prevention
Attending annual meetings and the EU Falls Festival ensured partners were up-to-date on the latest
research developments, implementation best practice as well as allowing the opportunity to
network with likeminded practitioners from across the EU
ProFouND fostered engagement with a wide community across Europe who are working on
collaborative research and development of technologies in falls prevention best practice
3

•

ProFouND succeeded as a networking organisation to introduce people and institutions to one
another so that new pan European collaborations have been set up and will continue after the
funding period

In the survey (see Appendix 3 ProFouND Consortium Survey) completed by all partners there was a specific
question on campaigning/awareness raising activities. Responses are detailed below in Figure 1. 25
people answered this question in the survey on behalf of their wider organisations. Perhaps naturally,
engaging with health care professionals was the most prevalent activity, not least because this was one of
the main target groups of the project. As might be expected meeting with policy makers and politicians
received the least responses as the nature of some of the organisations within the consortium, role of lead
partners and local healthcare structures and political systems has meant that not all partners would have
access to this group. Nonetheless reports from 14 partner representatives demonstrates a successful
number in terms of partner interaction with senior level stakeholders and potential influence at this level.
It is also enlightening to see that overall, partners have engaged with all activities which ProFouND
identified as effective methods for campaigning and raising awareness of falls prevention best practice. All
except 1 core beneficiary/partner (19/20) has presented at conferences and large meetings, whilst
delivering local events, delivering media engagement activities including radio interviews, TV and
newspaper articles also show high level of engagement from partners. The variety of activity on offer
demonstrates the importance of delivering a range of dissemination activities to raise awareness amongst
broad ranging target groups.

Figure 1. What campaigning/awareness raising activities has your organisation engaged with during the past 3 years?
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2.3 Challenges to Implementation
The following challenges were identified by partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The EU wide economic crisis has reduced health related policy budgets; this in turn has resulted in
cost cuts for preventive programmes and job losses.
There remains a lack of understanding of, and appreciation for prevention programmes as cost
effective models for health delivery
Dissemination activities are time consuming and require a lot of personnel resource to deliver
effectively
It is difficult to develop a systematic and integrated strategy which includes dedicated
commitments from a range of health care services
Political agendas change and therefore implementing change over time is difficult and is often
dictated by the political party in power
The translation and harmonisation of training materials and resources has been enormously time
consuming and this was not originally costed for, many partners reported this as a major challenge
For those partners who were more ICT/technology based a need to rapidly develop their
knowledge and understanding of the falls prevention issue was required
In countries and regions which have a decentralised healthcare systems the promotion of
multidisciplinary approaches is problematic as implementation of care pathways is not consistent
Fragmented services means delivering strategic joined up approaches can be problematic, complex
and ineffectual
Direct legislation for home and leisure accident prevention is lacking in many EU countries
An older person’s right to safe outdoor mobility has not been acknowledged as a basic human
need, maybe we should be promoting safe mobility rather than focussing only on preventing falls
As the website is in English some health care practitioners have difficulty accessing resources, even
though the resources may be in native language, getting to them is not always easy
Getting feedback from surveys and questionnaires on impact has proved to be very difficult, as has
providing data and results on falls rates and socio-economics.
Change in personnel at regional and/or national level has resulted in message dilution amongst key
staff, therefore partners had to spend time re-communicating and briefing new staff members to
keep the issue high on agendas
Maintaining fidelity in cascade training can be problematic as some countries are embedding the
training into other falls prevention training and do not follow standardised delivery methodology so
this is hard to quality assure
Overall data collection process has been very challenging because of the lack of comparable routine
data collection across EU sites
Lack of resources to host events and to cover personnel, venue hire and catering for delivering
events
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2.4 Impact Measures
As ProFouND has not measured impact in a formal sense partners have only reported soft impact
measures, however these are relevant in terms of the work undertaken.
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

In Italy, as a result of the cascade training and the work or ProFouND a new Regional Law
693/2015 (Regional Plan for Prevention) which defined fall prevention as one of the priorities of the
regional health service for the coming 3 years. Subsequently funding for widespread training of
new OEP leaders (working with LLT) in the Tuscany region and associated regional law 878/2015
was issued.
Home exercise booklets have been translated into 13 languages for download from the ProFouND
website (Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese
European, Portuguese South American, Spanish, Swedish, Welsh)
118 Cascade trainers in 10 countries (49 regions/states, 69 cities)
1211 New Otago exercise programme Leaders (in Germany, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Spain,
Hungary, Netherlands, Italy, Greece and Crete)
300+ evidence based best practice resources in falls prevention and available in 15 languages –
including home exercise leaflets for older people and video version of Otago; Follow Me
http://profound.eu.com/otago-3/
ProFouND translated home exercise leaflets will be included in an application for home monitoring
that Gait Up (SME www.gaitup.com) are currently developing in partnership with an insurance
company. The product is due for commercial release in summer 2016.
Established consortium with ongoing commitment to continue working together to sustain
partnership and deliver impact as a connected entity
Specific agreements have been written and established with National Authorities (Catalan Board of
Physiotherapy and Tuscany regional health service) to deliver cascade training in coming years
Norwegian National falls prevention exercise classes in collaboration with National Health
Directorates
New technology development (eValanz) to assess and rehabilitate balance in patients. This system
has been enhanced following knowledge gained through EU Falls Festival and follow on
collaborations on reliability and efficacy of different rehabilitation programmes and the use of ICT
in fall risk reduction.
Establishment of a new falls clinic in the Marche area of Italy
Translation of cascade training materials into 7 languages
Developed new national networks of stakeholders in a number of countries
New national falls prevention guidelines (JYU) and booklets (ISCIII) have been written
ProFouND case study in Scotland Big Book of Accident Preventionhttp://www.rospa.com/publichealth/scotlands-big-book/.

11 from 21 regions in Sweden participated in 2015 falls campaign
Establishment of a new annual event; EU Falls Festival bringing together far reaching groups of
individuals with shared interest on the falls agenda
Public health authorities have identified falls as priority and dedicated resources and activities to
reduce fall –related injuries in the population (Sweden and UK)
Introduction of falls risk assessment for inpatient and trained 400 nurses in application for its use
in the CHUC (Coimbra Hospital) hospital
As a result of ProFouND there is better quality collaborative action between healthcare
professionals and exercise physiologists through cascade training/OEP
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2.5 Next Steps/Sustainability
As part of the ProFouND final meeting held on Monday 22nd February, partners discussed deliverable D1.8
Business Plan and Sustainability Strategy (see Appendix 2 NMB Minutes). At the meeting there was an
overwhelming enthusiasm and commitment to continue with the work of ProFouND for the short to
medium term, with specific commitment to activities as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ProFouND consortium would continue to exist as an network beyond the end of the funding
Parnters Demokritos and NTNU both confirmed they would continue to host the ProFouND website
and upload resources for up to 3 years
The annual campaign held on 1st October will be continued and UNIMAN will prepare materials
and coordinate this for distribution amongst partners and the EIP AHA AGA2
Consortium members would continue to contribute materials and resources to the portal
UNIMAN will provide a light touch administrative coordination function for ProFouND for the
immediate 6 months following end of funding and look into how such a function could be
maintained in the longer term
A business model for EUFF delivery beyond the project end will be identified and agreed
ESA on Falls partners have committed to sharing knowledge and best practice amongst Alliance
partners, support to fall prevention initiatives, promote integration of training in falls prevention
within existing programmes and to report annually on actions delivered
Consortium members will continue to support the delivery and roll out of OEP programmes to older
people across Europe
The 1st Hungarian Falls Prevention conference will be held in October 2016
ProFouND will contribute to future events and symposia throughout 2016 and beyond

As part of the survey we asked partners to report on the activities they would continue beyond the end of
February 2016 (see Figure 2.) From a total of 29 responses, the majority have agreed to remain a member
of the partnership as well as continue with campaigning and raising awareness activities. There is also
strong support for website and resources, as well as cascade training and data collection on falls. As the
consortium includes only a small number of ICT based organisations, it is unsurprising that only a small
number of partners will continue with the Online Innovation Factory and PFNApp. Nonetheless the Online
Innovation Factory (OIF) will be coordinating a webinar in May 2016 and there are plans to continue the
PFNApp development (see D1.8 Business Plan and Sustainability Strategy).

Figure 2. Partner’s responses on what activities they would continue with beyond the end of the project funding
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4. ESA-on-Falls actions on implementation
Within the tasks for WP8, partner Eurosafe set up the European Stakeholder Alliance on Falls (ESA-on-Falls)
established in 2013 (period 1), ESA-on-Falls is a group of senior stakeholder representatives from EU wide
NGOs who represent professionals in health and care services and for older people’s wellbeing. ESA-onFalls aims to improve understanding amongst professionals who work with older people that falls are
preventable and to increase self-efficacy and action amongst these professionals to facilitate evidence
based falls prevention strategies. A further aim of ESA-on-Falls is to raise awareness among member
organisations and to promote transfer of available evidence into practice in countries across Europe. As
part of the ProFouND dissemination event at the EU Falls Festival there was a meeting of the ESA-on-Falls
members see D8.5 Report on Final Stakeholder Open Meeting, where members were asked to report on
implementation actions, highlight any challenges and discuss next steps. The full reports from each
member can be found in Appendix 5 ESA-on-Falls Reports, whilst below is a brief summary of the key
points in relation to each heading.
Implementing Success
• Development of a joint statement for the ESA-on-Falls group and signing up by 18 representative
organisations
• Distribution of joint statement to members across Europe as part of the annual campaign in 2015
(EUNAAPA, EU-WCPT, See D8.4)
• Special features and news items were included in newsletters, posted on stakeholder websites and
social media platforms to raise awareness of falls prevention best practice, as well as to direct
stakeholder group members to the ProFouND website and resources
• Direct emails were sent out to stakeholder group members, associated organisations and member
states featuring information on ProFouND, the joint statement and best practice
Challenges to success
• Orthopaedic surgeons have been focussed on the performance of operations
• Awareness is increasing about the need to handle the whole spectrum of treating the patients with
fragility fractures
• To engage public health representatives across the EU engaged in injury prevention, and to
motivate members to attend annual conferences to update knowledge base on falls prevention
best practice
Next Steps
• ESA on Falls will continue to contribute and support the work of ProFouND
• Workshops on the work of ProFouND are planned for forthcoming general assembly meetings and
conferences (EDE 2016/2017, EFFORT/2016, EUGMS 2017)
• Establishment of a number of thematic sub/working groups dedicated to falls prevention
specifically (EDE, EFPC, EUGMS,
• Implementation of specialist training programmes for health care practitioners (EMA,
• Inclusion in new EU projects to take an active role in dissemination activities within which falls
prevention awareness will play a key part in activities (EUNAAPA)

5. EIP AHA AGA2 survey responses
In addition to working with the ProFouND consortium and ESA-on-Falls, work on implementation actions
was also carried out by commitments involved in the EIP AHA AGA2 group. Professor Chris Todd has been
lead for working area 3. Facilitate awareness, information and education to falls prevention and
management and through the EIP AHA AGA2 the work of ProFouND has actively contributed to the
measures of success for this action group. A report of the work of this group can be accessed via this link
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https://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/pdf/active-healthy-ageing/a2_achievements_2015.pdf.
In order to gather further feedback from the EIP AHA AGA2 partners, a survey was sent out to identify
what aspects of ProFouND’s work commitments had engaged with over the past 2-3 years.
A total of 19 EIP AHA AGA2 commitments took part in the survey were very positive about the work of the
project in supporting the achievements of the AGA2 and their work locally. In relation to the types of
activities they had engaged in respondents reported that the website as well as events and meetings were
the two most common ProFouND activities they had used/attended. A total of 17/19 respondents had
used the website with accessing resources on best practice being the most common reason for use. When
asked in more detail about the types of resources they had accessed, based on the website categorisation
system, commitments reported they had accessed best practice resources and clinical guidelines most
commonly. 11/19 reported to have taken part in the annual campaign, this mainly through translation of
the press release and media engagement activities such as radio interviews, TV and newspaper articles. In
terms of what impact ProFouND had in relation to local organisations and regions, comments include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

The link with ProFouND was essential in the set-up of an interest group within the European Union
Geriatric Medicine Society
It acted as a ‘pusher’ for initiative to take within the Trust I work for
Networking, resulting in interesting contacts with fellow researchers
Cascade training with spin off effects.
Provided information on best practices and materials to improve awareness on falls that we
distributed through our elderly end-user’s network
Evidence based information and transfer of knowledge

The full survey responses can be found in Appendix 6 EIP AHA AGA2 Survey Responses.

6. Conclusion
The information detailed in this report shows that ProFouND has delivered its objective to ensure the
uptake and implementation of best practice solutions for fall prevention. Over the past 3 years the
ProFouND consortium, ESA on Falls and the EIP AHA AGA2 have demonstrated a broad range of
implementation actions and dissemination activities. The consortium has had an important impact on falls
prevention not only in the regions where we have partners as evidenced in the deliverables, but also
beyond the borders of the member states where our partners are based. The consortium has received
numerous requests to present materials and organise events in countries not represented in the original
consortium, for example a request in 2015 to support the first Slovenian Falls Prevention Conference being
organised by Emonicum, Institute for Healthy and Active Life (http://www.emonicum.eu/).
Materials created for ProFouND can be found being used in countries which do not have ProFouND
partners, for example Poland in education and service delivery:
http://www.dlakandydata.dsw.edu.pl/fileadmin/user_upload/DUTW/PSSB-Polish-Booklet.pdf
http://docplayer.pl/11685637-Stabilnosc-posturalna-sila-i-rownowaga.html
and in Belgium:
http://www.valpreventie.be/Portals/Valpreventie/Documenten/WvdV/2014/Chair-Based-Home-ExerciseProgramme_Flemish_version.pdf
In overview then ProFouND has proved a success in supporting the work of the EIP AHA AGA2 on falls
prevention by moving evidence based fall prevention interventions into practice across EU. Because of
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resource constraints we have not been able to accurately estimate the number of older people themselves
reached by ProFouND, nor the number of falls prevented by the work of the consortium. However the
work of WP6 and WP5 suggests that with more than 1000 exercise instructors trained already we could
expect more than 100,000 older people to have received exercise training by mid-2016. There people will
have received a set of training exercises which have been repeatedly demonstrated to reduce the rate of
falling in trails by 30% (see Gillespie et al 2012), thus preventing thousands of falls in this group.
Another marker of the success of ProFouND is the enthusiasm amongst partners to continue to contribute
to the network. In the absence of continued funding time will tell how real these expressed commitments
are. Nonetheless there are numerous events forthcoming at which ProFouND will be represented or
indeed which the consortium members are arranging in the name of ProFouND. There is a clear
sustainability strategy in place and commitment to implement this strategy.
Given the delay between implementing a fall prevention strategy and preventing fall per se the true worth
and impact of ProFouND is unlikely to be seen for at least another year or two, but the seeds of change
have been sown, for fall prevention practice across EU28.

6.1 Forthcoming ProFouND events/presentations currently confirmed
Month
April 2016

May 2016

Description
Integrated health and care, Manchester Health and
Social Care + MICRA, ProFouND presentation
ProFouND Online Innovation Factory Webinar for EIP
AHA AHA2
Watch your Step National Fall Prevention Conference,
Key note and workshop presentation
Age Anaesthesia Association Annual Meeting, Key note

May 2016

Hungarian Osteology Conference 2016, workshop

June 2016

European Federation of National Societies of
Orthopaedics and Traumatology (EFORT) Key note
Falls Trent Symposium Keynote

May 2016
May 2016

June 2016
June 2016
June 2016

4th Forum for Science, Technology and Innovation
Workshop - Digital Health, Wellness and Silver
Economy: Opportunities for SMEs in Greece
E-Health Week

July 2016

Exercise and Physical Activity in Aging Conference II
keynote
September Safety 2016 World Conference
2016
September European Forum Primary Care Conference 2016
2016
Workshop
October
Falls Awareness Campaign on International Older
2016
Person’s Day
October
eHealth Forum
2016
10

Where
Manchester,
UK

Who
Chris Todd
(UNIMAN)
Carmel Dickinson
EU
(ECHAlliance)
Calgary,
Dawn Skelton
Canada
(GCU/LLT)
Derby, UK
Dawn Skelton
(GCU/LLT)
Balatonfüred, Klara Zalatnai
Hungary
(HOPA)
Geneva,
Chris Todd
Switzerland
(UNIMAN)
Nottingham, Helen HawleyUK
Hague(UNIMAN)
Athens,
Homer
Greece
Papodopolous
(Demokritos)
Amsterdam, Chris Todd
Netherlands (UNIMAN)
Indianapolis, Dawn Skelton
USA
(GCU/LLT)
Tampere
Chris Todd
Finland
(UNIMAN)
Riga,
Wim Rogmans
Latvia
(EuroSafe)
EU wide
Chris Todd
(UNIMAN)
Athens
Homer
Greece
Papodopolous
(Demokritos)

October
2016
October
2016

EUGMS 12th Annual Congress
Seminar
1st Hungarian Falls Prevention Conference

Lisbon,
Portugal
Budapest,
Hungary

November
2016
November
2016
Autumn
2017

National Osteoporosis Society Annual Conference,
Keynote
International Association of Physiotherapists, WCPT
event
EU Falls Festival 2017

Birmingham,
UK
Liverpool, UK

For full list of future events and meetings see final project report D1.10
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Netherlands

Chris Todd
(UNIMAN)
Wim Rogmans
(EuroSafe) and
Klara Zalatnai
(HOPA)
Dawn Skelton
(GCU/LLT)
Chris Todd
(UNIMAN)
EU wide event
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5. ESA on Falls Reports
6. EIP AHA AHA2 Survey Responses
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Appendix 1 ProFouND Final Reports, Posters and Videos
Please find the ProFouND consortium end of project reports in poster format along with links to short films
which were submitted as part of the end of project dissemination event.
Links to short films submitted by partners can be found here:
AUSL11 https://www.dropbox.com/s/gwc4i9hr9kjqtxv/AUSLII.mp4?dl=0
CSI/Veiligheid https://prezi.com/qdbyxcjgc16s/profound-2016-presentationcsi/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy
LLT https://www.dropbox.com/s/6ier2t632ze62lj/ProFouND%20Poster%20Movie-2.mp4?dl=0
RBK https://www.dropbox.com/s/libwj50dhmvx31k/RBK.mp4?dl=0
Vasterbotten https://www.dropbox.com/s/fxaaxd463v14122/Janny%2090.mp4?dl=0
UNIMAN https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iekHwmOh084
Poster Reports
Achmea
Demokritos
ECHAlliance
FICE
GCU
HOPA
IBV
INRCA
ISCIII
Johanniter
JYU
LLT
NTNU
TEISTE
UNIMAN
Vasterbotten
Work Package 1 (UNIMAN)
Work Package 2 (Demokritos)
Work Package 3 (NTNU)
Work Package 4 (RBK)
Work Package 5 (LLT)
Work Package 6 (UNIMAN)
Work Package 7 (ECHAlliance)
Work Package 8 (Eurosafe / ESA on Falls)
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Achmea Zilveren Kruis
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Paul Mulder

Impact Measures

Project falls prevention
Pilot study: In Balans
How to activate elderly people for the falls prevention program?
Name program: In Balans
2 health care providers (home care organisations)
2 pilots
Duration of the pilot: 10 weeks
Frequency: 2 times a week, 1 hour a time
1800 elderly received a letter to participate
Criteria:
65+
Living in a range of 10 km of the health care providers
Extra health insurance for coverage of the costs for the program

What is the effect of the implementation program?

Research
Review of the available evidence based falls prevention programs
focussing on the ability to be implemented in health care and
insurance system.
Collaboration
Project is supported by information provided by VeiligheidNL
(Dutch professional organisation focussing on health and safety risks)

Short term effects “In Balans” in sec

N = 33 elderly started the pilot N = 29 elderly finished the pilot

Next Steps
Long term effects
The number of participants is small on order to have the means to
measure the long term effects of the pilot. This gives us an indication
of the success of the project. Our management is discussing which
steps to take next.

When communicating: Don’t focus on falls prevention, but focus
on vitality, health, mobility
When organizing: Don’t organize it in the period of summer or
winter, but aim for spring / autumn.
When selecting target audience: Make sure to have the correct
target audience. Also, don’t select elderly who live further than
5km from the venue.
When recruiting people: Telephone calls following up on letters
has a positive effect on the number of applications
When activating people: Make sure there is a clear sound and
communicable financial arrangement
When activating people: Even for a health insurer with 5 million
insured people and a project leader dedicated to fall prevention, this
proves to be a challenge. Do not under estimate the activation phase.

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

paul.mulder@zilverenkruis.nl
http://profound.eu.com/
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Lessons learned
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NCSR Demokritos, Greece
Homer Papadopoulos

Implementing Success
NCSR developed the following:
The ProFouND website, within WP2, (http://profound.eu.com/) is one of the
project´s main dissemination tools which is updated on a regular basis and a
‘one stop shop’ for fall prevention healthcare professionals.
The ProFouND App, within WP2, is an online toolkit utilised by practitioners to
assist their daily practice. A step-by-step process in this web-based application,
going through a specialised questionnaire, provides customised guidance to
practitioners per case (in various languages).
The basic online training platform, within WP5, (http://training.profound.eu.com/)
provides distance learning and is designed so as to ensure easy access to online
training about evidence-based prevention and management of falls.

13th Panhellenic Congress of Geriatrics and
Gerontology (http://www.gerontology2015.
gr/ehome/gerontology2015.gr/271027/?&)
February 26-28, 2015, Athens

Construction and maintenance of the EUFF 2016 website (http://www.eufallsfest.
eu/)
The Innovation Factory, within WP7. Registered users to the ProFouND Portal are
able to participate. It is developed as an enhancement to website’s existing features.
It is a discussion forum and provides categorised components (e.g. topics, posts).
NCSR participated in the following events:
HF 2015 (http://events.demokritos.gr/) July 1-3, 2015, NCSR Demokritos
HICSS-49 (http://www.hicss.org/ ), January 5-8, 2016, Hawaii
The next Greek OEP training course will be hosted by Demokritos. February 6-7,
13, 2016

Flash mob in Philadelphia ‘s Municipality KAPI

“ICT and technology for falls – ProFouND”, 25th
Annual Panhellenic Scientific Conference of
Physiotherapists (http://www.psf.org.gr/)
January 24th, 2016, Athens

Challenges to Implementation

Creating online courses for non-experienced users and in most cases unaware of
web technology, was a challenge because developers had to provide a robust system
that would guide the students in the stage by stage tasks and explain the required
steps in great detail.

Next Steps Sustainability

NCSR and Syndesis Ltd (NCSR’s Spin-off company) to secure the sustainability of the
PFNApp and the other ProFouND ICT developments started contacts with relevant
stakeholders. Many relevant companies, content providers, medical providers and
others expressed some interest of potential cooperation after a more advanced version
of the ICT developments will be developed. The roadmap and the business model
for exploitation of the ProFouND app and the other ProFouND ICT developments are
described in deliverable D1.8 Business plan and sustainability strategy.

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

It was a challenge to preserve the core added value of the website which is the content/
resources. Since falls is a complex situation the site should contain as many categories
of content, like content related to frailty and others, as possible. Because these resources
must be populated in the future with more content, as well as to ensure that the site
will be a knowledge hub for falls it was necessary to include metadata and annotations.
The whole design and philosophy of the ProFouND App had to be in line with the
fact of creating as personalised an intervention factsheet as possible, meaning to
connect the ProFouND App with as many input data as possible and make it more
useful to the professionals.

Impact Measures

NCSR contributed actively in ProFouND ICT applications and services. Stay Strong
and Steady poster and leaflet were translated in Greek. ProFouND Apps were
demonstrated in many Open Protection Centers for the Elderly. Cizitens actively
participated in Flash Mob for 1st of October ProFouND Campaign.
Press releases for the 1st of October Day, every year were sent to more than 80 and
released to more than 10 Greek Media.
ProFouND dissemination materials and leaflets were distributed in numerous
workshops organised and attended by NCSR

homerpap@dat.demokritos.gr
http://profound.eu.com/
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NCSR although is an experience partner in the area of ICT in ageing and health, it
was necessary to acquire more experience regarding the falls and frailty of the elderly
people through the ProFouND project, meetings, and events and the collaboration
with the other partners.

ECH Alliance
Carmel Dickinson and Dan Morley

Implementing Success

Challenges to Implementation

ECHAlliance - Raising the profile of Falls Prevention on the
E-Health agenda
Broadening partnerships across the EU
ECHAlliance has encouraged partnership between stakeholders, partners and other Thematic Networks, especially
E-NO FALLS.
Broader engagement with the wider community at a European
level of the technology industries, clinicians, health care practitioners, researchers and academics working on technology
for falls prevention and monitoring, through promotion of
ProFouND to the the ECHAlliance network of Connected
Health Ecosystems

Collaboration with E-NOFALLS to seek the experience and
views of the wider community on barriers to adoption. We
have encouraged ECHAlliance members to contribute to the
ICT repository developed by E-NOFALLS and worked to ensure
the OIF and the ICT repository are linked to enable members
and contributors to either site to access and contribute to the
other and ensure contributors have access to a wider range
of options than either site would offer alone.
We have worked with the EIP AHA A2 Group to identify national
and local partnership networks where the use of technology
has been identified as part of best-practice for falls prevention
and monitoring and promoting these reference sites through
the OIF.

carmel.dickinson@manchester.ac.uk
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

Maintaining the continued engagement of members in the
technology for falls prevention agenda has been a challenge
which we have addressed through a series of high profile
events.

Impact Measures
Presentations to PRoFouND and E-NOFALLS partners in
Vilanova Feb 2014, eHealth week in Athens June 2014,
the European Fall Festival in Stuttgart Feb 2015, Connected
Health Ecosystem meetings in Nice Sep 2015, Valencia Nov
2015 and Manchester Jan 2016 have showcased the work of
ProFouND and fostered engagement with a wide community
across Europe who are working on collaborative research and
development of technology for falls monitoring and prevention.

Next Steps Sustainability
Technology for falls prevention will continue to be a major area
of concern for the EU Connected Health community.

daniel.morley@manchester.ac.uk

http://profound.eu.com/
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Implementing Success

Fundació Salut i Envelliment – UAB

Laura Coll-Planas1, Pat Vidal2, Àlex Domingo1, Gabriel Liesa2 & Antoni Salvà1
1
Fundació Salut i Envelliment – UAB [Health and Ageing Foundation- UAB]
2
Col·legi de Fisioterapeutes de Catalunya [ Catalan Board of Physical Therapists]

Within the framework of ProFouND, we have
conducted following activities:
Leaflets, booklets and website identification and
uploading to website
Translation (and back-translation) of fall prevention materials to/from Spanish-English
(including OTAGO training materials)
Review of falls data available in Spanish surveys
Writing a new booklet on fall prevention
(published in Catalan and Spanish) and
presenting it to the public in several towns
around Catalonia, in joint cooperation with
local governments, older people organizations
and Fundació Agrupació (insurance company).
Identification of key local stakeholders, presentation of ProFouND to them
Meetings with the Health Department of the
Catalan Government to discuss the possible
establishment of standardized procedure for
fall data gathering in long-term care
Within our role of advising the health department we have incorporated recommendations
on fall prevention in different areas: day hospital, hospital…
Testing and feedback on the PFPApp
Contribution to the ICT and Technology for
Falls Forum
Regarding the OTAGO training:
Organisation of OEP Leaders course in Barcelona and recruitment of Physical Therapists
from Catalonia, Valencia, Illes Balears, Murcia,
Navarra, Aragón and Euskadi.

Organisation and coordination of two cascade
trainings in Madrid and one in Barcelona
Workshop with different stakeholders, including older people, policy makers and health and
social care professionals on the International
Older People’s day (1st October 2015)

Challenges to Implementation

The economic crisis has reduced the budget
for health policy, which has endured cuts in
(preventive) programmes and salaries. Therefore, the context is unfavorable to initiate new
lines of work.
Preventive programmes in ageing are still
underestimated.
Dissemination activities are very time consuming and require well-designed material
resources to successfully achieve the expected
impact on raising awareness and reduce the
fall rates.
Although the global aim of fall prevention is
very clear, it is still challenging to transform it
into a systematic strategy in practice. The main
challenge is the need to commit a multiplicity
of actors in building and applying a transversal
strategy.
It’s challenging to push fall prevention and
related risk factors (e.g., mobility disability)
into a priority in the health policy since policy
makers already have their own agendas.
Priorities for the policy makers depend on the
political moment and change over time, e.g.,
with elections.
Despite all the efforts needed to influence policy, the visibility of this impact is relatively low.
Fall prevention has turned out not to be attractive enough for the media although its big
societal impact.

10 Physical Therapists from Catalonia, Valencia, Illes Balears, Murcia, Navarra, Aragón and
Euskadi.
Cascade training: 2 in Madrid with the Madrid’s
Board of Physiotherapist (a total of 24 Physical
Therapists) and 1 in Barcelona (12 Physical
therapists), 4 more courses are underway.
Workshop on fall prevention (150 professionals, older people and policy makers).

Next Steps/Sustainability

FSIE-UAB will continue:
Implementing and spreading the OTAGO
training programme in coordination with
the Physical Therapists Boards around Spain.
Campaigning and raising awareness.
The contact with policy makers in order to
push fall prevention as a priority in public
and primary health in Catalonia.
Trying to establish a regional strategy
for fall prevention with the different key
stakeholders
To be involved with the ProFouND network

Specific agreement with the Collegi de Fisioterapeutes de Catalunya (Catalan Board of
Physical Therapists) to implement the cascade
training
Otago Exercise Programme Leaders Course:
laura.coll@uab.cat; vocal5@fisioterapeutes.cat; alexandre.domingo@uab.cat; secretari@fisioterapeutes.cat ; antoni.salva@uab.cat ;
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

http://profound.eu.com/
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Impact Measures
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Glasgow Caledonian University
Dawn Skelton

Implementing Success
From March 2013-June 2014, ProFouND WP2 was
led by GCU. In June 2014, Demokritos took over the
lead of WP2.
GCU achieved its deliverables of producing the first
ProFouND project website with a resource management system, advertising and dissemination leaflets
and posters, the online directory for Stakeholders and
with Demokritos, the online training portal.
GCU also set up an independent website that gathered together all the EC projects considering falls
prevention, a Facebook page and a Twitter Feed. GCU
contributed to dissemination at conferences and the
EC Stakeholders group meetings.

Challenges to Implementation
Early challenges included engaging all the partners
to complete their online profiles on the website and
to update information on partners. Agreement on
categorisation of resources (for searching) took longer
than expected but was still completed in time for
WP3 deliverable.
The major challenge in the project was the loss of a
key staff member in May 2014, that meant the continued work with the website was no longer possible.
Close collaboration with Demokritos on the online
training portal, however, meant a smooth transition of
WP Lead to Partner 11 and an improved and updated
resource management portal was created. GCU was
able to continue in dissemination activities, input into
the work of WP3 (resources) and WP4 (PFN App) and
WP8 (ESA on Falls).

Impact Measures
In the first year of the project website there were over
1500 unique visits from 88 countries (11% outside
of the EU), 133 followers on Twitter and 200 likes
on Facebook. (Further updates since Feb 2014 on
WP2 Demokritos poster).
GCU have disseminated information about the
ProFouND project, the PFN App and the Briefing
Sheets and Translated resources at over 30 conferences and in all Physiotherapy undergraduate
training since March 2013 (210 students). We
have also trained 68 students to be Otago exercise
leaders (with WP5).

GCU will continue to provide resources and updates
for the ProFouND resource website, including expertise on the quality of the resources and updates on
new resources for the falls prevention community.

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

dawn.skelton@gcu.ac.uk
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Next Steps/Sustainability)
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Hungarian Osteoporosis
Patient Association
Klara Zalatnai

Implementing successes

Stakeholder meeting

Disseminate and implement best practice interventions

Budapest Lukács Klub – 24 April 2015

Impact measures
Cooperation with health professionals
Synergism between Multimorbidity Frailty and
Falls

“Falls are significant public health problem”
ProFouND and EuroSafe
ProFouND aims to influence policy and to increase awareness of falls and innovative prevention programs
amongst all sectors and organizations that work with older people.

Challenges to implementation
Translation and harmonisation of the documents !
Patient Empowerment
Next step sustainability

Social Media activities
Stakeholder meeting
Budapest Lukács Klub - 24 April 2015

1239 people reached on FB Don’t Fall Don’t Break
National Action for Health Ageing through Falls Prevention – Wim Rogmans (EuroSafe)
Resource Repository - relevant stakeholders and their potential role

ProFouND Cascade Training Budapest,

ProFouND Cascade Training Budapest / Successes

OEP Trainings Budapest

Hungary - 2731 August 2015

Hungary - 27- 31 August 2015

Hungary - 27-28 February 2016, 12-13 March 2016

Fall and frailty risk analysis and assessment
+ OTAGO Program
1st Hungarian Falls Prevention Conference
(October 2016)

Social Media Activities
Don’t Fall Don’t Break
page 697 like (from 29
February 2012)

OEP Trainings Budapest Budapest
Hungary - 27-28 February 2016, 12-13 March 2016

...Age and Care…

Ageing

public group, 406 members (from 18 April 2014)

Otago - Profound Cascade

closed group, 279 members (from 30 August
2015)

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

Preparing the meetings

Sustainability

Challenges to
implementation

Don’t Fall Don’t Break Program
- for 2 years Linda Edwards Memorial Award
Prestigious International Osteoporosis Foundation award recognizes the outstanding work of the Hungarian Osteoporosis
Patient Association, one of 232 IOF member organizations
worldwide
INTERNATIONAL OSTEOPOROSIS FOUNDATION

zalatnai.klara@obme.hu
http://profound.eu.com/
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Translation

Harmonisation

Implementation newer OEP trainings - 3 / years
1st Hungarian Falls Prevention Conference
(October 2016)

Fall and frailty risk analysis and assessment
QTUG - 1000 people
Implementation of OTAGO Program - 200 people
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closed group, 36 members (from 14 November
2014)
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IInstituto de Biomecánica
de Valencia (IBV)

Juan V. Durá-Gil and Helios deRosario-Martínez:

Implementing Success
Instituto de Biomecánica (IBV) is a Research and Technological
Organization (RTO) that studies the behaviour of the human body
and its interaction with products, environments and services.
IBV combines knowledge related to anthropometry, interfaces
design, biomechanical evaluation and promotion of health and
it applies them to very diverse areas with the aim to improve the
competitiveness of companies and industrial sectors by addressing
people’s quality of life.
During the project IBV has provided content to the resources on
the ProFouND portal:
Guide for advice on selection of footwear for older people
Adaptation of jobs for older workers.
Guide to Good Practice Improving the quality of life of older
people with appropriate products

Impact Measures

IBV has used the experience and information obtained to advance systems to assess and rehabilitate
patients. One example is the eValanz: a system
used to assess and rehabilitate balance in patients.
This system has been extended with a new rehabilitation module, that incorporates vitual reality and
interactive programs with biofeedback. This development has been guided by knowledge gained
on reliability and efficacy of different rehabilitation eValanz
programs, and use of ICT in fall risk reduction.

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

IBV has also contributed with research Information from research
projects about ICT and falls prevention (e.g. ISTOPFALLS www.
istoppfalls.eu, and WIISEL www.wiisel.eu).
IBV has participated actively in dissemination tasks:
Translation of press release and training content. More than 40
features in mass media across region.
Active participation in the campaign 2015: Stay Strong-Stay
Steady. IBV organized a flash-mob in Valencia city centre.

Next Steps Sustainability /

IBV will continue working on new approaches to study balance and falls. Considering multi-factorial frameworks to
assess falls (muscle force, capacity of reaction), use of new
technologies, and tailored rehabilitation. One example
is the recently approved European project my-AHA (“My
Active and Healthy Ageing” H2020-PHC-21 689592),
coordinated by University of Torino. A project aimed
at early risk detection of fraility and ICT-based tailored
interventions. It includes fall risk as one of the key frailty
factors to address. Intevention programs will include best
practice: learning materials, Otago exercises and balance
games (e.g. iStoppFalls system).

juan.dura@ibv.upv.es
helios.derosario@ibv.upv.es
http://profound.eu.com/
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Implementing Success

We started an outpatient falls clinic
at INRCA to assess and manage older
persons with a history of falling or
at high risk of falling. Initially it was
opened to older people coming to the
ED of our hospital, which is a geriatric
hospital. Now older people can be
admitted from the entire Marche
region (1.5 million inhabitants). After
a multidimensional assessment,
a multifactorial intervention is
implemented, including an evidence
based exercise program to reduce
the fall risk, which is based on the
Cascade training.In 2014 and 2015
we delivered two very successful press
campaigns with a tailored press release
and interviews that were reported
in local newspapers and websites to
promote knowledge about prevention
of falls in elderly people. We organized
dissemination events with the older
population and NGOs. We contributed
fall prevention materials in Italian to
the resources section of the ProFouND
website.Finally, from 19th to 23rd of
October 2015 we organized ProFouND
Cascade Training in Ancona to which
physiotherapists from the whole Marche
region participated.

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

IRCSS-INRCA Ancona
Antonio Cherubini

Challenges to
Implementation

In a time where the Italian Health care
system is undergoing an important and
sustained reduction in financing, it is
difficult to start new activities aimed at
prevention, even when they are associated
with health and economic benefits.
Moreover, in Italy it is extremely difficult
to convince the Health care authorities
about the relevance of falls as a major
issue for the older population, since there
is still the prevailing concept that falls are
unavoidable with age. Both in the medical
community as well as in the society there
is still an underappreciation of falls as a
health problem.

Impact Measures

First, a relevant outcome of the
participation in the project was the
establishment of the first fall clinic in
the Marche region. Furthermore, two
successful dissemination campaigns
were performed, attracting the attention
of newspapers and websitesIncrease of
the competence concerning falls in the
medical and physiotherapist community
in the Marche region.

Next Steps/Sustainability

We aim to continue to work in this field
by involving more hospitals in starting
fall prevention clinics. We are keeping
contacts with the regional health care
authority to stimulate the calculation of
reliable statistics on falls in this region.
We plan to continue dissemination
concerning falls in the older population.
We will continue to work in fall related
research, in collaboration with the
technology department of IRCCS INRCA.

a.cherubini@inrca.it
21
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Institute of Health Carlos III
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Nursing and Healthcare Research Unit (Investén-isciii)
Teresa Moreno-Casbas RN, MSc PhD FEAN

Implementing Success
Later Life Training OTAGO Exercise
Programme (OEP) in Spain

Organization and coordination of Cascade
Training Otago Exercise Programme (OEP)
training (12 Madrid +10 Barcelona)

Contribution to translation of OEP Handbook
and other related materials

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

22 Cascade Trainers have been trained in
Spain. 79 healthcare professionals from
8 hospitals have been trained as OTAGO
Exercise Programme (OEP) Leaders. These
hospitals are implementing falls prevention guidelines and their participation in
OEP courses will help to promote training
of older people. Most hospitals are working in collaboration with primary care. All
materials of Cascade Training have been
translated in collaboration with Fundació
Salut i Envelliment UAB.

Next steps and Sustainability

Organization and coordination of Otago
Exercise Programme (OEP) Leader courses (8
healthcare settings)

Challenges to implementation

The main challenge to implement the Cascade Trainer of OTAGO Exercise Programme
(OEP) Leader courses was to translate all the
material into Spanish and be able to find
students who speak English, since the training course was in English. Another challenge

cip

Impact Measures

mmoreno@isciii.es
http://profound.eu.com/
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Each of the Cascade Trainers selected comes
from a different region in Spain, allowing decentralization of courses, therefore they can be
replicated nationally. In the case of the courses
organized by Madrid (Investén-isciii), the
institutions selected for organizing the OEP
courses are centers which are implementing
best practice guidelines related to falls prevention in the elderly in a national program
(BPSO® Spain), and are able to implement
OEP programs to patients. The healthcare
professionals selected have been multidisciplinary teams: physiotherapists, nurses and
physicians that provide education to patients
in special services, such as rehabilitation, other
specialized care, or primary care.
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The training course and qualification,
developed by Later Life Training (LLT), for
physiotherapists to be a Cascade Trainer
(CT) of the OTAGO Exercise Programme
(OEP) Leader courses was implemented
in Spain.
Two Cascade Trainer courses were taught in
Spain, coordinated by Investén-isciii and
Fundació Salut i Envelliment UAB, with
a total of 22 participants. One of them
took place in Barcelona and the second
in Madrid. We have agreed to distribute
regions between both centres to reach at
least one CT in all Spanish regions.
The final objective was to roll out the OEP
training in Spain by focusing on healthcare
disciplines which are related to elderly
care and falls prevention: mainly nursing
professionals (most of them part of the
Best Practice Spotlight Organizations®
(BPSO®)Program involved in the implementation of best practice guidelines for
falls prevention), and physical therapists,
among others.
During 2015 and the begining of 2016,
the 12 CTs trained in Madrid have trained
79 healthcare professionals as OEP Leaders
in 8 healthcare settings from 7 regions.
Also the regional Physical Therapists Associations in Spain have planned to offer
one OEP Leader training course in each
Spanish region.

was to promote the multidisciplinarity; which
is not equally implemented in all healthcare
settings at a national level since the Spanish
National Health System is decentralised in
regions. For example, there are some hospitals or outpatient services that enhance early
mobilization related to falls prevention, and
this is provided by multidisciplinary teams.
Finally, the current challenge is to be able to
Integrate OEP in the healthcare system clinical
daily practice.

Die Johanniter Aus Liebe zum Leben
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Georg Aumayr and Gudrun Haider

Implementing Success
In ProFounND the Johanniter in Austria worked
mainly on three tasks: providing data on falls, dissemination and implementing cascade training.

Provision of falls data:
Our patient transport service (rescue and ambulance)
gathered data of more than 3.000 falls (1.513 falls
in 2012 and 1.695 falls in 2013) in Vienna and
surrounding. The data sets include 12 categories
provided in anonymized form.

Dissemination
The dissemination activities mainly consist of informing/ networking with other stakeholders on national
and international level (e.g. EURODIACONIA, Austrian
Ministry of Health). In this connection the Johanniter
also established the Austrian Fall Prevention Initiative
in April 2015. Further, the Johanniter informed its
employees, volunteers and other interested persons
about the topic and the project (and its progress)
on its website and intranet and also took part at the
ProFouND falls compaign in Sept. 2015.

Implementation of Cascade Training
The Johanniter in Austria offer several courses for
the public on the topics of health care. Therefore it
was obvious to implement the Otago Program with
the aim to install an additional long term course for
elder persons. But in the end we didn‘t succeed in
recruiting persons interested in the Cascade Trainer
Education AND who have the required competence
(see also „Challenges to Implementation“) .

The challenge to implementation of the OTAGO Program was and is based on the fact that the Johanniter
in Austria doesn’t offer services or courses that consist
in physical exercises. Therefore we were/ are not able
to fall back on existing volunteers/ employees who
are well educated on this topic. This entails that we
had to recruit persons who were interested in being
a Cascade Trainer (or OEP leader), had the required
competence and who were interested to be strongly
connected with/ working for the Johanniter.

In the end the one and only barrier for us was the
required competence that no recruited person had.
Unfortunately we were not able to overcome the
barrier in time and therefore didn’t implement the
OEP-Leader education as well as the OTAGO Program.

Impact Measures

Sustainability
We plan to continue the national fall prevention
initiative and keep in contact with other organisations and stakeholders with the aim to carry fall
prevention forward in our organisation as well as
on regional/ national level.

The biggest impact of our work is, that we were able
to develop and extend a network of stakeholders on
national and international level who are interested
in the topic.

georg.aumayr@johanniter.at; gudrun.haider@johanniter.at
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME
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Challenges to Implementation

Implementing Success

The Implementation Guideline for preventing falls (Kehitä ja johda kaatumisten ehkäisyäOpas toimintakäytäntöjen implementointiin) in
Finnish was be published in January 2015 by
the National Institute of Health and Welfare.
Guideline is targeted to leaders and managers
and anyone who is planning or conducting
implementation of falls prevention in municipalities, health care organizations and units in
public or private sector.
The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health has
appointed Coordination group for the
prevention of home and leisure accident
injuries. The main work of the group is to compile national target and action programme and
follow its implementation. Latest programme
for years 2014-2020 (Ministry of Social Affairs
and Health 2014) was released in November
2013. Prior programs are from years 1988,
1991, 1996, 2000 and 2007.
Raising public awareness: several newspaper
interviews, one radio interview, contributing
to several radio programs on falls prevention
which were inspired by the press releases,
several interviews on safe mobility of older
people published in newspaper or professional
publications.
Database: Provided falls data to ProFouND
A Model of Good Practice: We wrote a report
on how falls prevention work is organized in
Finland
Training: Safe mobility of older people constitutes a key topic in master’s degree training.
DATA: Statistics on causes of death and The
Finnish Hospital Discharge Register (FHDR,
Statistics Finland) include data of fatal accidents
and most serious injuries requiring hospital
treatment.

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

Taina Rantanen

Challenges to Implementation

No simple and single uniform approach to
prevent falls exists.
Direct legislation for home and leisure
accident prevention in Finland is lacking.
The right to safe outdoor mobility of older
people has not been acknowledged as a
basic human need.
Preventing falls vs. promoting safe mobility?
Odds ratios for reporting moving out-ofhome less than daily

Impact Measures

The national falls prevention guidelines

8
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Few barriers
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Multiple barriers

1
0

Good mobility

Poorer mobility

Entrance barriers may prevent older people
from moving out-of-home especially if their
mobility is compromised

Next Steps/Sustainability

We have started a new intervention study
funded by Academy of Finland on health counselling as a way to promote life-space mobility
and decrease falls.

Total number of objectively registered barriers at home
entrance and in exterior surroundings (housing Enabler
screening tool)

IKINÄ -Fall Prevention Model

taina.rantanen@jyu.fi
http://profound.eu.com/
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Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

University of Jyväskylä

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Later Life Training Ltd

Dawn Skelton, Bex Townley and Dawn McLean

Implementing Success

As an SME, LLT have had considerable success in
the UK in training a National Workforce of specialist,
evidence based, falls prevention exercise instructors.
Over 90% of all falls service exercise delivery across
the UK is led by LLT trained instructors (OEP [1]
and PSI [2]) [3]. A workforce of 22 self employed
trainers across the UK have trained over 2275 OEP
leaders and 2000 PSI instructors. LLT aimed to devise
and deliver a Cascade Training course that could
provide a high level of training to physiotherapists
across the ProFouND partnership in order to
roll out national training in their countries. We
successfully developed a tutor training protocol,
populated the online training portal (WP2) and
received European Register of Exercise Professionals
(EREPS) accreditation. Our home exercise booklets
translated into 13 languages. LLT have supported
the translation of resources and set up the local
training portals in 8 languages. LLT have provided
evidence to support endorsement and accreditation
in different EU countries, similar to the UK
(Physiotherapy governing bodies, charities and
insurance companies). As partners in ProFouND we
have supported falls awareness campaigns in three
countries and delivered lectures/webinars. Provision
of fun movie trailers from the cascade training
boosted visits to the ProFouND facebook page and
Twitter accounts.

The next challenge was to agree the format of
training and secure engagement and agreement
with partners on venues, recruitment criteria for CTs,
number of days of face to face training and future
translation of all the pre-course online and face to
face training materials necessary for local training
by the CTs. In particular, it was challenging getting
agreement on the requirement of future training
from the CTs and royalty costs for training after
the project ended. As the partners had no money
allocated to send people to training (secondment
costs from workplace or travel/accommodation costs)
the original format of training (3-5 partners sending
participants to one training venue) had to change
to LLT training in more .countries than originally
budgeted.
.
.
Finally, as an SME, LLT had to provide upfront
payment to its self employed tutors before any
payments were received from the EC, which was
challenging.

Next Steps/Sustainability
.

LLT have made extensive contacts with partners and
also new actors in falls prevention (through the EIP
AHA and ProFouND) and will continue the roll out
of training beyond the ProFouND project (see WP5
poster). LLT are also in discussion with a number
of new Universities to support embedding of
training in curriculum to train new physiotherapists
beginning in the field. In particular, LLT hope to work
with Partner 11 Demokritos to look at sustainable
pathways for the portal continuation and continued
roll out to other countries.

Challenges to Implementation
..

.

Impact Measures

LLT have extensive experience in rolling out National
Endorsed and Accredited Training in the UK and
were able to support partners and locally trained CTs
in strategies for engagement with local actors in falls
prevention leading to sustainable implementation
in at least 5 countries. The training materials and
home exercise booklets have been translated into
13 languages which will be available beyond the
project end to support evidence based exercise
delivery for older adults across Europe.

dawn.skelton@laterlifetraining.com
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

bex@laterlifetraining.co.uk
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The first challenge was one of translation. We aimed
to get out three home exercise booklets translated
into as many EC languages as possible, with the
help of ProFouND partners. This was a big task
for most partners without any costs for translation
services. .
.

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Norwegian University of
Science & Technology

Jorunn L Helbostad, Kristin Taraldsen and Randi Granbo

NTNU

Department of Neu
Geriatrics, Movem

Implementing Success

Translation of material for the 1st of October
falls campaigns 2013-2015

Translation of exercise booklets

Falls awareness on the national news in Norway 4th Oct 2014

Exercise booklets for physical activity recommendations for older people
at risk of falling

Impact Measures
National model for falls prevention exercise classes
in collaboration with the Norwegian Directorate
of Health
Eight cascade trainers
Five courses for new exercise instructors
50 new instructors + 15 physios
Classes in six regions in Norway

Otago cascade trainer course

Challenges to Implementation

Interest from the authorities
Lack of prioritization of falls prevention in the municipalities

jorunn.helbostad@ntnu.no
cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

Next Steps

Develop cascade trainers in all counties in Norway
Improve collaboration it 3rd parties
Make the cascade trainer model sustainable

kristin.taraldsen@ntnu.no
http://profound.eu.com/
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Exercise group

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Technological Educational Institute
of Sterea Ellada Greece
Vasiliki Sakellari and George Gioftsos

Implementing Success

TEISTE has actively participated in annual joint
meetings with the ProFouND consortium,
E-NoFalls and EIP-AHA-A2 and contributed to key
conferences with stands, scientific presentations
and workshops:
E-Health week in Athens 2014;
The annual Congresses of the Panhellenic
Physiotherapy Association (PSF) Athens 2014,
2015, 2016;
3rd Hellenic Forum for Science Technology
and Innovation organized by NCSR “D” 2015;
14th National Congress of the Hellenic
Society of Physical Rehabilitation Medicine
EEFIAP 2016.

OEP Leaders have also presented ProFouND actions
regionally and nationally which has triggered
dissemination activities, campaigning, and events
across Greece, including World Day of Physiotherapy
2015.
A scientific department of geriatrics was also established
in the PSF, and press releases and dissemination events
were delivered in collaboration with Demokritos a
ProFouND consortium member.
TEISTE has shared Greek language best practice
resources on the ProFouND website, including: leaflets,
booklets and videos on evidence based strength and
balance exercises. A large number of the best practice
resources have been translated into Greek, which has
assisted Greek physiotherapist in organising falls
awareness events.
The ProFouND Falls Prevention App with the
different scenarios has been introduced to Greek
Physiotherapists during workshops and through
Panhellenic Physiotherapy Association and its website.

Many of the Greek CTs have contributed to falls
prevention awareness events and campaigning.
Many Greek users access the resources on falls
prevention, news, social media, videos, learnt
about clinical guidelines, best practice and online
learning regarding falls prevention.TEISTE with
Demokritos have collated a Directory of EU-Level
stakeholders for Fall Prevention based in Greece.

Impact Measures

Challenges to Implementation

Next Steps Sustainability

TEISTE has delivered 3 OEP training courses in
English and 1 in Greek in Lamia, 1 in Athens since
the original CT training in June 2014; has certified
aver 50 OEP Leaders.
ProFouND online surveys on the impact of training
have been translated and distributed to the Greek
instructors
Greek translated material has been used for
training instructors, uploaded into the website and
used for close to 50 local falls awareness events,
many radio interviews and press releases.

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

The biggest challenges for engaging with stakeholders
have been the limited number of staff and resources
especially after the Greek financial crisis. More time
and resources were need for the meetings with policy
makers, politicians etc.
Specific data and results on falls rates, and socioeconomic impact still seems too early to gather.
Nevertheless organizing the process of data recording
in the emergency departments is important.
There is a language barrier for some people accessing
the website as it is in English so finding Greek resources
is not always easy.
The Directory of Stakeholders needs to be regularly
updated to ensure continued validity.
Getting feedback from surveys and questionnaires on
impact is very difficult

A policy of contribution to payment for OEP Leaders
attending training and older people attending
exercise classes has been adopted.
Training further exercise instructors in other
Greek cities than Lamia and TEISTE premises has
commenced.
Our target is that Greek OEP Leaders and Greek
NGOs from across Greece, will work to a common
set of goals and best practice approaches for falls
prevention across Greece.
Delivery of a session at the PSF Conference 2016

Vasiliki Sakellari, vsakellari@teiste.gr
George Gioftsos, gioftsos@teiste.gr
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Through its involvement in the ProFouND fall
prevention campaigns and the Cascade Training,
TEISTE has gained national endorsement for its
contribution to the awareness on fall prevention,
especially amongst health and social care practitioners.

University of Manchester
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Chris Todd, Emma Stanmore, Jane McDermott,
Helen Hawley-Hague

Implementing Success

Delivered evidence-based materials and resources to support annual EU wide campaigning activity to include; annual press release; falls awareness campaign pack; leaflets;
posters; flash mob instruction pack; EU flash mob film.
Delivered an annual media campaign across the UK with wide reaching radio, newspaper,
magazine and medical internet coverage.

Delivered presentations and disseminated materials at 25+ international conferences
Delivered 10 falls awareness sessions in local centres with older people
Organised and delivered flash mob in Manchester City Centre with 35 older and younger
people

Impact Measures

Advising Public Health England on falls
prevention best practice research to accompany focussed campaign on Falls
Prevention and TUG testing in 2015
Active member of Greater Manchester
Combined Authority advising on FP
Far reaching promotion of ProFouND
developed resources, specifically falls
prevention intervention factsheets
featured on relevant UK based websites
(eg. BGS, Age UK) as well as direct links
from sites to www.profound.eu.com
ProFouND case study feature in the Scotland Big Book of Accident Prevention

Challenges to Implementation
Encouraging partners to translate new
materials and resources in the absence
of specific funding
Fragmented services means delivering
strategic joined-up approach can be
problematic and complex

Managed website content (2014-2016) and structure and contributed to social media
accounts (470 followers) and (632 likes) working with LLT (partner 5)

Continue working on Falls Prevention
through involvement as partner of
PreventIT project
Project on using technology for falls
prevention funded by National Institute
of Health Research (NIHR)
Projects on developing and evaluating
exergaming interventions
Clarification of falls epidemiology
Ongoing campaigning and contribution to Devolution Manchester and
Public Health England
Policy development and influence

Member of the coordinating committee for the EIP AHA AG2
chris.todd@manchester.ac.uk
cip

compettitiveness and innovation
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emma.stanmore@manchester.ac.uk
helen.hawley-hague@manchester.ac.uk
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Next Steps Sustainability

Region Västerbotten

Åsa Bygdeson and Kristina Nordmark

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Implementing Success
Cascade- training: Västerbotten trained a total of 10 cascade trainers whom
in turn have trained 38 new OEP leaders. These have started both individual
training and OEP groups with older people. They have been extremely active
and for example held balance and strength test in one of the county’s largest
communities during falls awareness week and referring people to start exercise
when there was a need.

Impact Measures

Challenges to Implementation

Next Steps Sustainability

11 from a total of 21 regions participatedin the
2015 falls awareness campaign. The campaigns
were a huge success with media coverage locally,
regionally and nationally. The Government has
given the National Board an assignment to
increase awareness of falls and fall injuries to
personnel within the health - care, social care, as
well as to the elderly. It is difficult to say whether
the government’s decision to focus specifically on
fall prevention has had an impact outside of the
widespread media coverage during campaigns.
We believe that the strong media coverage,
senior organisation commitment and regional
involvement has played a role in making that
decision. A total of 10 new Cascade-trainers have
trained 38 new OEP leaders. Some of those OEP
leaders have started both individual training and
group exercise for older people.

During the project period the government has
changed into a new constellation which has influenced the direction significantly. The initial plan
was to implement or roll out Otago all over Sweden
but this has changed and instead will focus on a
smaller georgraphical area and approach. Important
stakeholders at national level who were very involved
in the project have been replaced by those with less
insight into ProFouND and the urgency of falls prevention. When it comes to implementing a spread
of OEP this has been complicated by the different
regulation and control systems in different countries.
Sweden has no tradition of charging for training to
this group “frail elderly” which will be necessary if the
programme is to be spread sufficiently.

Otago: Meetings have been held between the
Region Västerbotten – R&D Welfare, county
council, and educational associations for adults.
There is an interest for them to become a possible partners in educating OEP leaders in the
civil society for greater access for OEP leaders
and OEP groups in Västerbotten. Continued
dialogue will take place during spring of 2016.
Falls awareness campaign: An interface on a
digital platform has been set up via the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions
(SALAR) so that the regions who are planning
to arrange campaigns next year have a network
for dialogue and can collaborate on upcoming
themes and materials. Decisions have been
made in Västerbotten to keep the campaign
as in previous years with regional coordination.

asa.bygdeson@regionvasterbotten.se
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

kristina.a.nordmark@skelleftea.se
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Falls awareness campaign: First we went on a fieldtrip to London in June 2013 to
get knowledge and inspiration.Then we asked other regions in Sweden to participate.
We started a local webpage and made a plan for communication. We produced a
report on first years success and spread it widely, after that we produced a manual
on ‘how to deliver campaigns’. We engaged important stakeholders in our region
as well to authorities at a national level. In the first year we had one other region
onboard, by the third year we had developed our campaign to a commitment at a
national level and in 2015, 11 regions of a total 21 delivered regional campaigns
coordinated nationally.

Work Package 1

Chris Todd and Jane McDermott

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

The University of Manchester

Deliverables Achieved

D1.1 Brief Project Presentation
D1.2 Kick Off Meeting
D1.3 Management and Communication Guidelines
D1.4, D1.5, D1,7, D1.9 Interim and Periodic Reports for P1, P2 and P3
D1.7 and D1.8 Draft and Final Business Plan and Sustainability Strategy
D1.10 Final Report

Eu Falls Festivals

Eu Falls Festivals

Network Management Boards

Annual Meeting

EU Stakeholder Meetings

Kick Off Meeting

EUFF 2015

28 Network Executive Committees
Two EU Falls Festivals
Three Network Management Boards
Three Joint Advisory Boards with ENO-Falls

Three Review Meetings
Three EU Stakeholder Meetings
Three Annual Consortium Meetings
One EUPHA Seminar on Falls

EUPHA Seminar on Falls

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

chris.todd@manchester.ac.uk
j.mcdermott@manchester.ac.uk
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Successfully Organised and Delivered Meetings

Work Package 2
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Homer Papadopoulos
NCSR Demokritos, Greece

WP 2 Website Construction and Maintenance
WP 2 Objective

Statistics

ProFouND portal

Resources Management System

ProFouND online Trainings

ProFouND App

The new portal of ProFouND
(http://profound.eu.com/) it’s not only a project website but also a knowledge
management portal that enables the categorisation, classification, and clustering
of the content.

Easily accessible online training (http://training.profound.eu.com/) into evidence
based falls prevention and management to users across Europe

ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

Google Analytics is being used since November 2014 in order to monitor the activity of the ProFouND website and to measure which webpages create the most user
interest and impact. 19.324 new and returning users visited website. 1st of October
2015 campaign attracted 283 users.

An accessible content management system (http://profound.eu.com/resources/)
for both partners and interested parties which allows content to be uploaded and
classified by the partners thus allowing tags, keywords, and titles to be created. It also
allows submission of resources parties (following login to the portal) that could be
housed in the system. Most resources are available for free viewing and downloading,
videos may be played.

ProFouND App (http://profound.eu.com/profoundapp/?nonce=) permits production
of tailored guidance, including individualised health management plans, and allows
local services to add their own logos and photographs or illustrations. The users can
intervene by adding their local services and opportunities for falls management and
prevention and the uploading of content (provided by WP3) translated into a number
of local languages.

homerpap@dat.demokritos.gr
http://profound.eu.com/
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The objective of WP2 is to construct and maintain a website platform for ProFouND and
to support all online activities, including resources management, data and discussion
sharing and online distance learning.

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

NTNU

Work Package 3

Department of Neu
Geriatrics, Movem

Jorunn L Helbostad, Kristin Taraldsen and Randi Granbo
Norwegian University of Science and Technology

Provide the technical content for the ProFouND website resources library:

A
T
Co-ordinate crowdsourcing of
content

Define architecture of
categorisation schemes

G

S

Moderate content input

More than 300 best practice
resources
15 different languages
Evidence based
Checked and approved by an
expert in the field

Leaflets
Best practice guidelines
Literature reviews
Reports on implementation

Governmental reports
Paper/reports on use of technology
Videos

jorunn.helbostad@ntnu.no
cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

kristin.taraldsen@ntnu.no
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Warranted resources

Work Package 4
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

C Becker, K Kampe, N Brenner and K Rapp
Robert-Bosch-Krakenhaus

WP 3
Website resources and content management
We have identified high quality web content, such as videos (particularly
using YouTube format to permit accessibility) and print material in English
and German, covering basic information on risk, assessment and interventions and more in depth videos on evidence based strength and balance
exercises which can be accessed by older people themselves.
Most videos are self-explanatory or require only minimal language
component and therefore do not need any local language commentary.
We also produced new videos in German without language commentary.

Future implication

Five of the German cascade trainers were involved in the “Osteoporotic
Fracture Prevention Programme in Rural Areas “and trained approximately
about 700 exercises instructors in 2015, who will provide falls prevention
courses in rural areas all over Germany.

Future implications
Currently we have applied for a funding, where the aim is to train older
people of the federal state Baden-Württemberg in the Otago Exercise Programme. Part of the programme will be to try out a telemedicine approach.

WP 6
Falls data definition, measurement & harmonisation

The identified and developed web content will be used in the “Osteoporotic
Fracture Prevention Programme in Rural Areas (OFRA)” and therefore will
particularly reach older people living in rural areas all over Germany. The
webpage of the German Ministry of Health leads you to the webpage of
the Federal Centre of Health Education, where you can find the brochures.

Target of WP 6 was to collect standard and comparable data on falls, injuries, service provision and costs, and if possible quality of life parameters
from existing routine administrative data held in participating regions/
countries. Due to our fragmented health-care system, only a provision of
fracture data is possible.

WP 4
Toolkit and best practice guidance development

WP 8
National and regional uptake, implementation and
dissemination

We provided the content for the ProFouND Fall Prevention App. The
PFNApp. is targetted at health care provider organisations, health or social
care professionals, NGOs, or older people themselves. We identified a
series of domains with questions about the capabilities and characteristics
of (e.g.) the older person in question and other customisation parameters.
Based on responses there are heuristic generated outputs based on
evidence syntheses provided in terms of “advice objects”. Advice will be
capable of being tailored to specific patients based on risk and clinical
profiles. We worked closely together with partner Demokritos.

ProFouND helped us with creating a directory of German stakeholders.
This can be used within the framework of the National Initiative for Falls
Prevention.
We have started to cooperate with some of the German stakeholders, like
the Germany Ministry of Health and the Federal Centre for Health Education. Some of the brochures developed within ProFouND have already been
adapted for these stakeholders and will be used for national purposes.

Future implications

WP 5
Best practice exercise regimen network development
The first cascade training took place at our venue, where over 10 exercise
instructors from Germany, Austria and Switzerland were trained as cascade
trainers.

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
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clemens.becker@rbk.de
karin.kampe@rbk.de
http://profound.eu.com/
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The PFNApp will be tested and adapted in the scenario of the emergency
department of a hospital in 2016. Patients waiting for their investigation
will be provided with tablets and can fill out the app themselves or with
support from staff.
We have developed best generic practice guidelines (“factsheets”) and
made them available to services. Medical associations like the German Society for Geriatric Medicine have uploaded the factsheets on their websites.

Implementing Success

Dawn Skelton, Bex Townley and Dawn McLean

WP5 aimed to create a network of at least 40
trained Otago strength and balance exercise
programme (OEP) leaders and Cascade Trainers
(CTs) in falls prevention and management of
exercise across Europe. These CTs are accredited
to provide evidence based falls prevention
exercise interventions to a variety of different
client groups, and to deliver, standardised and
endorsed training themselves to new OEP
leaders in their region.
LLT have trained 118 CTs in 10 countries (at
least 60 regions) in just over 20 months.
By the end of the ProFouND project they
will have trained 574 local OEP leaders in
their countries.
Successful involvement with partners to gain
endorsement for OEP leader training and
delivery in different countries.
Demonstrated sustainable local training in at
least 5 of these countries. 54 CTs have started
local training (in 9 countries).
The CTs have been involved in local media
articles and falls awareness events, including
delivering master classes and taster classes
for older people. They have felt confident to
seek out other falls prevention actors in their
countries and engage older adults in evidence
based and effective exercise (see WP6 poster).

Challenges to Implementation
The largest challenge was the overwhelming
interest in hosting the CT training amongst
the partnership. Unable to meet the demand
for new training (outside partnership) within
budget and time allocation. Additionally:
Time allocated for support of local training
by WP5 inadequate - Some countries have
not allocated co-ordinators to support local
CTs or not allowed time for local training
after CT training within CT’s job allocation.
Maintaining fidelity – Some countries are
embedding the training into other falls
prevention training and do not follow
standardised delivery methodology (so hard
to quality assure)
Quality assurance of training –valuable
lessons learned on differences in previous
training in and understanding of self evaluation (CTs reflection on their skills delivering
local training) and willingness to follow the
standardised process of delivery of training
(to allow QA videos to work)
Support of CTs by LLT tutors at point of first
local delivery – Vastly underestimated! Particularly an issue if language skills in English
not good and no liaison person identified
to join Skype calls.
Once first local course is complete this
reduces.
Sustainability – Wherever there is a local
co-ordinator this is assured (approximately
half of those trained). Some countries have
good local endorsement/accreditation
in place (Germany, Sweden, Spain, Italy,
Norway). Others have not yet and this will
affect sustainability.

Impact Measures

CTs trained in the ProFouND project

Improved delivery of falls prevention exercise
services by CTs trained (WP6 data). 45.8%
of CTs trained have started local delivery of
training. If each new OEP leader only worked
with 25 new older adults and OEP exercises
there is a reach of nearly 20000 older people.

dawn.skelton@laterlifetraining.com
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

bex@laterlifetraining.co.uk
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If each OEP leader managed to work with 100
new older adults a year, the reach will be over
80000 older adults across EC, within a year of
the project end (See Figures).
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Next Steps/Sustainability

LLT will continue to support the CTs beyond
the project end, through portal payments for
training (€30 per new OEP leader trained).
Four Universities (UK, Germany, Sweden,
Netherlands) have embedded OEP training
into their curriculum. LLT will continue supporting endorsement/accreditation in different
regions. LLT have been contacted by additional
partners to train CTs beyond the project end.
New partners in different countries have
contacted LLT for CT training upon hearing the
successes of others.

dawn.mclean@laterlifetraining.co.uk
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Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Work Package 5

Work Package 6
Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Chris Todd and Helen Hawley-Hague
The University of Manchester

Implementing Success

Challenges to implementation
A major challenge to demonstrating
the impact of WP5 cascade training is
that the training programmes have run
during the entire project. Thus there was
no point in inviting all cascade trainers
or Otago leaders to complete the questionnaires, since some have only recently
been trained and there has been no time
for implementation to commence. The

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

different initiation times of cascade training
in the various regions means that direct comparisons cannot be made between countries.
For the overall data collection process the core
challenges have been the lack of comparable
routine data collection across EU sites.

Impact Measures
Cascade Trainers

We approached 101 cascade trainers to complete the baseline and follow-up surveys. We
achieved a response rate of 80% (81 trainers).
However, not all trainers completed both
baseline and follow-up. Data indicate that
the provision of community based strength
and balance has increased across our sites.
We asked cascade trainers about the number
of older people that they had reached and
38 provided information on reach, although
only 21 were themselves delivering with older
people.
Otago exercise leaders

49% of our sample of 76 Otago exercise
leaders responded.
Number of older people receiving
evidence based exercise

Based on survey response at October 2015 we
had 59 trained respondents, who were actually delivering the evidence based programme
to older people. Because of differences in
training date we calculated that they had
a total of 328 person months of delivering
since initial training. In this period they had
delivered to 2749 new older people. This
represents a rate of 8.4 new older people per
month per person trained. This means that
the evidence from our questionnaire suggests
that ProFouND will reach the higher estimate
for numbers of older people being trained
made by WP5 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: WP5 estimations of potential reach
(our data indicate blue estimate approximately
100 older people reached per annum per
person trained).

Next Steps/Sustainability

Later Life Training will monitor and continue to support the cadre of cascade trainers
and the Otago trainers they have trained.
The University of Manchester team are
undertaking focused work on the epidemiology of falls across Europe.

What the trainers say
‘Future plans’:
Speeches to promote the
Otago programme and setting
up 2-3 new classes and 4-5 oneto-one Otago delivery with
older people
Greek Otago Exercise Leader

‘It’s my pleasure I have trained
in this programme! The trainees
are very happy because they see
the difference in their body!’
Greek Otago Exercise Leader

chris.todd@manchester.ac.uk
helen.hawley-hague@manchester.ac.uk
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WP6 has:
1. Examined falls rates across Europe
2. Examined process and outcome
data from ProFouND
Here we focus on key findings about the
reach of ProFouND in terms of how our
dissemination of best practice evidence
based exercise training has changed
practice and reached older people.
1. We undertook an online questionnaire, before and after cascade training by WP5, to establish changes in
evidence based strength and balance
exercise in
Germany
Switzerland
Austria
Sweden
Norway
Italy
Spain
Greece
Netherlands
2. We surveyed a sample of Otago
exercise leaders about the numbers
of older people that have received
evidence based exercise classes.

Work Package 7

Carmel Dickinson and Dan Morley
ECHAlliance

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Implementing Success

Challenges to Implementation

Stakeholders can be reluctant to put up their challenges and experiences on the OIF directly but are enthusiastic to share experience
in face-to face meetings and discussions. We have found that input
gathered in this way can be used to populate the site and generate
sharing of experience.

Impact Measures

11 “Challenges” are being discussed on the OIF including monitoring older citizens@risk for optimal interventions, quantitative
assessment of falls risk and frailty, affordable fall detection equipment and technology to support exercise.

Next Step Sustainability

We are planning a joint webinar Feb 2016 in partnership with EIP
AHA Action Group 2 and E-NOFALLS

Challenge: Is there recognised in technology for Falls Prevention
best practice we can learn from?

carmel.dickinson@manchester.ac.uk
ICT POLICY SUPPORT PROGRAMME

daniel.morley@manchester.ac.uk

http://profound.eu.com/
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D7.1 Launch of on-line marketplace and innovation factory
platform (OIF): technology interventions for falls prevention and
monitoring
The OIF is one of the project´s main dissemination tools and is part
of the PRoFouND website http://profound.eu.com/ forums/forum/
innovation-factory/ Phase One: Assessment of Requirements We
reviewed existing collaboration platforms and analysed what elements
were missing Feedback from PRoFouND and E-NOFALLS partners in
Vilanova, Feb 2014 and from eHealth week in Athens, Jun 2014 helped
us with initial development and design of OIF Phase Two: Development
and Integration with E-NOFALLS ICT Forum
We “soft launched” the platform Feb 2015 to PRoFouND and E-NOFALLS
partners and members of EIP AHA A2 Action Group Phase Three:
Implementation
Partners populated the OIF with initial content and we launched the
OIF publicly Mar 2015
D7.2 Promotion of at least one reference site, project or technology
Four reference sites are promoted on the OIF
D7.3 Networking event to encourage partnerships between
stakeholders
We demonstrated the OIF at the EUFF in Stuttgart Mar 2015 We are
planning a joint webinar Feb 2016 in partnership with EIP AHA Action
Group 2 and E-NOFALLS
D7.4 Networking event to encourage partnerships between
stakeholders
We demonstrated the OIF to ECHAlliance partners in Nice Sep 2015,
Valencia Nov 2015 and Manchester Jan 2016

Pre v e n t i o n o f Fa l l s N e t w o r k f o r D i ss e m i n a t i o n

Work Package 8
European Stakeholders Alliance for
Active Ageing through Falls Prevention
Wim Rogmans

European Association for
Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion

ProFouND brought together European organisations of professionals in health
and social care and encouraged them to take leadership in promoting active
ageing through falls prevention.
A Directory of EU-level stakeholders was produced which provides information
on up to one hundred relevant EU-level governmental and non-governmental
organisations highlighting their actual and potential contribution towards more
focused actions for fall prevention. Based on this overview twenty key organisations were invited to engage in a conversation on how to enhance the impact
and synergy in their efforts. Three meetings were held during the course of the
project, one combined with a European Seminar (Glasgow, November 2015)
“Falls Prevention - Evidence into Practice”. The EU-Falls Festival gave the third
opportunity for convening the network of EU-level organisations.

All Alliance member organisations have contributed
to the dissemination of one or more falls awareness
materials that have been produced by ProFouND.
An increased interest in falls prevention among
professionals has been noticeable in the form of
requests for more information and guidance for
setting up local and national initiatives.
In October 2016 we will present the first annual
report on activities generated by each of the Alliance member organisations as to their efforts in
awareness raising and campaigning, professional
training and development, and the impact on the
respective audiences addressed.

European Association for
Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion

EuroSafe

Implementing Success

Impact Measures

EuroSafe

In October 2015 eighteen of these organisations issued a joint action plan. They
decided to form a EU-Alliance for falls prevention, as the evidence shows that
falls should no longer be considered an inevitable part of ageing. Through a
joint action plan the ESA on Falls includes18 European associations committed
to increase healthy life years of older people across Europe by at least 2 years
by 2020. The EU-level stakeholders agreed to work together to:
Build a united front of EU-level stakeholder organisations Increase awareness
amongst their own membership groups
Promote the uptake of evidence based good practice
Ensure appropriate education
Contribute to awareness campaigns

Challenges to Implementation

Currently the Alliance members are implementing
a wider array of communication activities in collaboration with their national professional organisations
such as organising fall prevention seminars in
conjunction with their regular professional conferences, exchange events and training programmes,
disseminating of customised state of art evidence
in falls prevention and cost effective measures and
by awareness campaigning.One fundamental
requirement for success in coming years is that the
ProFouND partners continue their exchange and
collaboration and generate consolidated information on latest research evidence and good practices.
It is also important that the series of EUFF events will
continue to take place biannually. These provide an
excellent platform for the exchange of good practice
amongst the various professions and stakeholders

Next Steps Sustainability

For the next 3 years, the ESA-on Falls partners have
committed themselves to sharing knowledge
and best practice among the Alliance partners,
support to fall prevention initiatives, promote the
integration of training in falls prevention within
existing programmes and to report annually on
actions delivered.
EuroSafe will continue to coordinate communications among the European Stakeholders Alliance
on Falls for another 3 years, and to facilitate the
partners in implementing the campaign materials
produced in the framework of annual European
Falls Awareness campaigns

EUGMS

European Union
Geriatric Medicine Society

Healthcare and
social benefits for all

EUROPE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

cip

compettitiveness and innovation
framework programme
2007 - 2013

W.Rogmans@eurosafe.eu.com
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EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION
WORKING FOR CARERS

Network Management Board Meeting
ProFouND Final Meeting
Monday 22nd February 2016
Bologna, Italy.
Minutes
Attendance list attached at end of minutes
For images of the final meeting please visit the ProfouND Face book page
https://www.facebook.com/Profoundeucom-461418200643444/
For copies of all posters and videos from this meeting please visit the www.eufallsfestival.eu and go to
EU Market Place, all posters are listed under ProfouND and videos as per partner name.
Welcome and Introduction
Chris Todd formerly opened the final ProFouND meeting and 3rd Network Management Board. He
welcomed partners to Bologna and to the forthcoming days of meetings and events which would offer
the opportunity for far reaching dissemination of the work of the consortium over the past 3 years.
Chris Todd thanked all partners for their contributions to the EU Market place and specifically the
work they had all undertaken on producing posters and videos to showcase the very best examples of
their work and also, highlighting the challenges that had been faced re implementation.
Jane McDermott gave a brief presentation outlining the agenda for the meeting and following which
Chris Todd invited the first partner up to talk through their poster on implementation, and take any
questions from the group.
EU Market Place Preparation
All partner took turn to present their poster and/or short video (where submitted) and then
discussed with the wider group the successes but also key challenges they experienced during the
project.
The order of presentations was as per agenda, the notes below represent the discussion which
partners had as we moved through the day.

Vasterbotten / Asa Bygdeson
Asa Bygdeson presented and highlighted that for their region WP5 and WP8 had been the most
successful aspects of their ProFouND related work. Specifically referred to the report she had written,
(see attached) and highlighted that now 11 regions out of 21 in Sweden (over half) were now engaged
in falls prevention campaigning annually. A point that really assisted Vasterbotten in achieving such a
high level of success was the fact that so many regions across the EU, specifically within the ProFouND
consortium, were all working together to raise awareness of falls prevention. This was a very
powerful tool when engaging policy makers and other regions in the FP agenda. The main challenges
for Vasterbotten were due to changes in personnel and having to constantly re-communicate
messages and actions to new staff.
Clemens Becker asked what was missing? Unfortunately within the confines of the project there was
not enough time to embed it strategically into healthcare infrastructures through learning and
training curricula and systems. Vasterbotten have delivered a great project this has been driven by
one individual who has helped deliver real impact. Added to this are the stakeholders who have
supported the project and therefore enabled it to happen. It is multifaceted but this is how success
has been achieved.
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Veiligheid (CSI) Judith Kuiper
Judith Kuiper reported back on achievements to include national awareness raising campaign,
development of an info graph, which was a fantastic resource for communicating key messages. The
challenges were mainly; how to motivate older people; the availability of good evidence based falls
prevention programmes and the quality of the delivery; cost of implementation. She confirmed CSI
would continue wot work on falls prevention through cascade training as well as set up social bonds
for private investors who would support the falls prevention programme delivers through
investments and then be rewarded by financial bonuses attached to the cost effectiveness of falls
prevention programmes.

Eurosafe / Wim Rogmans (WP8/part)
Wim Rogmans reported on the success of the ESA on Falls group, the stakeholder alliance which had
been established and included 16 EU wide NGOs all of whom had committed to a joint declaration on
falls prevention activities.

RBK / Karin Kampe (WP4)
Karin Kampe reported on behalf of RBK and specifically described the PFNApp as being a very
challenging tool to develop, based on original ideas. The final version was aimed specifically at
Healthcare Professional and the next stage would involve testing the APP in the A and E department of
RBK to test how it works. This would be delivered through a number of ways, not least by issuing
tablets to patients who can complete online questionnaires whilst waiting for appointments or whilst
in the Accident and Emergency department. In terms of contributing to other work packages there
are full details of this in the RBK poster.
Clemens Becker reported that one of the main challenges for RBK was to provide data for WP6, this
was particularly difficult because healthcare systems are very fragmented therefore the do not all
collect data as required on falls, but rather in Germany they only collect data about fractures.

AUSL11 / Francesco Benvenuti
Francesco Benvenuti delivered a short film, which focused on the cascade training programme that
had been delivered within their region. Through ProFouND they had set up an extensive training
programme that included a Super Trainers element. The plan was to roll this out over the coming 3
years across the region and continuing to work with LLT as a key provider.

FICE / Laura Col Planas
Laura Col Planas presented the poster that had been submitted and mainly focused on the challenge
to push forward FP when other agendas are priority, also with Government changes and political
unrest this had led to issues and prevented engagement with the FP agenda at policy level. Equally
the issue of falls does not typically sit in isolation of other issues; therefore the matter is often very
complex.

Clemens Becker stated that sometimes it’s useful to use political incidences to raise the profile of the
agenda, for example, the Spanish king broke his hip so this would be a good opportunity to raise the
issue in the media. Whilst the both Spanish partners agreed with the idea of using current news
stories of people who are high profile falling/breaking hips in the case of the Spanish king this was not
a good idea. Not least that his reputation would more hinder the story than raise the profile.
Jane McDermott reiterated that the point was to align any media story synergy to your advantage,
such as when Madonna fell at the British award ceremony or during times of bad weather, snow and
ice. These simple media hooks allow us to use media platforms to raise the profile of the issues in an
easy and accessible way, so that large numbers of the population receive the messages.
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Francesco Benvenuti stated that often an infrastructure which is tied directly to lifestyle of the older
person, where you can give advice and support at a local level is the most effective methodology for
delivering messages and raising awareness.

Vicky Scott asked what the future plans in relation to policy were? For Catalonia it is always regional
policy development. It would seem that FICE has had a lot of contact with Catalonian Government and
primary health care are the key stakeholders and gatekeepers to help policy move forward. Maybe
there was a need to work from inside the groups to help identify how to deliver policy at grassroots
level. Implemented training and support with gatekeepers through developing relationships, for
instance with primary care physicians was an effective and tested method.
Clemens Becker stated that the issue is how do we define a region, it is often easier to implement
changes at a local level but state / regional level roll out can work providing there is sufficient
commitment and backing from Government level.

INRCA – Antonio Cherubini
Antonio Cherubini reported that what was working was a bottom up approach and through
campaigning INRCA had attracted media coverage and NGOs working with older people. They had
also started a clinic devoted to falls, specifically which was an enormous success.
In terms of challenges, the healthcare system is very rigid and physiotherapists do not have a lot of
autonomy in their work, so therefore they do not have the opportunity to train physiotherapists due
to heavy control by specialist clinicians who decided what they can and cannot do under physical
activity with patients. It is different for Francesco Benvenuti at AUSL11as they work with exercise
instructors rather than physiotherapists so there is considerably more freedom in terms of training
and prescription of falls prevention best practice/strength and balance exercise and rehabilitation.

Clemens Becker stated that this was a very important point in relation to health care roles across and
level of influence.

JYU – Tania Rantanen
Tania Rantanen from JYU in Finland stated that her impression is that there is too much falls
prevention, we should think about safe mobility as well and focus on the positive message – don’t
mention the F word.

TEISTE – Vasiliki Sakellari
Vasiliki Sakellari stated that they had also enjoyed great success in Greece specifically through the
Otago programme and that they had set up a closed group of Cascade Trainers which was having great
impact. Equally they had delivered extensive campaigns and through ProFouND they had developed
relationships and collaborated with other organisations/institutions in Greece, whom they were not
aware of before the project. Specifically Demokritos who they had developed a great partnership
working approach with and whom they continued to work with, delivering training on their site and
working together on campaigns. Politically, as a result of the financial crisis private services had now
taken on delivery of falls prevention in Greece.

Helen Hawley-Hague stated that getting feedback from surveys and questionnaires was made easier
by the fact that the survey was translated into Greek; this really ensured that feedback was gathered
effectively and resulted in some of the best responses to the survey. She thanked the Greek partners
for their work on this.

IBV – Juan Dura-Gil
Juan Dura-Gil reported on the work IBV had done in terms of collaborations with other technical
institutions and organisations. He also stated that the flash mob for the 2015 campaign had been an
enormous success, this due to collaborations with a Spanish healthcare company that enabled them to
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have a great impact, delivering the flash mob in the main square of Valencia attracted all media from
television, radio and newspaper so this was a big success story.

Demokritos – Homer Papadopoulos
Homer Papadopoulos reported the delivery of WP2 website, WP5 training platform, EUFF 2015/2016
website, Online Innovation Factory (WP7) and delivery of events as success stories. In terms of
challenges he discussed how the team had required to develop an understanding of falls and frailty
very quickly, they had experience in ICT and Ageing from other projects they had been involved in and
managed, however this was now an added specialist area for his team as a result of being involved in
the ProFouND project. He also reported that developing the online training portal had presented
problems and required a lot of work in ensuring a series of simple step by step tasks were embedded
to allow anyone, IT literate or not, the opportunity to be able to access and use the portal effectively.
For the future, Demokritos will continue to support the hosting of the ProFouND website and will
work on developing and refining the business case for the PFNApp.
Achmea – Paul Mulder
Paul Mulder reported on the In Balans study which was conducted by Denise Altena and Tim Kneip,
staff within Achmea – see poster. He mentioned key lessons from this study was about
communication and not mentioning falls prevention in any advertising or literature as this had
negative connotations.
CT stated that before conducting the study Achmea should have asked the research partners within
the ProFouND consortium about effective communication with target group as it was well
documented that using the ‘F’ word had a negative impact on uptake and engagement with FP
initiatives.

HOPA – Klara Zalatnai
Klara Zalatnai reported great success which included a stakeholder meeting in Budapest attended by
Wim Rogmans (Eurosafe), Cascade Training course hosted in August 2015 and OEP training planned
in both February and March 2016. Also plans to host the first Hungarian Falls Conference in October
2016 was evidence of the success and commitment to FP within the region,

ISCIII – Teresa Morena and Laura Albornos
Teresa Morena reported successful delivery of the Cascade Training in Spain having hosted 2 courses
and now 12 Cascade Trainers had in turn trained 79 health care professionals as OEP leaders in 8
healthcare settings and 7 regions. She also reported that the Physiotherapy Association Spain plan to
offer OEP leader courses in each region. The main challenges to implementation were; the translation
of OEP training materials from English to Spanish as this was very time consuming; decentralised
healthcare system which resulted in an inconsistent approach in relation to FP; inability to deliver
press campaigns due to structure and nature of organisation.
ECHAlliance – Carmel Dickinson
Carmel Dickinson reported on the activity for WP7 and as partner ECHAlliance, specifically focusing
on collaboration with ENO-FALLS as a result of similarities in their Work Package objectives.
Reported on the delivery of the OIF, with the help of Demokritos whom she thanked, and delivery of a
range of events to raise the profile of the OIF and ProFouND to include; Athens, Nice, Valencia,
Stuttgart and the forthcoming EU Market Place. She reported the main barriers to delivery were
about maintaining engagement in the OIF and ensuring this was active.
LLT – Dawn Skelton, Bex Townley and Dawn McLean
Bex Townley delivered an interactive session highlighting the huge successes of WP5.

Due to arrival delays following problems at Amsterdam Airport and time constraints the following
partners did not present their posters during the meeting; NTNU, GCU, JUHO and UNIMAN. However
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it was agreed that partners would view these during the EU Market Place session of the EUFF 2016
that followed.
D1.8 Business Plan and Sustainability strategy
Chris Todd referred all members to D1.8 Business Plan and Sustainability Strategy that had been
distributed with all the meeting papers. He explained that the NEC had worked on this document
together in order to identify what aspects of ProFouND were exploitable outputs in terms of
intellectual property, and which were sustainable in the short term.

The thinking was that ProFouND would have a legacy, specifically referring to page 20 of the
document, sustainable activities, where activities had been listed and lead partners identified to
continue supporting that activity post project end. In terms of the website, both WP2 lead
(Demokritos) and WP3 lead (NTNU) had both committed to continue hosting and uploading
resources, however for true success the commitment from the consortium was also an essential
aspect of this sustainable activity. Equally, LLT would continue to deliver Cascade Training across
EU and with partners whom they had established contracts with as a continuation of the work beyond
March 2016. It was also anticipated that the EUFF would continue beyond 2016, either through
delivering satellite events at larger established conferences (EUGMS, EUPHA) or if income generating
then delivering EUFF in its own right. Currently conversations had been had with a number of
different possible partners which meant the EUFF could certainly run in Manchester as part of Ageing
Week in 2018.
In terms of the partnership, it was difficult to continue without a dedicated administrative function
and so an option to join the EIP AHA had been outlined in the document.

Nick Guldemond, leader of EIP AHA AGA2 stated that currently the Action Group Area 2 were soon to
launch their new Action Plan 2016-2018 and were recruiting commitments to help achieve the
identified deliverables and outputs. During the EU Market Place members of the AGA2 would be
staffing a poster and be available to answer questions and take contact details of anyone interested in
joining the group.
Homer Papodopoulos also reported that the Task Force on Synergies document ‘Information
technology and adherence in ageing population with chronic diseases and appropriate
polypharmacy’ which had been distributed along with the meeting papers offered a further
opportunity for partners to commit to further activity. He reported that currently there was no
funding attached to this proposal however it was anticipated that this would change in the future.

Clemens Becker stated that the attendance of Alojz Peterle (MEP) at the EU Falls Festival on Tuesday
23rd February offered a good opportunity to open the door for falls prevention onto the EU agenda.
Equally the implementation of research may be another opportunity to raise the profile.

Dawn Skelton stated that from this meeting it had been very clear that the partnership was very
buoyant and committed to continuing the work beyond February. She asked if there was any
mechanism through which we could remain as a group and maybe host occasional informal meetings
or even set up an email group so we can continue to develop the work that has happened.
Teresa Morena stated that as a number of consortium members were already AGA2 contributors we
could continue to make a formal contribution on behalf of the ProFounD consortium in the coming 2
years.

Chris Todd stated he was heartened by the enthusiasm of everyone, the project had clearly been
successful and hopefully we could continue to sustain some activities in the future. It was possible we
could create something that involved minimal contribution in terms of organisation and continued
contribution to the EIP AHA AGA2 as suggested by Teresa Morena.
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Chris Todd also specifically thanked Demokritos who took on WP2 following the departure of the
technical staff member from GCU who was previously managing the website. Demokritos have done a
fantastic job at ensuring the website structure was more user friendly and were very responsive to all
staff whenever help was needed. In order to sustain the website it was essential that partners actively
continued to upload resources and ensure the content was updated to keep the website alive.

Clemens Becker reported that the Falls Prevention Intervention Factsheet booklet was currently being
updated and a further 2 factsheets being added on Fall Prevention and Institutional Long Term
Care and Acute Care and Falls. The new booklet would be available via the website by the end of
March at the latest for partners to both download and if possible translate and share amongst local
networks. These factsheets were the most up-to-date guidance currently available.
Homer Popodopoulos also reported that the PFNApp had the potential as a commercial venture and
this would be driven forward by Demokritos and RBK, to include testing and meetings to discuss
viability to develop it as an App.

Chris Todd stated that the EC officer Arnaud Senn would be present at the EUFF and so partners
should aim to introduce themselves and highlight the importance of the consortium continuing to be
funded through the commission. Equally, the EUFF would be producing a silver paper on best
practice and much of what had been discussed today in terms of implementation and challenges could
be included in that paper.
Chris Todd asked for all members to respond on the D1.8 by Friday 29th February to allow for
amendments and timely submission to the EC at project end. He also requested feedback to Homer
Popodopoulos on the Task Force on Synergies paper specifically and encouraged consortium
members to go to the EIP AHA AGA2 poster stand at the EU Market Place.

Final Reports, Budgets and Project Closure
Jane McDermott delivered a short presentation on the process for P3 report submission, cost claims
and project closure/expected final payment date post review meeting on 11th May 2016. She
requested that any partners with specific questions discuss these directly over the course of the next
few days as each has different needs and requirements.

Chris Todd briefly provided an overview of the day’s discussions and outlined the future for
ProFouND:
1. Based on the enthusiasm of partners at the meeting, the ProFouND network would continue
following the end of the funding period, and that many partners were keen to continue to
contribute even though this would be unfunded activity.
2. Thanks to undertakings from NTNU and Demokritos the website would be maintained over the
coming period for up to three years. Other partners indicated commitment to help by
contribution of material to keep resources up to date.
3. LLT intends to continue to provide cascade training on a fee for service basis and develop a
business model for this. Working with Demokritos, LLT will develop a business model for
online training and accreditation services.
4. The ProFouND App was recognized to require further development if it was to be
commercially viable, and Demokritos have indicated willingness to work with RBK, UNIMAN
and other partners to further this.
5. The membership of the European Stakeholder Alliance on Falls has made a commitment to
continue to work over the coming years and this campaigning work will thus continue.
6. UNIMAN offered to provide a light touch administrative coordination function for ProFouND
for the immediate 6 months following end of funding and to look into how such a function
could be maintained in the longer term.
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7. Assuming EUFF2016 proves a success UNIMAN will work with partners to develop a model for
the continuation of this congress. Initial discussions have been had with Dutch, Norwegian and
UK partners. Discussions at the Joint Advisory Board meeting earlier today are encouraging in
terms of developing a worldwide triennial conference alternating between EU, Australia and
New Zealand, and North America.
8. The annual falls prevention campaign held on 1st October will be continued and UNIMAN
offered to prepare materials and co-ordinate this for distribution amongst partners and the EIP
AHA AGA2.
9. Further feedback will be possible following the final review meeting to be held with the EC in
Brussels on 11th May.

Chris Todd thanked all consortium members for their hard work and dedication to the ProFouND
project throughout the past 3 years and wished them well for their future commitment to the
enterprise of falls prevention in Europe.
The NMB closed.
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ProFouND Consortium Survey Responses
29 responses to the survey were received
20 partners and 3 associate members responded to the survey, in some cases more than one person per organisation responded
Survey is divided into Work Packages for ease of reading and includes some general questions about overall success and impact of ProFouND at the onset.
Data is presented as text and in figures
Where relevant, responses will be inserted into the Period 3 Report under relevant headings and potentially used in the Final Report
Content Page Numbers
General Questions
2
WP1
6
WP2
12
WP3
15
WP4
18
WP5
21
WP6
25
WP7
27
WP8
29
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General Questions
Describe the most successful aspects of your work as part of ProFouND
Creation of OIF, engagement with other ECHAlliance connected health ecosystem, the e-no falls project on technology for falls prevention, disseminating information on
reference sites for technology for falls prevention.
Raised profile in Manchester of the issue. The amount of additional reach and consultancy with services
The cascade training, the Greek portal, the collaboration with the Panhellenic Society of Physiotherapists
The cascade training
The establishing of the European Stakeholder Alliance for falls preventionContribution to fall injury data presentations and relevant good practicesContribution to
strategic discussions and plan for sustainability after the close of te project
Implementation of OEP within the Regional Health Plan
Dissemination and impacts on mass media
Demokritos successfully got involved not only in WP2 but in other technological parts of the project. It succeeded to produce good quality results in short time period and
with minimum budget.We believe that these developments such as elearning platform, portal, PFNApp tp mention but a few will be further developed and will be able to
be sustainable in the future through well-defined exploitation models.
the dissemination of knowledge from the Profound activities in TU Delft
Becoming part of an international community that aims to prevent falls. Having the possibility to start clinical workon fall prevention
Setting up the first iteration of the ProFouND project website and Falls EC project websites (now overtaken with new website). Dissemination and roll out of Otago
training in the University Curriculum.
Translation of 3 home exercise booklets (OEP, PSI, CBE) into 13 languages. Cascade training impact and also the production of fun movie trailers for the training which
helped partners engage in training.
three groups of new oep leaders, more, wider practical implementation in falls prevention possible now.
The awareness campaingns
The awareness campaigns.
building of a national model for falls prevention exercise groups
New networkcontacts and up-to-date information
Starting the PFNApp development, having the time to develop this and progress it further after the project. Also the factsheets offer a really good overview of fall
prevention best practice interventions.
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What have been the impact of your work (eg. changes in falls rates; socio-economic impact)? please includeÂ specific dataÂ and results if possible
Some of ProFouNDs work has raised the issue of falls with SME's and technology companies- we are now working with a few. I have been delivering SBT locally to where I
live and this has had an impact directly with older people- I talk to them about the Profound project- they are very engaged.
Certainly the topic of cascade training and OEP is currently included as a topic in all Physiotherapy Greek conferences at the moment. Specific data and results on falls
rates, and socio-economic impact is still to early to gather.
We cannot provide specific impacts with data.
The Government has given the 'The National Board of Health and Welfare' an assignment to increase awareness of falls and fall injuries to personnel within the health â€“
and social care, as well as to the elderly. It is difficult to say whether the government's decision to focus specifically on falls prevention has been an influence out of
widespread media coverage during campaigns. But we believe that the strong media coverage, senior organizations commitment and the regions involvement has played
a role in this decision.The municipality in the county of VÃ¤sterbotten that has excelled in implementation is SkellefteÃ¥, which has taken important strategic decisions
that will have an effect on community level. In their public health policy program they have inferred that fall prevention should permeate all the political committees. The
social welfare board has accepted the challenge to reduce fall-related injuries in the population> 65 with 25% during 2016.
It is too early to assess the impact in terms of lower incidence rates.It is however clkear that over the past 3 years awarenss of the issue has been increased among
professionals, politicians and the geneal pubkic as well.
too early to say
No impact
Although it is difficult to provide any specific data and results we are convinced that Greek elderly associations, such as KAPI and municipalities became aware of the
ProFouND applications and training via Demokritos cooperation with them.
the dissemination of knowledge from the Profound activities in TU Delft
no measurements, but I guess there was no impact as our actions were very selective
No specifi data available
We have trained and qualified 68 new OEP Leaders (1st year physiotherapy students) and are about to train another 50 students (MSc level physiotherapists) to ensure
the new cohort of young allied health professionals. Within Scotland, GCU is now the place that falls prevention actors come to to learn more about falls prevention and
to get GCU involved in local awareness raising.
LLT have trained 118 CTs in 10 countries (at least 60 regions) in just over 20 months. By the end of the ProFouND project the CTs will have trained 574 local OEP leaders in
their countries, with the support of LLT.
this is hard to quantify
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No flls prevention was done at he CHUC hospital. we introduced the Morse Scale for inpatient and for this to be acomplised nurses were educated. We educated firstly
196 nurses and this moment was replicated to 204 nurses.At this moment alls nurse were education and the Morse scale is been used for fall prevention.
A project aimed to analyse the impact of different types of exercise programs on functional autonomy and the risk of falls in institutionalised pre-frail elderly women was
implemented with 120 participants. Due to its exploratory characteristics on the theme, the future objective is that this pilot will be robust enough to achieve the 'status
quo' of an independent project, through the search of its own finantial support, which will enable to increase the number of participants in the exercise programs. It offers
the systematic practice of exercise as a mechanism for the promotion of active lifestyles and a contribute for the improvement of quality of life related to physical
performance. The different exercise programs were offered at 4 different institutions in Coimbra city, for women above 65 years old. The exercise programs are
specifically designed to cater for a population of frail and pre-frail elderly (chair based exercise). Results from the different exercise programmes showed that the
participants in the aerobic and in the strength training programs showed substantial improvements in physical fitness, including static and dynamic balance. Substantial
strength capacity increases in the lower limbs caused by the elastic band exercises seems to have a positive effect on the balance, but increased endurance capacity was
only achieved by the aerobic training program. A substantial decrease in the perception of fear of falling and a slight increase in the perception of Functional Autonomy
were also found which seems to indicate that these dimensions appear to be associated. This model of global intervention has demonstrated to have added values
because it goes beyond the concerns of scientific research and provides awareness and information to the end user and all the caregiver community involved. As a
preliminary positive effect participants on the exercise group programs (aerobic and strength) show significant improvements in functional fitness capacity. Also a positive
result is the guarantee of the extension of projects within the intervention-action model. Following this model until the present date we were able to organize 8 oral
sessions on themes such as the importance of exercise in fall prevention and the improvement of performance markers related to falls, 3 sessions were partial results
were communicated to 150 elderly (>75 years old). Approximately 20 health care professionals attended our oral sessions. 12 abstracts were produced with the partial
results obtained so far and were accepted for oral and poster presentations in International Scientific meetings.
do not know
33 started elderly started the pilotand 29 finished. Balance: stand on 1 leg in seconds: before=5,6 after=6,4Reachtest: 29,5 before and 31,9 afterGetup and walk: before
9,11 after 8,115 times getup and sit: 15,6 before and 13,5 after
We trained 700 exercise instructors trained by cascade trainers and this in the longer term will hopefully impact falls rates in older adults.

Are there any other comments you would like to make overall about ProFouND?
ProFound will form part of the agenda for the Manchester Connected Health Ecosystem meeting on Active & Healthy Ageing in January, and we will also promote the OIF
at the EUFF in Bologna in February.
I will continue to work in this area- advise services of the evidence base and promote the website/App etc.
The cascade training, the Greek portal, the collaboration with the Panhellenic Society of Physiotherapists
It has been a really important project in order to implement best practice in falls prevention. Falls in old age is a problem area that we in Sweden and in other countries
struggle with.
The project was worth the investments from the EC AND from ALL partners, considering the wealth of information it generated and the significantly increaed awareness
of the importance of the issue amongst the various stakeholders.
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We must find a way to continue afterwards...
It is really difficult, if not impossible, to do this kind of work as part of my duties as a professor. The budget is so small, that I cannot hire anybody. On the other hand it is
so small that I cannot spend it. It would have been better to select a different organization from Finland. I just was not the best possible partner.
Profound is a successful project mainly because of its achievements compare to its budget. In that case there is a necessity for Europe to try to keep the framework of this
project alive
A very good project, and excellent website and organisation
GCU are proud to have been a part of ProFouND and hope that it becomes sustainable
ProFouND has been a valuable first EC project for LLT. Making many new contacts and working with collaborative and open colleagues willing to share knowledge and
expertise.
Until now it has been a good experience and we would like to improve our participation with Profound.
A good and helpful experience overall. We are available for future collaborations.
It has been a great project with great people!!
No
It was a good time, I learnt a lot fnd can use the developed brochures and other stuff for the future to help older people remain independent.
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Work Package 1
What has your organisation learnt and disseminated from the ProFouND meetings and events? a) What have you learnt? b) What have you disseminated?
Better understanding of what is going on elsewhere in the EU in technology for falls.We have disseminated the work of ProFound through the ECHAlliance network of
international Ecosystems at events in Athens, Nice & Valencia, and more locally in Manchester through the CHIC seminar series.
I have learnt about a range of evidence based sources that are available and the good work that is being done in other countries to raise the profile of falls. I have
disseminated key messages specifically about the importance of exercise.
Met a lot of new people to write new proposals with
a) We have learnt from joint meetings of E-NoFalls, ProFouND and EIP-AHA-A2 (two persons attended/participated: Vasiliki Sakellari, George Gioftsos), useful EUFF
presentations, great lessons of management, co-ordination and sustainability from the coordinator and the partners.b) We have disseminated through emails, other
correspondence, meeting, events, reporting, participation to the partnership meetings with ppt presentation and interaction within workshops.
I was learnt all the resources related to fall prevention in the community and also programs and activities organized in other Europeans countries that could be useful to
translate to our country.We have sent quarterly all the information to our stakeholders.
How other professionals and organizations have implemented community based prevention programs. These experiences have been made available for top officials of
AUSL11 and Regional Health Authority.
a) Many new research data, new besst practices
a) Challenges and strategies to work across countries and institutions' profiles, the OTAGO programme and how to prepare fall prevention actions, i.e., Campaigning and
Raising Awareness. b) The existence of the Profound meetings and events.
Learnt: reports from other places can be valuable as a base for further discussions at home, for example how to disseminate resources regarding falls prevention as in
Australia. Disseminated: the importance of an easily reached portal for the target groups how to find for example exercise options in the local area.
The project provided a wealth of information on good practices in falls prevention and a wide array of tools available for implementing these good practices. The project
offered an opportunity to access latest state of art knowledge and practices and key stakeholder organisations that play a role in falls prevention.EuroSafe disseminated
knowledge and information that the project generated through its web site, Newsletter and direct mails to selected audiences. EuroSafe co-organised a EU-level seminar on
falls prevention in 2014 and three meetings with EU-level stakeholder organisations in order to facilitate a wider dissemnation of information through key EU-level
organisations of professionals
a) Up-to-date evidence-based strategies for fall prevention; innovative strategies for teaching Otago exercise program.b) Organization of large scale exercise programs for
elderly persons with chronic disability. Population epidemiology trend in Tuscany due to the aging population. Update on implementation of a falls prevention program in
AUSL11 and Tuscany Region of Italy within the Tuscany Regional Health Plan.
a) Best practices to prevent fall riskb) Best practices to prevent fall risk Treatments to prevent fails risk Technology for diagnosis and prevention
a) I have learned that the goals of Profound project fit poorly with the goals of academic work. Dissemination in this is sense is not our job especially as we have no access to
patients.b) Media release resulted in interview (radio, newspapers and a series of radio programs on falls on the radio). I have presented the project to student during my
lectures. There are good falls prevention programs going on in Finland we have described in our report to you anout the Finnish model.
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a)NCSR although is an experience partner in the area of ICT in ageing and health through the Profound project, meetings, and events and the collaboration with the other
partners acquired more experience regarding the falls and frailty of the elderly people. â€¢ Demokritos' experience, acquired through several e-learning projects, was further
enhanced. Creating online courses for non-experienced users and in most cases unaware of web technology, was a challenge because developers had to provide a robust
system that would guide the students in the stage by stage tasks and explain the required steps in detail. b) â€¢ Demokritos disseminated the ProFouND project in
workshop of 3rd Greek eHealth Ecosystem Meeting at the presentation event of the newly established Greek Thematic Network for Active and Healthy Ageing and Chronic
Diseases which was formed in accordance with the European EIP on AHA and its corresponding Action Groups.â€¢ On 1st October 2014 and 2015, the International Day of
Older Persons, Demokritos, in cooperation with beneficiary 22 TEISTE, released a Greek press article to promote the work of ProFouND in the region. The article was released
to approximately 100 Greek press associationsâ€¢ Demokritos presented the ProFound App demonstrating its contribution towards the enhancement of the quality of life
and independent living of the elderly people at the 13th Panhellenic Congress of Geriatrics and Gerontology that took place on February 26-28, 2015, in Athens
(www.gerontology2015.gr). The session was attended by approximately 100 persons, representing local authorities, patient associations, healthcare providers, and the
research and academic sector.â€¢ NCSR Demokritos, organised a flash mob in Philadelphia 's Municipality KAPI with 25 older people taking part. â€¢ ProFouND project was
presented in the workshop 'ICT for Health Services, Assistive Living and Wellbeing' at HF 2015 (http://www.demokritos.gr/hf2015/index.html), organized by Dr Homer
Papadopoulos. â€¢ Dr Homer Papadopoulos presented ProFouND in the 49th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences (HICSS-49) (http://www.hicss.org).
Furthermore Dr Papadopoulos presented Position Paper Knowledge representation nodes towards Learning Health Systems in the session of Designing and Generalizing the
Challenge of the Learning Health System, Expanding the Community, and Maintaining Momentum â€¢ NCSR Demokritos in cooperation with TEISTE will present ProFouND
project on the 24th of January 2016 at 25th Annual Panhellenic Scientific Conference of Panhellenic Association of Physiotherapists with a workshop entitled ICT and
technology for falls â€“ ProFouND project and a discussion session entitled Applications of Integrated Care of Seniors and Support of Health Professionals using Innovative
Technologies Electronics Health - Innovative projects, USEFIL, ReAAL and ProFouND.
We have learned a lot about falls prevention, and falls prevention organisation during the meetings in Glasgow and Stuttgart.
a) relevance of gamification for the elderly (mativation for physical activities); use of sensors of other branches (e.g. automobile industry) for AAL in future b) relevance of
physical activities as fall prevention as one of the most causes for injuries, hospitalisation and death for elder persons; manuals of fall prevention exercises produced by LLT;
project progress
I have gained up to date knowlegde on effective falls prevention and innovations and got inspired by good examples of implementation of strenght & balance exercises.Used
this knowledge in advice / communication on the implementation of effective falls prevention with professionals on website, social media, handbooks, training)
I learned new information concerning the intervention to prevent falls and the role of technology in fall evaluation.I disseminated this knowledge to my colleagues in the
Institute of Geriatrics, in my hospital and to health care professionals and older people in local meetings in the Marche region.
a) Collaborative working with other actors in falls prevention across Europe, particularly through the ESA falls process.b) At a variety of EU and International (Canada, US)
conferences, the ProFouND App, the ProFouND evidence briefings, the translated home exercise booklets and the online resources, the cascade training.
a) as an SME only working within the UK and Ireland previously, we have learned how to engage with governmental and non governmental organisations across the EU. In
particular we have learned about different endorsement and accreditation structures for exercise delivery, differing quality of training across the EU and the myriad of
cultural differences that make translations of resources and delivery of training challenging but fun!
We have not been involved in ProFouND meetings, except the OEP cascade training jan 2014, meeting Farseeing Stuttgart in March 2015.In continuitiy to our regional fall
prevention programms since 2005, we profited fromthe OEP and background information/ studies.
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a) We have learned about the state of the art of effective falls prevention and got inspired by activities of other profound partnersb) We used the knowledge and good
practices as input for resources and messages we share with professionals in the Netherlands.
Not applicable.
The EU Falls Festival meeting in Stutgard has given us very good insights into the research being done in the field of falls prevention. It also introduced us to a series of new
technological solutions, including exergames, that will be very useful in developing new stratagies for falls prevention.
a)how to follow up more closely with national authoritiesb)courses for fall prevention exercise instructors, leaflets for fall prevention campaigns, leaflets for exercise to
prevent falls
a. Knowledge of a European network of organizations who develop and implement fall prevention programs. b. Knowledge and examples how to implement a program in
The Netherlands
a) In the ProFouND meetings and events you always get good input from other particpants. This helps a lot to get new ideas and improve your work. I find meetings and
particarly events always very motivating as you meet a lot of dedicated people who have the same interests as you have.b) We regularly informed the National Initiative for
Falls Prevention about the processes of ProFouND and distributed webcontent/brochures/ the factsheets on teh websites of different expert associations, such as the
website of the German Society for Geriatric Medicine.
How could we have improved the meetings/events? (Is there something we should cover at the final meeting?)
Very little required by way of improvement; all meetings & events outstandingly well organised & well attended.
It would be useful to share the barriers to implementation and try to action plan to resolve it- issues have been raised but true solutions are difficult and need more focus.
However, this is why Profound also takes a top-down approach to try and influence policy makers.
During the last EU Falls Festival the audience (clinicians) and speakers (technical people) did not realy match
All the support, the organization of the meetings and their content was always great. At the final meeting you could cover best practices and the internal communication
links that have been developed throughout the ProFouND project. It would be great if we could have some of the Ppt presentations beforehand Also further implementation
and sustainability of the project is important to cover.
More places and time to interaction in an organized way, since all of the partners are not English speaking as a first language some effort should be done to increment/force
interaction between partners.
Sharing in grater detail of the experiences of the other PROFOUND partners on community based implementation of fall preventions interventions.
Feedback from the collaborative work among partners in the meetings, e.g., Stuttgart.Time to share dissemination challenges across countries.
PFN meetings and events were excellently organised with a strong engagement of partners and stakeholder organisations. This formula needs to be continued after the
project has finished
Detailed discussion of successfull and unsuccessful experiences in implementing of fall preventions strategies
It was unfortunate that I have had several health issues during this period and have been unable to attend the meetings due to sick leave.
The meetings were very good.At the final meeting, I would think it important to keep the contacts between participating groups well organised via the website, and to make
sure the consortium ''stays alive'' via the website and/or via meetingup at EU Congresses/Symposia
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thanks for the great organisation!
No specific suggestions, the meetings were always very well organized and helpful.
I like the format of the meetings, but the more interactive the better.
We have enjoyed the meetings and a chance to meet new people and hear about their ideas/challenges/barriers. It would be useful to have time to discuss EU level
endorsement/accreditation of cascade training with the Stakeholder group and ESA on falls.
we have not attended further meetings s. a.
Not applicable.
No improvements needed.
No
No, Just enjoy the final meeting
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Has the management of the project been clear; how could we have improved communication and management?
It has been clear. More regular communication and contact with partners may work to keep them involved, BUT it is a careful balance as there is risk of overload.
Yes
The management of the project has been very clear. The reports and data were available to anyone through the dropbox and the internet. Our suggestion for improved
communication maybe more reports on the difficulties and the best practices of communication among members and maybe more skype meetings formal and structured
as well as less formal or even more 'e-mail alerts'.
It was wonderful the best I have never had in an European project!Thanks Jane!!!! :):)
Yes
Communication and management are very good. I cannot imagene how couuld be done better to do it. WEB site, social network (FB) activities are exelent.
Yes
You have been fantastic with support and rapid replies through e-mails.
The project administrator and EU Falls Festival Manager has done a brillant job of the past 36 months. The project coordinator created an open communication with and
among partners giving ample room for critical assessment of work plan, semi finalised products and deliverables. The tem spirit in the Network executive committee was
excellent. The communications with the country partners were more opaque (in the early stages of the project most country partners were in limbo as to what was
expected from them/ in later stages these partners made there own decision as to how to fulfill their role in the project implementation).Sometimes a more directive
approach by the coordinator would be more required in order to speed up progress of discussions with partners and to enure that country partners maximise their efforts
as to the implementation of national programmes for falls prevention.
No specific opinion and suggestions. We found the Profound project coordination and communication adequate.
Very clear
Yes, as clear as humanly possible. My role has been a bit unclear because I agreed to take part in the scientific part which was after all not really done.
The management was effective and professional. The participants and their mutualrelationships were excellent. The good structure and contents of deliverables reflects the
good organization of the work by the coordinator.
Clear
perfect - thanks a lot!
Management was clear, well organised and provided great support (in administrative matters for instance)
Yes, no specifi suggestions
Management and communication was excellent.
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Very clear and helpful. No improvements necessary except perhaps as an SME, it would be helpful for clearer information from the EC themselves on when payment is
made and reasons why payment is not made.
would have been much more easier, when the communication/ documents would have all been available in german as well. we are interested in networking on the eu
platform, using the experience of other organisations , but have not come in contact with usable practibable experience for our further fall prevention projects so far.
Yes,the management was clear: information and support was good.
I didnÂ´t have sufficient time of experience to give an fruitfull answer.
Not enough time as associated partners to give an informed answer.
Yes
The management has been clear, no improvements necessary.
Very clear
Any other comments on Work Package 1?
No
no
No
n/a
Our institution will continue raising awareness and diseminating fall prevention. The specific points of question 7 should be better claryfied in terms of committment in
ordre to give a final answer.
see item 8
NO
No
No
No
no
No
None
None
Our contact has been Clemens Becker since 2002.
No
I found the regular NEC meetings helpful to have a regular deadlines. I think we did not have them at the begining? So it was a good idea. reminders are always good and
they were very well organised and managed.
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Work Package 2
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Please explain your selection? (Why is it easy/why is it difficult?)
neither easy nor difficult. The Forum is not realy 'alive' though
The user immediately understands how to use the navigation, it is helpfulThe navigation is in standard places and is easy to crawl, easy to go about the website without
being lost.
The website was well designed and implemented, easy to read and navigate. It was well mantained and updated.
The information is provided in a very visual way and intuitively organized.
clear how to navigate
Website looks fine but there is an overload on information and choices on the home page.Hotch-potsch of informtion.
The web site allow easy finding of contents and resources by intuitive navigation
The information is well organised
It provides a structured and user-friendly interface, an easy access to resources and events regarding falls prevention and an advanced search functionality
easy for persons who are used to select information from websites;could be overwhelming for the elderly
Relevant information are clearly visible
Since updating the look and feel of the website (Partner 11) it is much easier to find resources and guide people to use them. Nice clean feel and easy to navigate.
Very clear and easy to use.
The Data refers much to UK, mostly in english.We see that the contents are a lot oriented on technical/ sensor based solutions. Our interest is using the experience of
other institutions setting up/ installing individual or group exercises.
It is of easy acess for consultation and to obtain information.
Easy to navigate.
Good layout, provides good overview, easy to find recourses
logical breakdown and simple language
The structure of the website is logical and this is crucial for easy navigation.

What could be improved on the website?
Not sure
na
Maybe more updated.
No suggestions
Could be presented in a simpler manner
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The core added value of the website is the content/resources. In that case more updated resources with metadata and annotations regarding these resources are
necessary for the site to become a knowledge hub for falls. Furthermore since falls is a complex situation the site could also populated in the future with more
categories of content like content related to frailty and others.
don't know
No specific suggestion
Nothing to add
Nothing except perhaps to have a direct link to the Directory of Cascade Trainers as a bit hard to find.
language selection for all items
The forum was not really used; has potential so maybe its worthwhile to promote the use of the forum.
additional languages
If find it very lively, but in my view the homepage is too crowded.

Do you have any other comments or feedback on the website?
a challange to maintain the web site without sustainable resources!!
No suggestion
the register of the ressources on fall prevention is very helpful and very well integrated in the webiste
No
None
None
It is a challenge to keep the information up to date and clear; maybe a yearly request to the contributors to update the resources and remove old information ?I doubt
whether the site has been visited by many dutch stakeholders; for us in the NL there is a lot of overlap with what we (CSI) aim to do (disseminate knowledge, good
practices and PRmaterials).
It may be possible to emerge some confusion between profane and profound.
There can be some confusion between Profane and Profound.
no
I find the webiste great, because it has lots of very good resources on and they are logically laid out and easy to access.
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Work Package 3

In what ways have the resources been useful for your work within ProFouND and beyond?
The information on getting down on the floor/videos are useful
a. Within ProFouND mainly for the OEP cascade training the Online Learningb. Beyond ProFouND for events and teaching mainly Best Practice Clinical Guidelines and
Printed Patient Information for the clinics
Resources presented in the web site have been very important to support the implementation of a fall preventions strategy in AUSL11 and Tuscany Region.
The materials in the website have inspired us for our own dissemation activitiesThe fact that the videos are recorded with real older people facilitates their use in
dissemination activities.
Useful to disseminate in collaboration with others
It provides key information for our wider dissemination actions
The web site allowed to get informations for designing a fall prevention protocol both for AUSL11 and Tuscany region (officially revognized in the goal n. 19 of the
Regional Prevention Plan which details fall prevention regional strategy)
We have used the information in order to define future research
Scientific interest
We are working to link the resources of the website with the PFNApp and thus we believe that this will make these resources more useful to the professionals.
It has been useful for us in teaching students of Industrial Design Engineerin about Falls in the older population
information gathering/ looking up
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Usefull resources on state of the art and inspiration on how to design and promote effective falls prevention activities.
To keep my konwledge in the field always updated and state of art
In particular the clinical guidelines and best practice information is now used in all University Curriculum for Physiotherapists, Occupational Therapists and Nursing
students as a one stop shop for falls prevention information in teaching.
The online learning portal (Partner 11) has been invaluable in the delivery of cascade training across the partners in the project. After translation of the Later Life Training
home exercise booklets into 13 languages, the website allows easy access by all those trained.
We use the training portal.
- Inspiration for activities/materials/guidelines- Input / up to date knowlegde; to update our materials (like guidelines or factsheets) where relevant.
The campain awareness was a good resource.
In the development of awareness and presentations for institutionalized older persons.
have demonstrated the portal when giving lectures
dissemation of knowledge
I always first have a look on the website, which I have to write something about falls prevention in English. Good stuff there!I mostly use the resources of other falls
prevention programes or also for patients.
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If Yes; how has this worked? If No; what are the reasons for this?
Easy to do- I have basic knowledge of the software though!
We provided some informtion on the forum but got very little response to them
Excellent. The cooperation with Kristin Taraldsen was great!
Resources in Italian (guidelines, leaflet, booklets, visdeo, etc.) were sent to the group in charge of the web site for uploading.
We have sent per email the contents (resources) to the corresponding WP.
easy, we sent it to Norway
Information on key stakeholder organisations
We provided the website Italian guidelines, best practices, leaflet, video, translation in Italian of Otago booklets
Well
The Otago was translated to Finnish before Profound. I have submitted some resources (a guidebook)
It required a little effort and a form is provided to make it more easy and direct.
No, we joined late 2014
we are not specialized on fall prevention and therefore have no special ressoureces
At first I actively provided resources, later I provided material for the website but did not have time to direcly upload it
Yes, at first I added resources but then I sent them onto Kristin for her to add, purely because of time constraints (its easier to send a link by email than to populate the
necessary sections for the resources addition. However, if this easier route becomes unavailable I will again add resources myself.
Yes, the home exercise booklets in particular.
We offered a print article about our regeional activities concerning falls prevention.
At first we actively delivered Dutch content that was readily available for us,later on we were consulted when someone found new Dutch resources.Nb we could have
searched more actively for Dutch resources; reason we did not was that it had no priority for us since we aim to disseminate relevant resources via our own website.
Translation of the Otago exercise package.
Translation of the Otago exercise package.
OK- we host the uploading of content
Network activation
If you do it regularly, it is really easy. Trondheim (NTNU) was also very helpful in uploading documents.

Any other comments on the resources and content managment system?
It's a bit time consuming but absolutely necessary.
see earlier comments on keeping the information up to date and relevant.
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Work Package 4

What is missing from the falls prevention intervention factsheets? How could they be improved?
Perhaps a statement asking people what other areas are of interest- perhaps something about the evidence based for overall risk assessment tools? e.g. such as
FRAT/STRATIFY- I think this is something clinician's would engage with.
The 'expertisecentrum val- en fracture preventie' a.k.a. the experts in Flanders provide their one fall prevention/intervention fact sheets we kept on using those
All areas are goved to a certain degree. Maybe by including more cultural details but this after the translation
It is good for community prevention; I would also like to find some information about institutional prevention
The fact sheet should consider the older person applying her/hiself the specific recommendations and not only his/her caregivers. A cultural adaptation is needed and for
example in Spanish/Catalan the strength of the principal message (be strong, be steady) was lost in translation .
the target group seemed to be researchers or research-interested clinicians and not (as we needed) older people (not user-friendly for that group)
many resoiurces were provided by Dutch partner VeiligheidNL which information was available in Dutch
No comments
Materials were available beforehand, no need to translate again.
The intervention factsheets could become in the future more personalized, but this has to do with the whole design and philosophy of the PFNApp. Meaning to connect
the PFNApp with more input data.
I think the ICT factsheet will need updating again as evidence is starting to emerge on their use (probably late 2016). It would be good to have a factsheet on incontinence.
Nothing.
Fact sheet was good; we did not translate because we already had similar factsheets in Dutch. We did use the factsheet to check whether there was any new evidence we
had not processed yet (this was not the case).
we are in the process of finalising the translation.
When communicating: Don't focus on falls prevention, but focus on vitality, health, mobility
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I find them good and helpful to get a sufficient overview about falls prevention.

What could have improved your experience of the PFNApp? What is missing?
As I said last time some information needs to be added each time which could easily be stored in the app itself
The 'skip' option for the local information on services and settings is not very obvious.
It was very easy to use but too simple to be useful.
it was an early prototype that needs to be more user friendly how to use
The App should be made available for public access and use through the PFN web siteHerein lays the prime value in my opinion for the App
Not enough attention given to the PNFAPP to provide sound comments
The leaflets that are produced could be more personalized
For its purpose I don't think anything is missing (there are other apps that do different things, but this App follows ABS/BGS best practice for early assessment). I would
have liked the printed materials for the older adult to be improved.
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A link to the cascade trainer directory, or links to local exercise opportunities (where they exist) would be helpful. A link to the translated home exercise booklets as
well?
Any other comments on Work Package 4?
To create the contents of the app was not so easy as it has to be a good compromise in many areas: Not too general, not too detailed, sufficient information, but not
overloading - it has to be quite pragmatic
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Work Package 5

How has it been used locally (eg. one-to-one or group training of older people/training of new OEP leaders)?
Mainly normal group training of new OEP leaders
Group training of new OEP leaders
see Report of experiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
This is the responsibility of VeiligheidNL in the Netherlands, as they have done during the later stages of the project.
training of OEP leaders:1 Group training for cascade trainers run by LLT.1 Group training for OEP Leaders and super leaders run by LLT1 Group training for OEP leaders run
by tuscany cascade trainers.Training of older people at risk for falls (since first the course in Empoli): -about 40 persons have received one-to-one training-3 OEP classes
have been activated in the last month (in sinergy with APA program) in 3 municipalities
tried to implement the cascade training and worked on it for several months, but in the end we didn't succeed because of the lack of educated participants for the
education (enough persons who were interested, but no physio therapeutics)
To improve the exercise program for fall prevention that has been established in our hospital. The program is applied to small classes (5 to 8) older subjects.
We have embedded Otago training into our University Curricula for Physiotherapists (BSc and MSc). This is because Dawn Skelton (also part of WP5) works at GCU but has
trained up four Physiotherapy Lecturers to continue). Approximately 120 students a year will be trained in Otago.
LLT delivered the cascade training within the project. It has worked with ProFouND partners to suggest methods of delivery (differing for different settings) and ideas on
advertising and motivating older people to be involved in evidence based exercise.
we have trained three groups of new oep leaders.
9 cascade trainers were trained in 2015These CT's will all start training new OEP leaders in the Netherlands and some of the CT's also train older people (mostly one-toone).
training of new instructors and spread of new courses. COllaboration with the Norwegian Health Directorate on a national model for falls prevention exercise groups
Group training with instructions from Health proffesionals
The cascade trainer Carolin Barz and I trained our physios and other new OEP leaders. OUr physios mainly used it in one-to-one. I use it in group sessions.
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Describe how this has promoted project engagement and implementation (eg. endorsement; raising awareness)?
Talking about the FlashMob and the European Cascade training has been of great interest to colleagues working in practice and older people.
Through the involvement in the Cascade Training and its involvement in fall prevention campaign our organisation gained endorsement and the awareness on fall
prevention in Greek especially physiotherapy organizations rose extremely.
The cascade training has stablished a specific collaborative way of fall prevention intervention between our Foundation and the Physiotherapists' Association of Catalonia.
The physiotherapits's association of Catalonia has opened to us the collaboration with the rest of the physiotherapits's associations in Spain to conduct the same
programme.
see Report of experiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
see item 27
During the Profound project we had a number of meeting with the associations of GPs, nurses, physiotherapists, lay citizens, and top officials of Tuscany Region. This led to
the Regional Law 693/2015 (Regional Plan for Prevention) which defined fall prevention one of the priorities of the regional health service for the next 3 years.
Subsequently to fund a widespread training of new OEP leaders in Tuscany (in collaboration with LLT)the regional law 878/2015 was issued.
The cascade trainers were very effective in trasmitting the importance of an evidence based fall prevention to achieve the goal of reducing falls.
N/A as OEP is already endorsed and nationally accredited in the UK.
LLT have tried to support ProFouND partners who have undergone cascade training so they can obtain national accreditation/endorsement by sending out information on
how this was achieved in the UK and examples from across Europe where this has worked (e.g.. Germany, Spain).
we reached the trainers only on the background of ten years work in falls prevention before.
The CT training was a very valuable start of a more coordinated implementation of the Otago exercise program in the NL (there was a Dutch Otago handbook and some
physiotherapists deliverd it). In cooperation with the brancheorganisation of Geriatric Physiotherapists and a University of applied sciences we(CSI)organise the training of
new certified OEPleaders, promote the program, talk with Insurance companies about coverage and together with LLT we will guard the quality.
Many counties in Norway have been engaged and in these places the awareness about falls and falls prevention has increased.
- When activating people: Even for a health insurer with 5 million insured people and a project leader dedicated to fall prevention, this proves to be a challenge. Do not
under estimate the activation phase.- When activating people: Enough budget
The Cascade Training was particularly good at implementation. You have a small network of good exercise instructors, who work in practice but in research as well we
involved 5 cascade trainers to train more than 700 exercise instructors in another falls prevention progamme (OFRA) which is based on the OEP.
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What are your future plans for cascade training?
Keep up the successful cascade training covering all the needs in Greece.
We plan to keep on training Otago trainers around Spain through the different physiotherapists' associations. The online training will be provided in any case by our
Foundation.
see Report of experiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
see item 27
Tuscany region plans in the next 2 years 30 more courses for OEP leaders.
No plans
We will support the elearning part of the Cascade training and we will try to augment the user experience (trainees) adding more technologies in the platform.
DNA to TU Delft, as we are a technology university
We would like to run a new session in 2016, depending on available human resourses
None
We will maintain and pay for the continuation of the ProFouND online training portal so that local CTs can use the translated materials already on the portal to continue
local OEP training beyond the ProFouND project (at a small cost). We have been approached by a number of other organisations (within and beyond the ProFouND project)
to deliver more cascade training across Europe.
we plan two new groups for new oep leaders for 2016.
The CT trainers will train new OEP leaders in all regions in the Netherlands; CSI will coordinate these trainings and support the CT's. We will create and support a network of
certified OEP leaders.
We would like to participate as partners.
We would like to participate as partners.
collaboration with Dawn skelton and also the Norwegain Health directorate (funding) to run new cascade trainer courses
Yes, other programs.
I can imagine to do other cascade training programmes with Carolin Barz. I will definitely stay in touch with the other cascade trainers and think about how to implement
Otago in German speaking countries.

What have been the biggest challenges for engaging with stakeholders?
No issues- the background and strength of the Profound project has led to greater profile and engagement in the UK, I think.
The limited number of staff and resources especially after the financial crisis in Greece.
The OTAGO course itself has made it very easy to engage stakeholders. The challenge has been understanding and implementing the specific and complementary roles
within each involved partner (LLT in Glasgow, physiotherapist's associations, our Foundation and the rest of Spanish partners, the own OTAGO leaders)
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When it comes to implementing a spread of OEP it has been complicated by the different regulation and control systems between the UK and Sweden. Sweden has no
tradition of charging for training this group 'frail elderly' which will be necessary if there is to be spread sufficiently.
To guarantee the economic sustainability of the Otago program in the community gyms
To convince them about the relevance of the issue in the older population
None as in the UK the Otago programme is well known.
The largest challenges have been working with partners in order to understand the huge commitment of time and energy to first undergo the training and then to translate
all the training resources, populate the local language training portals and the amount of preparation work needed to run local training. Also some partners have not
protected time for the new cascade trainers to prepare and deliver local training. A local co-ordinator to continue reminding CTs to deliver local training, to help in the
coordination of translation and of training across a country makes all the difference.
Financing the implementation and bulding and spreading eth model for exercise groups
Participation
No big challenges, as I did not really engage with stakeholders

Any other comments on cascade training?
It's great experience for trainers and trainees. Thank you.
The cascade training is very time consuming to manage and unfortunately has been an in kind contribution
This is not a task suitable for a university.
None
In future, LLT would request translation costs as the time and difficulty of requiring goodwill from the partners to translate all the training materials was considerable and
delayed the rolling out of local training.
The training of CT's was very good; all trainees were very enthusiastic.The cooperation with LLT on the organisation of the trainings for new OEP leaders and the making of
the Dutch version of the trainingportal is a bit complex; needs a lot of tuning and consultation from both sides. From our perspective it would be more easy if we could set
up our own e-learning or portal.
Development of training programs aimed at improving functional fitness as a whole and not just balance would also be an asset.
Very good inspiration for those participating and also very valuable teaching and learning
No
Well standardised and therefore very easy to train other exercise instructors.
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Work Package 6

How have you contributed to WP6 (falls data definitions; harmonisation and management)?
We have sent some data.
We provided the type of data available in our country.
shared a lot of fall-related regional data
Yes: - provided access to data from EU-collaborative projects (IDB)- produced a factsheet on Injuries due to falls in older people in the EU
We provided information on the existing regional databases to the WP leaders
Providing data
Demokritos tried to contribute in the development of the core dataset
provided falls data
GCU have completed surveys and put WP6 in touch with Scottish data collection actors. Not contributed to data collection as WP6 is also based in UK and has access to
data.
Provided email details of all Cascade trainers so they can be surveyed to find out any changes in delivery of falls prevention exercise services before and after cascade
training.
- contributed to definition of core dataset (survey)- delivered dataset on falls in the Netherlands in 2012 and 2013
data on fractures available in NOrway, but as a researcher I have to apply to run a reserach project to get access to data,
Data delivery and Measurement data
Not sure but I think so.
What have been the biggest barriers/challenges to sharing data?
ethical and privacy related problems pervent us from sharing our fall related data.
The dropbox storage size is a problem, translating and decoding is another. Only data from efforts of our institute are available and not national data.
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We haven't been able to share specific data.
it was easy to share but we have not got any feed-back or summary which was a disappointment
Falls in existing administrative regional databases are included in the definition of accidents. So this do not allow a proper selection of events related to falls
There is not organized information in Spain
No barriers but the timing was not right. Data originate from before the project.
Statistics and local data are not normally routinely reported in large datasets for Greece
anonymization of patients' data (time consuming)
N/A
Some of the CTs did not have excellent English and the WP6 surveys were long and sometimes difficult for them to understand.
We could rather easily get data from our national injury surveillance system (recoding and selection of cases took some time but that was not really big).This did not
include all variables in the core dataset; gathering the additional data would have been a too great effort.
to get access to the data
Privacy
Due to our fragmented health care system it is very difficult to gather data at all. I assume data protection is also an issue.
Is there anything which would be useful to you in relation to data collection?
Stakeholders internal help (from the institutes)
A local repository of falls prevention/management programs and care pathways, associated with the ProFouND data collection protocols and tools.
Reach of training to older people from the new OEP leaders that the CTs train.

Any other comments in relation to Work Package 6?
We recorded a simulated fall dataset which re-enact real life falls which were recorded with camera's in the home of older adults. We will be making this dataset publicly
available during March.
Organizing the process of data recording in the emergency departments is important.
would have been useful to know how the data is used (a lot of work but for what?)
This was really not realized as initially discussed which is understandable.
Doubt whether it is feasible to obtain a good uniform dataset from the different countries.
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Work Package 7

How have you used the Online Innovation Factory (OIF)?
I have posted questions on it and encouraged others to access it.
We have gone through the information/discussions available. During the participation (with Demokritos) to the Workshop in Athens Sunday 24 Febr 2015 '' Technology
to support an Ageing Population - 3 Projects take the lead: USEFIL, ProFouND, E-NOFALLS and the e-health week 2014 in Athens we participated and following
discussions for shaping the tools.
We have helped populate the OIF with best practice reference sites; encouraged it's use amongst consortium members and industry partners, and engaged with the ENO Falls ICT repository to promote across different channels.
Adding comments into the forum but only once
Demokritos have undertaken the role of developing the software implementation of the OIF.
We provided information on future sensing.
We have provided information on Physiosening.

Describe how the OIF has enabled you to engage with ProFouND?
I have been able to promote the FARSEEING exploitable
OIF was informative in an area that we were not familiar.
We haven't engage Profound through the forum

What have been the biggest problems/challenges with the OIF?
Encouraging ECHAlliance and ProFound network members to engage in the full range of discussion topics.We have also struggled to engage with some of the reference
sites directly despite best efforts.
So far it has not had the most engagement- there are issues about confidentiality and sharing of ideas I think which holds people back.
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That it was more in theory and not in a practical basis.
We haven't seen it as a useful tool
Customised development was necessary in order to satisfy user's requirements. During usage there were no reported problems.
It´s not easy to acess.
Not easy to access.
I have not detected what it adds to what I need to know yet
Security
Did not really use it

No other comments
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Work Package 8
What impact has your work within ProFouND had regionally and/or nationally?a) regionallyb) nationally
We have discussed the OIF with locally based Falls Prevention Teams, and have involved interested colleagues in the development of an event being delivered in January
2016.
I have been engaged in reviews of services and commissioning processes.
a) regionally physiotherapy students, individual older people and families, health and social care practitioners were informed and involved in events and training.b)
nationally medical and physio societies were informed, health care provider organisations, health authorities and technology providers and universities were also
informed and involved.
The OTAGO course is the specific added value from Profound through a stablished collaboration with physiotherapist's association regionally (in Catalonia) as well as
nationally (around Spain). Belonging to the Profound Consortium and the frame of the Profound project has reinforced other dissemination activities we have conducted
such as a new booklet and a workshop on fall prevention.
see the report of expeiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
a) PFN helped to produce a well documented set of information of good practiuces in falls prevention that is adapted to health and care settings across Europe.b) see
earleir item: this is responsability of VeiligheidNL
Regionally, as stated above, falls prevention was included in the current Regional Health Plan.
Nationally: impacts on mass media
Regionally information dissemination.Nationally I collaborated with the National Institute of Health and welfare
Health professional in Athens as well as in other Greek municipalities that attended the ProFouND online courses and acquired the Otago qualification not only follow the
ProFouND practices in their classes but also enrich this program with customized TAI-CHI exercises etc.
a, regionally, within TU Delft the awareness of Falls Prevention and possible Falls Prevention Interventions has increased
dissemination on fall prevention --> improved knowledge (not measured)
In the Marche region the work has increased the awwareness about the relevance of falls. Not really an impact at a national level.
a) In Scotland, GCUs involvement with ProFouND has raised its profile with the Scottish Government and regional actors in falls prevention. b) In the UK, GCU is already
known for its falls prevention research but now has a larger role in dissemination and its place within the project has meant that GCU has a stronger reputation for EC
working.
LLT are well known in the UK and are the sole provider of evidence based falls prevention exercise training. However, engagement in ProFouND has led to an awareness of
LLT outside of the UK and across Europe. See WP5 report, but LLT have had considerable impact in terms of reach of training across Europe within the ProFouND project.
regionall: helped to discuss falls prevention on a political level.
We operate nationally;it is hard to say anything about the impact on older people, we mainly reached professionals involved in falls prevention.As to the impact on the
quality of falls prevention nationally: - enhanced contact with stakeholders (national and international), which led to a coordinated implementation of OEP, development
of new tools to enhance implementation of OEP, proposals for development of ICT for falls prevention, additional funding for research on motivating older people.
Dissimination of the awareness campaigns thought local and national press.
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Dissemination of the awareness campaigns through the local and national press.
a) we have had a good contact reginally also befor Profound, but the contact and exchnage has improved even more during the ProFouND.b) Have got in more close
contact with national authorites. Have spread the exercise model.
Regionally
a) regionally: We trained regional exercise instructors, we informed regional partners about ProFouND (awareness raising). b) nationally: We involved cascade trainers in
our national programme OFRA and expert association (National initiative for falls prevention, Federal Centre of Health Education and the German Society for Geriatric
Medicine) were regularly updated / uploaded web content.

How has the project helped to enhance inter-sectoral collaboration amongst professionals working with older people in your country/region?
Not known.
Yes- to some extent- better engagement between health professionals and exercise instructors- the importance of exercise pathways!
Collaboration amongst professionals was greatly enhanced and especially among medical doctors and physiotherapists.
Through the collaboration with the physiotherapists' associations and health department of Catalonia.
see the report of expeiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
The project led an increased activity within professional organisations that have a key role in falls preventionIt also helped the establishing of national interdisciplinary
networks of professionals within a number of countries.
The oep cascade trainers improved collaboration between physiotherapists and exercise physiologists as well as collaboration among clinicians.
Very low. IBV has not direct contact with patients.
Very little.
Demokritos promoted cooperation activities and angaged professionals with the ProFouND portal and applications during the workshops and awareness activities in
which Dr Papadopoulos participated and organized.
new and very good relations to Sicheres Vorarlberg
By promoting the collaboration between geriatricians, physiatrists and physiotherapists to work for the common goal of fall pevention
Closer work with local charities beyond Age UK (Age Scotland, ROAR, Alliance).
N/A as well known in UK before project.
puts different organisations working with older people together, now they share the OEP as a common, qualified background for their work.
? (this is very important, but I cannot point out how the project has helped to do this)
The campains awareness and the press release was usefully to meet with other professonals and sectors.
Having to do the awareness campaigns has led us to interact with different professionals and institutions. Profound instructions and packs have facilitated the
interactions.
A better focus on prevention of falls
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We have done alot of awareness raising and the interest of exercise instructors is quite high. In OFRA 5 cascade trainers were invovled in training of 700 exercise
instructors. These exercise instructors started 200 courses with older people thus far.

How has campaigning helped you raise awareness locally?
Through the flash mob, the general public have been made more aware of the work.
Engaged with older people, health professionals, Public Health, CCGS, Council, Public Health England.
Yes, a lot.
Yes, specially the OTAGO course has raised awareness on specific intervention strategies to be implemented.
see the report of experiences from participation in the EU project Profound - VÃ¤sterbotten, Sweden
EuroSafe used the information for awareness raising at EU level and among PFN country partners.
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The development of the fall prevention program in strong connection with the well established large Adapted Physical Program of Tuscany was very important to get
support from policymakers, citizens, exercise trainers, and regional health service's GPs, and more in general, clinicians.
Medium impact
AS described earlier. IN all, the campaign did not include any news in the Finnish context.
Demokritos participated in numerous events regionally and abroad. As a result general public as well as health professionals contacted Demokritos in order to learn more
about ProFouND application and cascade training in Greece.
awareness among staff and students at TU Delft Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering has increased by increased teaching on Falls and Falls Prevention in Older Persons
no feedback
Gentting in contact with helathcare professionals and lay older people to have the opportunity to disseminate the knowledge about the relevance of falls and the
possibility to prevent falls.
In the UK the National Falls Awareness Week run by Age UK was put on hold in 2014, so ProFouND took over the role in raising awareness. In particular in 2015, the Flash
Mob video helped reach a much wider audience with the fun social media aspects.
LLT already was involved in the Age UK falls prevention weeks so this has not changed.
We are campaigning sbout falls prevention since 2005, raised awareness even higher.
we supported professionals in reaching older people with knowledge, good practices and newsmessages/campaign materials. Many organisations used the input in their
communication with older people, they posted our messages on their websites and professionals used our flyers and posters.
Visibility in the local press.
Visibility in the local press.
Not sure how this has helped over time, but we have got the message out at least once a year, resulting in TV interview and newspaper article
When organizing: Don't organize it in the period of summer or winter, but aim for spring / autumn.When selecting target audience: Make sure to have the correct target
audience. Also, don't select elderly who live away farther than 5km.When activating people: Telephone calls following up on the letters has a positive effect on the
number of applications
Helped a little, helped us more nationally

What has worked well? What could have worked better?
Well aligned with wider engagement activities e.g. EU Older Peoples Day. It was outstandingly well organised.
Press releases, delivering local events, presenting at conferences or large meetings and engaging with health care professionals were great.More time and resources were
need for the meetings with policy makers, politicians etc.
A high interest among physiotherapists on the OTAGO course. We would have liked to engage more health care professionals from primary health care and geriatric
medicine.
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The local project leader was very engaged and collaborated with different organizations and stakeholders. An eye-catching name of the campaign. An easily reached
website. It worked out really well.
The EU-level organisations responded very well to our invitations and engaged themselves in a lot of dissemination actions In many cases, the national leadership role of
the PFN country partners could be stronger profiled and implemented by the PFN partners. F.i. : only a few countries have a dedicated national steering committee for
falls prevention campaigning.
no specific comment
The flash-mob initiative worked very well
NCSR Demokritos organized in Greece workshops that were attended by more than 60 people each. ProFouND project gained increased exposure to stakeholder's target
groups such as General Public, Elderly people, Care and ClinicalSpecialists, Health professionals, Industrial Investors
the website and the info on all the projects has worked well
The press campaign has worked well. The releationship with the healthcare authority could have been more productive but the fact the the regional government changed
posed obstacles to the process,
All worked well.
cascade training worked well
The messages/content of the campaigning materials was usefull as a source of information and inspiration. The whole campaigning set up (materials, press release etc)
did not work for us. In our opinion it would work well if Profound would on a regular basis send out an interesting message/news/development; that we could use to keep
professionals in NL up to date and connected.
Good engagment of the instituitions and the elderly.
The engagement of local care institutions and the elderly.
local collaboration, and collaboration with teh ProFouND team
Well: focus on health.Better: it's hard to include big numbers of people because prevention is not a big issue for the most people.
the directory of German stakeholders

What have been the biggest barriers to campaigning and awareness raising overall?
Had resources allowed, a similar campaign involving health professionals and industry would've allowed for greater impact across these interest groups.
Resources I guess and commissioning of services without evidence based thought- but luckily services have then come to me for advice!
Everything worked as planed! We had great acceptance. Limited resources were the only barrier.
There is no fall prevention strategy stablished in our region.
time and no. of staff
topic is not the priority of journalists (especially when other actual events happened)
The prejudice that falls are normal in older eople and there is not much to do about it.
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Cost to run events (time of professionals and venues to run them in)
None
expenses
Competition with many other (news) items.
Lack of preparation time and also lack of financial resources.
Lack of preparation time and money resources.
Implementation is time consuming and requires systematic work over time. WE have not have teh resources to follow up as close as we have wanted
Convincing respondents
Not enough time, too many other projects to deliver
Any other comments on Work Package 8?
The campaining is mostly done in Flanders by the 'expertisecentrum val- en fractuurpreventie' and thus not by us who are the engineers who develop fall detection and
fall risk assessment tools.
see the report of experiences from participation in the EU project Profound - Vasterbotten, Sweden
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Experiences from participation in the EU project ProfouND – Vasterbotten
in Sweden
In 2012 a request was received from Region Västerbotten project office if R&D Welfare would be interested
in participating as partners in collaboration with other stakeholders in the EU project ProFouND "Prevention
of Falls Network for Dissemination". Region Västerbotten became partners in ProFouND and R&D Welfare
Region Västerbotten appointed a local manager of the project to coordinate the work. It was carried out
together with the Municipality of Umeå, Skellefteå, Västerbotten County Council and the Umeå University.
The project started in March 2013.
ProFouND is a thematic European network that focuses on falls prevention and the dissemination of "best
practice" across Europe using ICT solutions. It includes 20 partners from 14 associated members from 12
countries. The central purpose of ProFouND is to influence policy and increase awareness of falls and injuries
trough dissemination of innovative evidence based best practice to health care professionals and key
stakeholders working with older people.
“ProFouND's goal is to implement evidence-based falls prevention
programs for older fall risk by offering good IT platform for the
dissemination of evidence, and to provide effective training
program. The goal is to reach at least 10 countries and 15 regions by
2015 to support broad implementation” profound.eu.com
The project consisted of eight Work Packages (WPs) each dedicated
to different strands of activity within the project. In Västerbotten
there was also a parallel (at the regional level) assignment from the
*power management, to reduce falls and fall injuries among the
population over 65 years.
* (especially appointed management team of responsible persons)

Work Package (WP) in ProFouND:
WP1 Management, coordination, sustainability and meetings
WP2 Website construction and maintentance
WP3 Website resources and content management
WP4 Toolkit and best practice guidance development
WP5 Best practice exercise regimen network development
WP6 Falls data definitions, measurement and harmonization
WP7 ICT technology for Falls network
WP8 National and regional uptake, implementation and dissemination

Facts: Falls are common in people aged 65 years and
older and is the most common cause of injuries in this
age group. It can have serious consequences such as,
suffering, impaired function, decreased selfconfidence to perform everyday activities, a loss of
independence and fall injuries can also lead to death.
Both health care and social costs can be reduced if
cases are reduced.
Västerbotten County have for several years been a lot
worse in comparison with other counties in Sweden
regarding persons > 65 who has become victims of
injury caused by falls which led to hospitalization. The
most affected are women 80+ who live at home. The
most common case is done indoors in the same level.
Sources: Agency for Civil Contingencies Agency
National Board of open comparisons, analysis of own
data

Vasterbotten contributed to these WPs as follows, two of them will be further described in the report :
WP1 participation in the annual profound meetings, annual reporting, financial claims and management of budgets
WP2 registration on the website
WP3 translating materials that could be used as resources, submitting material that were uploaded to Web site, translated into
Swedish when necessary
WP4 provide feedback on the application (PFNApp) and raise awareness of the PFNApp to relevant stakeholder groups
WP5 raise awareness of evidence-based training to groups of older people organizes and delivers training
WP6 respond to inquiries and surveys, sharing data on fall injuries, interventions (where possible)
WP7 provide feedback in the form of ICT and innovation, and promote
WP8 dissemination of knowledge of falls and fall injuries in the annual community campaign, engaging key stakeholders
The work package which Västerbotten would initially participate in were; WP1, WP2, WP6, WP8.
In addition we did participate in WP5 September 2014.
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WP8 - increasing awareness of falls and intervention
WP8 aims to raise awareness of falls and encourage the use of proven prevention strategies by government,
industry, health care professionals and related organizations in the fields of older adults and active healthy
aging. WP8 focus on disseminations and raising awareness through national campaigns beyond health-care
professionals.
A special working group had previously been appointed to focus on fall injuries in Västerbotten with
representatives from Region Västerbotten - R&D Welfare, the County Council and the University of Umeå.
While working on that task it was concluded after analysis of data that raising awareness in the community
was the first step to reduce falls and fall injuries.
Age UK, a charity in the UK have a long history of running a "Falls Awareness Week" therefore it was decided
that a fieldtrip should take place in London during the campaign week. The purpose of the trip was to learn
the lessons of how a successful campaign can be organized and disseminated in society. During the fieldtrip
a meeting was set up with the project management of the campaign and various organizers who arranged
activities. The visit gave an idea of the success factors of running a campaign to assist with effective planning
for a falls awareness campaign in Västerbotten.
The success factors were:











A clear national coordination in the country by Age UK
A strong sense of commitment of the organizers
Appealing materials werer compiled for the campaign
A catalog of ideas with ready suggestions for creating activities
Well-executed material which was free and easy to order through a website
A campaign lasting a week made it possible for those who were planning an event to choose
a day that suited their organization.
Every year a special focus area was chosen for the organizers to work with. (This year the
focus was on the feet and the risk of falls)
The size of the activity wasn’t important and that all activities was valued
An annual event which made it easier to plan ahead
Age UK had a responsibility to disseminate to media as well as the local organisers
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Fall int!
The campaign in Västerbotten was named Fall int! and it started week 40, 2013. During the first year it was
very well received and had a strong impact in Västerbotten, see Report Appendix 1. When the first campaign
in Västerbotten was being planned we reached out to other regions to see if they were interested in
participating. Region Gotland wanted to participate and created a campaign which they called "Trill int ikull".
The following year, 2014 more regions showed interest to participate and R&D Welfare shared our materials
willingly to those who asked for support. A guide with brief instructions was drawn up on “how to do” before
starting a campaign, see Appendix 2. Those other campaigns took different names and different logos. A
collaboration was taken directly in 2013 with the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) since they were
already was a national actor with a campaign that was called "Knock on wood" which involving senior safety,
including falls prevention.
In 2014 R&D Welfare intensified the collaboration,Region Västerbotten, Region Gotland and MSB hoasted a
seminar at a large important political event called Almedalen. About 25 000 people in Sweden visited
Almedalen 2014 since it was election year.

Almedalen 2014
Participants and organizers of the seminars were; Region Västerbotten -R&D Welfare, Region Gotland. The
invited participants (stakeholders) were The National Board of Health and Welfare, Swedish Association of
Local Authorities and Regions (SALAR) and relevant politicians see Appendix 3. The seminar was successful
and it started a continuation for collaboration the aim of creating a national week-long falls awareness
campaign that should be narrowed down from MSBs wider campaign, and would only be about falls
prevention and intervention. Representatives from Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions
(SALAR), the national quality register Senior Alert and the government's senior investigator were interested
in the “Casade training” because this was mentioned during the seminar at Almedalen, and there was an
ongoing planning to run a course in Västerbotten via the EU project ProFouND.Representatives from SALAR,
the government and the Senior Alert contacted Later Life Training (LLT), the lead of WP5 in ProFouND. They
went for a fieldtrip in October 2014 to meet up with Bex Townley (LLT) in Wales to gather more information
about how they worked in Wales with evidence-based training to the group of older people in community
dwelling setting. The aim was to implement Casade training throughout Sweden. In a similar way how LLT
train in the UK: They have 12 tutors who train physiotherapists, exercise instructors, Occupational Therapists
and Rehabilitation Assistants across the whole of the UK. Since 2006 they have trained 2222 OEP leaders.
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Dissemination of the campaign Fall int!
A total of 5 regions participated in regional campaigns in 2014. They all had different names on the campaign
but with general messages about falls and fall injuries. In Västerbotten development had occurred where a
decision was taken that campaign number two would have a theme "sleep and sleep medicines" and its
importance for increased fall risk. The reason that this became the theme for the year was a county-wide
analysis that had been carried out which had showed that Västerbotten prescribed more sleep medications
to those who are not recommended (older people) in comparison with other counties. Ahead of the
campaign a brochure was developed in collaboration with county council and a pharmaceutical center. All
regional campaigns conducted in 2014 were successful, and now the regions started to wish for national
viable materials that could be used during campaigning and a national coordination similar to what Age UK
had carried out in the UK. During November 2014 the Campaign Leader for Fall int! was invited to EUPHA
(European Public Health Association) Conference in Glasgow in 2014 to lecture on the experience and the
successful dissemination that Västerbotten had experienced with its falls awareness campaign.

National coordination
At the closing conference for the national project” Better life for most sick elderly” managed by SALAR in
November 2014 an investigator at the Agency for Civil Contingencies (MSB) attended as a special invited
person. At this conference a summary of all campaigns conducted during 2014 was given Afterwards MSB
took the initiative to invite those in the regions that have worked with falls awareness campaign to create a
national working group. The task for this group was to agree on a joint message about falls, falls prevention
intervention and dissemination.
A working group was formed with representatives from the MSB, civil defense, Region Skåne, Region
Västerbotten - R&DWelfare, Local County Council, PRO (the largest national senior organization), Region
Örebro, Region Jönköping.
The national material that was agreed upon at this working group was largely influenced by the materials
developed by R&D Welfare, which in their turn had been influenced by the material from Age UK and
recourses from ProFouND. The name on the national level campaign was “improved balance” and the theme
for 2015, activity and exercise. Since the Otago training program had already reached interest on the
national level this resulted in much of the material from the profound WP 5 was included on the national
material such as brochures about the Otago training progam.

Campaign “Better Balance”
The campaign in 2015 was a total success for the 11 regions that participated. It was a very good response
from those who worked with various events, and the material was appealing to the target audience. There
were 500 unique clients and many different organizations who did order materials. There was a lot of
collaboration with different actors of those who made an event. There were many different types of
arrangements. All printed materials, 320,000 leaflets and postcards provided by MSBs ran out of stock.
There was huge media coverage at both local, regional and on the national level. Sweden also participated in
a flash mob, organized by ProFouND that was widely spread through social media.
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Attending WP 5 in Västerbotten
A report from– Swedish Agency for Health Technology Assessment and Assessment of Social Services (SBU)
Measures to prevent falls and fractures in the elderly was published in 2012. Furthermore, SBU published
comments in 2014 based on the Cochran Review Interventions for preventing falls in older people living in
the community (Gillespie et al, 2012) that stated:
 Access to appropriate prevention training is low in Sweden
 Previous studies have shown that it can be difficult for older people to start exercising. Furthermore,
older people are not a homogenous group, instead it consists of people with different desires and
requirements. So there is no standard program that fits all
 Fall Prevention Training could be developed both in healthcare and in other organizations (eg,
retiree organizations, gymnastic and sports clubs)

The SBU comments that were published in June 2014, the evidence level that was demonstrated for Otago
exercise program and Västerbotten specific concerns of many older people who were affected by fall related
injury became the basis to decide to participate in WP5. There was a national interest that this could spread
as a concept on a larger scale after which Senior Alert was initially involved and SALAR worked as a dialogue
partner. A conceptual directory on different terms was developed by R&D Welfare in collaboration with
Senior Alert. They decided on the name Otago Sweden. Because those who would be trained to become OEP
leaders and would be wider than physiotherapists (eg. Exercise instructors and rehabilitation assistants),
there was an interest to translate all the material to the Swedish. That material was uploaded into the
ProFouND training portal. All materials were translated by two different translation firms and R&D Welfare.
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Participation in WP 5 - spread the concept of evidence-based training to
older people
There is strong evidence that physical training, focusing on balance and muscle strength in the legs, prevents
older people falling. The Otago Exercise Programme (OEP) program has been evaluated in several studies of
high quality. The effect of the training is above all a greater strength and better mobility and reduced fallrelated injuries. The training can also result in a better cognitive performance. In autumn 2014 a cascade
training (CT) programme was delivered in Västerbotten to 10 "Otagoinstruktörer" from the Municipality of
Umeå, Skellefteå, Västerbotten County Council, Umeå University and the Region of Västra Götaland, and
participants became certified to train Otago leaders locally in Sweden. These leaders are expected in their
turn to offer exercise for older frail people who have difficulty managing their own home setting.

Cascadetraining
Otagoinstructor
Fysioterapist

Otagoleader

Otagogroups

Otagoleader

Otagogroups

Otagogroups

Otagogroups

The county of Västerbotten was first in Sweden with this opportunity to train Otagoinctruktors. In the spring
of 2015 there was also an additional 10 trained instructors (CTs) through WP5 administered in south of
sweden by Region Skåne.

Otago exercise program was developed by a research
team from the University of Otago, New Zealand.
The program has been evaluated in both research and
routine health care.
Overall, the training program effectively and resulted in a
reduction in both the incidence and the number of
injuries by 35%. It was effective both for women and men.
The training program improved participants' strength
and balance, as well as the confidence to perform daily
activities without falling.
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Summary reflections
Being a partner in the EU Project ProFouND has led to several positive effects. Campaigning has brought fall
prevention issues higher on the agenda in the county. We have gone from two regions which campaigned to
a total of 11 regions with a joint consistent message. Fall injuries are preventable where knowledge and
behavioral change are important elements. Already after three years of campaigning, Fall int! has become a
concept that is well known among both municipalities, county councils and in the civil society.
The trained Otagointstructors have trained a total of 29 new OEP leaders to this date. The University of
Umeå has integrated the Otago training progamme into their physiotherapy programme, and with them
included Västerbotten have had 102 new Otago Leaders trained to deliver Otago exercise to older people.
The municipality in the county of Västerbotten that has excelled in implementation is Skellefteå, which has
taken important strategic decisions that will have an effect on community level. In their public health policy
program they have inferred that fall prevention should permeate all the political committees. The social
welfare board has accepted the challenge to reduce fall-related injuries in the population> 65 with 25%
during 2016. They have recorded films, showing how Otago exercise program can be performed. These films
are broadcast on local TV and will be posted on the website www.fallint.se When it comes to showing results
of OEP,s impact a storytelling movie was made to show what an life changing experiences it has been for ar a
lady, Janny 91 years old. Movie about Janny 91
The Government has given the “The National Board of Health and Welfare” an assignment to increase
awareness of falls and fall injuries to personnel within the health – and social care, as well as to the elderly. It
is difficult to say whether the government's decision to focus specifically on falls prevention has been an
influence out of widespread media coverage during campaigns. But we believe that the strong media
coverage, senior organizations commitment and the regions involvement has played a role in this decision.

Future and Sustainability
County-wide Otago: Meetings have been held between the Region Västerbotten – R&D Welfare,
county council, and educational associations for adults. There is an interest for them to become a possible
partner in educating Otago Leaders in the civil society for a greater access of Otago Leaders/ Otago exercise
groups in Västerbotten. Continued dialogue will take place in the spring of 2016.

County-wide and nationally on Falls aweareness campaign: An interface on a digital
platform (collaboration room) has been set up via SALAR so that the regions who are planning to arrange
campaigns next year have a network for dialogue and can collaborate on upcoming theme and materials.
Decisions have been made in Västerbotten to keep the campaign as in previous years with regional
coordination.
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Umeå University: The University has integrated Otago as a short course for physiotherapists. During
their Spring term 2015 they educate 34 students and during Autum term 2015, 37 students. They plan to
continue with this approach every term. Students will not be certified Otago Leaders but acquire sufficient
knowledge to lead similar groups / home training if they for example work at a primary care center. Besides
the integration of Otago exercise program in education, they have given lectures about Otago training
method during falls awareness campaign and in seminars at the National Swedish Physiotherapy Congress
(Stockholm Oct 2015).

County Council: An Otago Instructor (CT) from the County Council has worked closely with two of
Skellefteås Otago instructors. He has trained about 10 physiotherapists and 1 occupational therapists to
become OEP leaders. This instructor has also used the training in some rheumatic groups. Furthermore the
instructor is part of a working group on falls and fall prevention, whom will likely set-up for OEP exercise.
The County Council will probably have the task of selecting suitable patients that can be referred to be in
OEP groups.

Skellefteå municipality: The trained Otago Instructors (CTs) have in their turn trained a total of 17
colleagues (physiotherapists) in the municipality and in an inpatient clinic (Rehab Center, Skellefteå Hospital)
to become OEP Leaders. They are planning to be able to hold OEP groups within each geographical area of
the municipality where physical therapists / physiotherapists are placed. There is also a plan ultimately, to
introduce Otago exercise within inpatient care (hospital) and they hope then refer to physiotherapists who
are OEP leaders in the municipality. The focus of OEP will be given to hipfracture patients (elective surgery
and emergency) then those who suffered wrist fractures. These sample groups make it easier to evaluate
efficacy.
They are now at a starting point, have only run individual training because they have not yet really taken
decisions in all areas. Skellefteå Otagoinstructors are hoping to start offering group training when they
managed to attract more patients. They have also given lectures and seminars to senior organizations, at
senior days, etc. They also talked about OTAGO to all staff who participated in a large work of improvement
(all personnel in nursing homes and all home-care personnel). Beyond that they have informed managers in
rehabilitation care for the elderly in a nearby county (Västernorrland) and have shared information regarding
Otago and how Skellefteå begun implementation

Umeå municipality: they have implemented both individually- and group-based Otago exercise
programs for older people with a high risk of falls, while still managing living in their own homes (ordinary
housing). Two of the Otago-instructors (CTs), who were trained in September 2014, were from the starting
point employed part-time in Umeå, partly to prepare for further educations and partly to set up a pioneergroup in a nursing home during spring 2015. The pioneer group turned out very well, according to the
participator evaluation. As soon as the education-material was fully translated into Swedish, the Otago
instructors set up their first education for physiotherapist’s and rehab-assistants. They performed their
preparing tutorials during summer and the intense education days during autumn 2015. This first set up of
education was held for 4 physiotherapists and 7 Rehab Assistants to become OEP leaders.
From 1st of Nov 2015, the physiotherapists have offered individually based evaluations and 2-10 training
sessions for older people in their home settings. As soon as the person is ready for group interventions they
have been offered group sessions in a day care setting, located in three different areas within the
municipality. Due to evidence also for other types of fall-preventive interventions beyond Otago exercises,
the older peoples are also offered home visits by occupational therapists and/or nutrition review by a nurse
or dietitian, in line with Senior Alert. Additionally the older are also inspired to take walks or apply for
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support for daily walks by home helpers. Throughout, a person-centered approach is applied; in particular
agreeing on choice of personal goals and a suitable combination of methods with a personalized training
program, as well as agreeing on expectations of the outcome in terms of goal-attainment and the
importance of progressive challenges and increasing difficulty along the improvements towards goalattainment. When a goal has been attained within the program, focus is also on finding an active lifestyle in
a long-term perspective. Beside the above described intervention, information meetings and campaigns
have been held, announced to the public.
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Bilaga 1

Erfarenheter från
kampanjen Fall int!
Fall och fallförebyggande arbete i Västerbottens län, 2013
Löpnummer: 2013:16
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Rapport
Löpnummer: 2013:16 Kampanj i Västerbottens län för att uppmärksamma fallskador och fallförebyggande
arbete 2013. Ett samarbetsprojekt mellan Region Västerbotten, Västerbottens läns landsting och Umeå
Universitet på uppdrag av Ledningskraft.
Arbetsgrupp: Kristina Nordmark, Åsa Bygdeson, Elenor Granström, Anna Liedgren, Michael Stenvall, Jeanette
Jonsson, Catrine Jacobsson, Cecilia Edström, Lillemor Lundin Olsson.
Text: Kristina Nordmark, Åsa Bygdeson och Catrine Jacobsson
Eventuella synpunkter på denna rapport hänvisas till kristina.nordmark@regionvasterbotten.se eller
asa.bygdeson@regionvasterbotten.se.

Februari 2014
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Förord
Sammanfattning
Att falla och drabbas av en fraktur kan ge dramatiska konsekvenser. 31 % av de som drabbas av en fraktur
får en höftfraktur1, vilket ofta leder till ett ökat hjälpbehov i det dagliga livet. Ungefär var fjärde person
tvingas att byta boende som en följd av frakturen. Frakturer, framför allt höftfrakturer, är sammankopplat
med ökad dödlighet2. Studie från Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap (MSB), 2011 visar att
dödsfall var i 55 % orsakade av fallolyckor och endast i 10 % trafikolyckor. Allmänhetens och politikers
uppfattning om vanligaste orsak till dödsolycka är trafikolyckor3.
2012 var det 1649 personer i Västerbotten, 65 år eller äldre, som föll och skadade sig så illa att de blev
inlagda på sjukhus4. Det är påtagligt sämre resultat än i övriga landet i samma åldersgrupp.
Socialstyrelsen erbjuder Öppna Jämförelser som en möjlighet att systematiskt följa och analysera
utvecklingen i landet. I Västerbotten sammanställer FoU Västerbotten regionala rapporter sedan 2011, med
uppgifter från Öppna Jämförelser5. Där identifierades att fallskador inte är ett problem för bara några av
Västerbottens kommuner utan för alla kommuner i länet.
En arbetsgrupp fick i uppdrag av Ledningskraft6 i Västerbotten, att försöka minska antalet fallskador samt
analysera varför Västerbotten ligger sämre till i jämförelse med övriga riket. Analysen har utgått från aktuell
forskning och nulägesstatistik där det framkom att det är viktigt att medvetandegöra problemet hos
allmänheten och att kampanjer kan vara ett bra alternativ för detta.
Därmed kom initiativet att starta en veckolång kampanj - Fall int! i Västerbotten. Syftet var att
medvetandegöra samhällsmedborgaren om risker med att falla samt vilka preventiva åtgärder man kan göra
för att minimera riskerna. Kampanjen vände sig till ideella organisationer, kommuner, landsting,
pensionärsorganisationer samt privata företag. Kampanjens upplägg planerades och material togs fram med
inspiration från Age Uk – falls awearsness week7. Rapportens syfte är att samla och sprida erfarenheterna
från kampanjen.

1

Bylund PO, Personer 65 år och äldre som sökt vård på Norrlands universitetssjukhus (NUS) efter en fallskada under fyraårsperioden
2009-2012, 2012, Olycksanalysgruppen, Akut- och katastrofmedicinskt centrum, Norrlands universitetssjukhus.
2
Stenvall M, Elinge E, von Heideken Wågert P, Lundström M, Gustafson Y, Nyberg L, Having had a hip fracture--association with
dependency among the oldest old. Age Ageing. 2005 May;34(3):294-7.
3
Blom F, Mosskin J, Mediernas rapportering och allmänhetens kunskap om olyckor, 2012, Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och
beredskap
4
Västerbottens läns landstings uppföljningssystem Diver
5
Edström A, Nordmark K, Regional rapport Öppna Jämförelser - Vård och omsorg om äldre, 2011:01
6
www.regionvasterbotten.se/fou
7
www.ageuk.org.uk
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Bakgrund
Sedan 2010 har regeringen ingått årliga överenskommelser med Sveriges kommuner och landsting (SKL) om
förbättringar inom äldreområdet. Överenskommelsernas syfte är att ge stöd till ett långsiktigt
förbättringsarbete med fokus på en förbättrad kvalitet och en mer sammanhållen vård av och omsorg om
den mest sjuka äldre8.

Som kompletterande stöd till chefer erbjöds från och med 2012 så kallat Ledningskraft via SKL. I
Västerbotten består Ledningskraft av representanter från Västerbottens läns landsting (VLL), länets
kommuner och Region Västerbotten. Syftet med Ledningskraft är att leda arbetet utifrån en länsgemensam
handlingsplan9 för de mest sjuka äldre framtagen 2012 samt stärka chefers kompetens i förbättringsarbete
med fokus på att gå ”från ord till handling”. Handlingsplanen tar fasta på de fem förbättringsområden som
överenskommelsen innehåller:


God demensvård



God vård i livets slutskede



Preventivt arbetssätt



God läkemedelsanvändning



Sammanhållen vård och omsorg

Fallolyckor är den i särklass vanligaste olyckstypen eller skademekanismen i Sverige. Över hälften av alla
dödsolyckor är en fallolycka. Sjuttio procent av alla som behöver läggas in på sjukhus till följd av
olyckshändelser har skadats i fallolyckor. Fallolyckor resulterar i ungefär 600 000 vårddygn per år vilket är
nästan tio gånger fler än vid vägtrafikolyckor. Varje år uppsöker över 300 000 människor en akutmottagning
efter att ha skadats i en fallolycka. Samhällets kostnader för fallolyckor har beräknats uppgå till 22 miljarder
årligen10. I diagrammet nedan redovisas antalet personer över 65 år i Västerbotten, som fått en fallskada
vilket har lett till ett vårdtillfälle under 201211.

Fall person/1000 invånare
Antalet personer över 65 år som har fallskador/ per 1000
invånare över 65 år

8
9

http://www.skl.se/vi_arbetar_med/socialomsorgochstod/aldre/battreliv
Granström E, ”Bättre liv för sjuka Äldre” i Västerbotten Handlingsplan 2013 - 2020, 2013

10

Lundin Olsson L, Balansera rätt – Faktaunderlag om fall och fallrelaterade skador bland äldre personer, 2011, ISBN 978-91-7383156-7
11

Västerbottens läns landstings uppföljningssystem Diver
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I den länsgemensamma handlingsplanen satte representanter från kommun och landsting som mål att
Västerbotten ska ha minst fallskador i Sverige år 2020 per 1000 invånare 65 år och äldre samt att innan 2017
nå riksgenomsnittet i Sverige dvs max 27 personer per 1000 invånare 65 år och äldre12.
Tillsatt arbetsgrupp fick i uppdrag av Ledningskraft i Västerbotten att analysera varför länet ligger sämre till
jämfört med övriga riket samt vidta aktiviteter för att minska antalet fallskador. Arbetsgruppen består av
representanter från: Ledningskraft, FoU Västerbotten, Umeå universitet och VLL. Utöver denna arbetsgrupp
deltar FoU Västerbotten, VLL, Umeå Universitet, Skellefteå och Umeå kommun i ett internationellt nätverk
för fallprevention (ProFouND) med uppdrag att minska fall och fallskador bland den äldre befolkningen.
Deltagarna i ProFouND från Västerbotten har fungerat som en expertgrupp kopplad till arbetsgruppen13.

Definition fallskador
En fysisk konsekvens som uppstår vid ett fall14.
I arbetet med att minska fallskador har arbetsgruppen definierat fallskador enligt ICD-10, diagnoskoder där
fallskada kodas W00-W19. I uppföljningen har gruppen valt att följa fallskador som lett till inskrivning på
sjukhus med vårdvistelse som följd.

Identifierade problemområden
För att systematiskt identifiera problemområden och så småningom välja aktiviteter för att minska fallskador
använde arbetsgruppen A3 som metod15.


Vad ska vi jobba med?



Varför det?



Hur vet vi det?



I vilken ände ska vi börja?



Vad ska förändringen leda till?



Hur ska det gå till?



Hur ligger vi till just nu?

Från och med 2011 sammanställer FoU Västerbotten resultat från Öppna Jämförelser - Vård och omsorg om
äldre, i regionala rapporter. Där identifieras att fallskador inte är ett problem för enstaka kommuner utan för
hela länet.
12

Västerbottens läns statistik, Statistiska Centralbyrån
http://profound.eu.com/
14
Skog M, Fallprevention, 2013 Vårdhandboken
15
Shook J, Lean management - med hjälp av A3-analyser, 2010
13
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De som oftast drabbas av fallskada är fram för allt kvinnor (65 %) och den enskilt största gruppen är kvinnor
över 80 år. De flesta fallen sker inomhus (77 %), i ordinärt boende (58 %), där 84 % är orsakade av fall i
samma plan p.g.a. att man halkat, snubblat eller drabbats av yrsel. I 3.5 % av fallen fanns uppgifter om att
den skadade personen varit påverkad av alkohol vid olyckstillfället. 51 % av de som sökte vård för en
fallskada lades in på sjukhuset för vidare vård. Medelvårdtiden för dessa var 15 dygn. Av de som vårdades i
slutenvård hade 31 % höft/lårbensfraktur, 8 % bäckenfraktur och 11 % ådrog sig hjärnskakning eller
allvarligare hjärnskada16.

Enligt myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskaps (MSB) kostnadsberäkning på allvarlig skada (282000
kr) skulle medborgare skrivna i Västerbottens län drabbade av höft/lårbensfraktur, kosta 144 miljoner kronor
för samhället 201317. I analysen framkom att Västerbotten har ett olämpligt förskrivningsmönster av
läkemedel som ökar risk för fallolyckor bland äldre personer, jämfört med övriga landet. Västerbotten är ett
av de län som har högst förskrivning i landet av Neuroleptika, Flunitrazepam, Heminevrin, Propavan samt
Stilnoct18. Med anledning av detta pågår länsövergripande arbete på Läkemedelscentrum, VLL.

Under år 2010 omkom 2894 personer som följd av olyckor i Sverige. Av dessa var det 55 % som omkom till
följd av fallolycka jämfört med 10 % i trafikolyckor. Allmänhetens och politikernas felaktiga tro att
vägtrafiken står bakom flest dödsolyckor speglar i hög utsträckning TT:s samlade olycksrapportering19. Se
fördelningen i tabell 1nedan.

Tabell 1 - Översikt över allmänheten och politikers kunskap om dödsolyckor
Dödsolyckor 2011

Nationella TT-

Allmänhetens tro

Politikernas tro om

telegram om

om vanligaste

vanligaste

olyckstyperna

dödsolyckan

dödsolyckan

Fallolyckor

55 %

2%

13 %

35 %

Trafikolyckor

10 %

35 %

74 %

57 %

16

Bylund, 2012
Ryen L, Samhällets kostnader för fallolyckor, 2010, Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap
18
Ekstedt B, Mediacinnytt, 14/13, 2013
19
Blom, Mosskin, 2012
17

18
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Arbetsgruppen utgick främst från faktaunderlaget Balansera rätt20, samt förslag till nationell handlingsplan21
i framtagandet av tänkbara aktiviteter som kan göra skillnad.
Den vetenskapliga evidensen visar att populationsbaserade interventioner minskar risken för fallrelaterade
skador. I populationsbaserade studier samverkar en rad av samhällets sektorer och åtgärder riktas generellt
mot omgivande faktorer både utom och inomhus, mot stora grupper i befolkningen exempelvis via
kampanjer12.
En övergripande omvärldsbevakning visar att USA har valt att uppmärksamma fall och fallskador en dag per
år i vissa delstater. I Storbritannien arrangerar AgeUK en veckolång kampanj för att medvetandegöra
fallolyckor, som kallas Falls awareness week.

Studiebesök
Två utvecklingsledare på FoU Västerbotten åkte på studiebesök till England för att identifiera
framgångsfaktorer i deras fallkampanj, Falls awareness week. Under studiebesöket träffade
utvecklingsledarna bland annat projektledningen för kampanjen samt olika arrangörer som anordnade
aktiviteter. Studiebesöket gav en uppfattning vilka framgångsfaktorerna var och arbetsgruppen har tagit
med sig dessa i planeringen för kampanjen i Västerbotten.
Framgångsfaktorerna var:


En tydlig samordnande funktion i landet genom Age UK.



En stark känsla av angelägenhet hos arrangörerna.



Enkelheten i form av framtaget material till kampanjen t.ex. idékatalog med färdiga förslag på
aktiviteter.



Ett väl utarbetat material som var gratis och gick att beställa via hemsidan.



Att kampanjen pågick under en vecka gjorde att arrangören själv kunde välja vilken dag som passade
deras verksamhet bäst.



Ett speciellt fokusområde varje år för att underlätta för de som höll i aktiviteterna. Detta år var fokus
på fötternas betydelse för fall och fallrisk.



Inte storleken på aktiviteten utan att alla aktiviteter värderas lika högt, stora som små.



En årligen återkommande aktivitet för att underlätta vid planeringen av den befintliga
verksamheten.



Att Age UK tog ett tydligt ansvar för spridningen till media.

20

Lundin Olsson, 2011
Torstensson G, Förslag till nationell handlingsplan för säkerhetsfrämjande arbete för äldre personer - Fokus på fall-, trafik-, brandoch drunkningsolyckor, självmord samt våld och andra brottsliga handlingar, 2011, Socialstyrelsen, ISBN 978-91-86885-75-5
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Kampanjens innehåll och genomförande
Arbetsgruppen kunde i analysen se att det var viktigt att medvetandegöra problemet hos medborgaren,
tjänstemän och politiker. Med anledning av detta föreslog gruppen till Ledningskraft att anordna en kampanj
med fokus på fall. Ledningskraft godkände förslaget och avsatte en budget på 50 000 kronor. Arbetsgruppen
gav kampanjen namnet Fall int! för att få en dialektal anknytning. Utifrån erfarenheterna i Storbritannien
bestämdes att kampanjen skulle pågå under en vecka. Valet av vecka inföll naturligt till vecka 40 då FN:s
internationella äldredag infaller 1 oktober . Fallolyckor har sedan tidigare uppmärksammats denna dag via
MSB:s egen dag om säkerhet, ”Peppar, peppar”, som går av stapeln 1 oktober varje år.
En workshop med olika aktörer initierades. 18 personer deltog från kommun, landsting, ProFouND,
ledningskraft, civilförsvarsförbundet, Umeå Universitet, FoU Västerbotten samt representanter från SKL.
Under workshopen samlades idéer på vilka aktörer som var tänkbara samt vilka aktiviteter som kunde göra
skillnad i syfte att medvetandegöra problemet. Därefter fördelades arbetsuppgifter på deltagarna i
workshopen och telefonmöten bokades in varje vecka för att följa upp planeringen.
Under juli 2013 skickades det ut en inbjudan om att delta i kampanjen till länets kommuner via socialchefer,
MAS, FoU ombud, socialnämndsordföranden, avdelningschefer i VLL, pensionärs och patientföreningar,
studieförbund, idrottsföreningar, motions- och idrottsanläggningar, kyrkliga samfund, civilförsvarsförbundet
och andra ideella föreningar. Ytterligare en påminnelse skickades ut efter sommaren. Efter detta togs
kontakt med viktiga nyckelpersoner för att ytterligare sprida inbjudan.
En viktig strategi var att underlätta, inspirera deltagare att delta genom att stötta genomförandet med
färdiga koncept. En idékatalog togs fram med information kring fall och fallskador samt varför detta är
angeläget för Västerbottens län. Den innehöll förslag på aktiviteter samt en manual att använda för de som
var intresserade att hålla en aktivitet. Utöver det producerades en logotype som skulle vara lätt att upptäcka
samt finnas med i alla sammanhang där Fall Int! skulle medverka. Övrigt framtaget material som kunde
beställas var affischer, broschyrer, ballonger, klistermärken, roll up, banners och vykort. Allt material
kontrollerades via arbetsgruppen samt expertgruppen i ProFouND. Utöver detta beställdes ytterligare
material från myndigheten för samhällsskydd och beredskap.
En hemsida för kampanjen www.fallint.se startades samt ett twitterkonto öppnades. Deltagare i kampanjen
uppmanades att registrera sin aktivitet på hemsidan och samtidigt beställa eventuellt material som
önskades. Allt material fanns att ladda ner eller beställas gratis från hemsidan. Aktiviteterna presenterades
därefter fortlöpande under respektive kommun där aktiviteten skulle utföras. Representanter för landstinget
i arbetsgruppen beslöt att skicka färdiga ”kampanjkit” till alla enheter på sjukhusen och primärvården. Dessa
utskick innehöll vykort, ballonger, klistermärken, affischer och till hälsocentralerna även tidningen Vital. FoU
Västerbotten skickade med färdiga påsar till alla socialchefer i länets kommuner för att kunna påannonsera
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Fall int! kampanjen i respektive kommun. Media fick pressmeddelande om kampanjen och förslag på
aktiviteter att besöka under kampanjveckan. Projektledningen för kampanjen fick uppskattat stöd från
kommunikatör på SKL när det gällde utformningen av material, utvärdering och mediafrågor.
Västerbottens kampanj uppmärksammades på nätverket som finns för landets utvecklingsledare i satsningen
Bättre liv för sjuka äldre. Projektledare på SKL uppmuntrade andra län att göra egna kampanjer. Fyra
ytterligare län visade intresse och Gotlands län genomförde en kampanj samma vecka, Trill int ikull.
Arbetsgruppen i Västerbotten och på Gotland har delat erfarenheter under planeringsstadiet. Samma vecka
som kampanjen, genomfördes punktprevalensmätning för fall och trycksår i kommunal omsorg i Sverige.
Mätningen har genomförts två gånger 2013 (v10, v40). Utvecklingsledarna försökte motivera och ge stöd till
kommunerna så att så många som möjligt deltog. Vecka 10 deltog en kommun och vecka 40 deltog fem
kommuner från Västerbotten.

Kampanjens metod och resultat
Totalt skedde minst 125 aktiviteter i länet med minst en aktivitet i varje kommun strax före, under och efter
kampanjveckan. Exempel på aktiviteterna har varit: deltagande på Nolia Umeå, deltagande på matfesten i
Skellefteå, föreläsningar, direktsänd chatt med expert inom området via internet till allmänheten,
frågesporter, balansövningar, tipsrundor, utlämnande av material samt arrangörernas egna aktiviteter. Vissa
föreläsningar spelades in och finns tillgängliga på ABF play kanal samt www.fallint.se. Arrangörer har varit
landsting, kommuner, pensionärsföreningar, region Västerbotten, privata näringsidkare, studieförbund samt
andra ideella föreningar.
En grov uppskattning av antal deltagare på de registrerade aktiviteterna visar på drygt 2600 medborgare och
170 personal. Det är svårt att med säkerhet fastställa antal nådda personer då arrangörerna har haft svårt
att skatta detta. En webbenkät (bilaga1, bilaga2) har skickats ut till arrangörer i kampanjen och enhetschefer
i landstinget. Svarsfrekvensen bland arrangörer var 52 %. Av dessa svarade 79 % ja på frågan ”Skulle ni kunna
tänka er att delta i kampanjen på nytt om det blev en återkommande aktivitet?”. 21 % svarade kanske.
Svarsfrekvensen i landstinget vet vi inte då oklarheter finns kring antal utskick. 21 enheter har svarat på
enkäten. Av dessa svarade 67 % ja och 28 % kanske på samma frågeställning.
SKL genomförde en profilanalys av medieexponering under kampanjen som visar att drygt 250000 personer
nåddes av mediarapportering om kampanjen Fall int! Kampanjen uppmärksammades med reportage/artiklar
16 gånger i lokaltidningar, ett regionalt TV reportage samt en regional radiointervju. Statistik över hemsidan
visar att 1771 besök gjordes under perioden 1/9-15/10. Av dessa var 1110 unika besökare.
Genomsnittslängd på webbesök var 2,1 minuter. Inspelade föreläsningar har visats 161 gånger till mitten av
oktober.
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Kampanjens budget var 50 000 kronor var av utgifterna uppgick till 31 000 kronor.

Kommentarer från arrangörer
Arrangörer har i webbenkäter och intervjuer beskrivit vilka upplevelser och intryck de fått under kampanjen.
Här presenteras några av dessa:
Det som var bra var att det var så uppmärksammat under den veckan, nästan alla tänkte på fallrisker,
alla pratade om det. Just att det blev uppmärksammat så mycket både för personal och äldre.
Vi tror alla tyckte att det var jättebra, det var en positiv klang, speciellt det med 8 tips var jättebra, det
var så positivt, att inte ”akta, akta” för att falla, utan, mer nu ska vi göra något så det blir bättre, ja
det upplevdes positivt.
Det var bra stämning och seniordansarna som underhöll i pausen var ett glatt gäng som uppskattades
av alla. Deltagarna tyckte det var en givande dag med värdefull information. Särskilt föreläsningen om
medicinernas påverkan uppskattades. De som deltog tyckte det var synd att inte fler kommit.
Jättebra, kunderna var positiva och många hade hört talas om kampanjen via andra kanaler.
Vi känner att det är ett stort problem och att det finns mycket mer att göra kring det. Sen också hur
viktigt det är att göra något åt det, vi träffar ju dom som har fallit, sen så kommer de inte tillbaka till
det status var innan.
God och glad stämning bland deltagarna. Såg att det "glittrade till i ögonen" på gamla dansare som
numera är gångare med rollator. Takten för musik och rörelseglädjen finns kvar även hos personer
med demensproblematik. Personal dansade med deltagarna för att det skulle kännas stadigt för dem
och vårdbälten fanns att tillgå till dem som behövde.
Sjukgymnast var med i ortens tidning och det har gett följverkan med att fler vill vara med i
balansgrupper.
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Erfarenheter
Arbetsgruppen har utvärderat kampanjen muntligt och sammanställt sina erfarenheter och lärdomar.
Arbetsgruppens samlade erfarenhet är att kampanjen blev lyckad. Trots att det var kort om tid från beslut till
genomförande har kampanjen fått stort genomslag. En framgångsfaktor var att området upplevdes som
angeläget att förbättra och att det fanns ett tydligt regionalt och lokalt initiativ till att förändring behövdes.
En annan framgångsfaktor var att arbetsgruppen bestod av personer från flera regionala organisationer och
verksamheter, som dessutom knöt till sig ytterligare nyckelpersoner i och med workshopen. Det har funnits
personer på regional nivå (utvecklingsledare på FoU Västerbotten) med direkt uppdrag att ge stöd till
verksamhetsutveckling, som inom ramen för sin arbetstid kunnat fokusera på kampanjstrategi och
utförande. Ett regionalt initiativ har förmodligen varit avgörande för samordningen och spridningen av
kampanjen. Skulle en nationell kampanj starta torde den regionala samordningen/spridningen vara av
betydelse för att aktiviteter ska ske på lokal nivå.
Avstämning via telefonkonferens tillsammans med nyckelpersoner har skett varje vecka för att stämma av
och fördela arbetsuppgifter. Vid en eventuell återkommande kampanj är det betydelsefullt att hitta rätt
personer som deltar i planeringen samt strukturera upp arbetsuppgifter och avstämningar. Ökat samarbete
med ideella föreningar kunde ha bidragit till ännu större spridning. Inför en kommande kampanj är det
angeläget att avsätta tid så arbetsbelastningen blir jämnt fördelad över kalenderåret.
Före och under kampanjen har arbetsgruppen uppmärksammat att det råder okunskap bland
samhällsmedborgaren inom området, vilket rapporten ”Mediernas rapportering och allmänhetens kunskap
om olyckor” från MSB stöder. Därför är det angeläget att fortsätta lyfta problematiken kring fallskador inom
äldreområdet med årliga kampanjer. Eftersom fall är ett multifaktoriellt område med många orsakssamband
skulle sannolikt kampanjen vara mer sammanhängande om den hade ett fokusområde årligen, precis som
man har gjort i Storbritannien.
I utvärderingen har det framkommit att idékatalogen och övrigt material har i vissa fall varit avgörande för
att arrangörer ska anordna aktiviteter. Att materialet har varit lättillgängligt och gratis har gjort att fler känt
sig motiverad att arrangera något. Detta var även något som Age UK konstaterat i sin utvärdering.
Arbetsgruppen saknade representation från målgruppen äldre, vid framtagande av material och har fått
kritik i utformning bland annat gällande textstorlek. Det tog mycket tid och resurser att paketera och
distribuera materialet. Dessutom saknades förpackningar som inte skadade materialet. Vid en
återkommande kampanj bör logistik kring paketering ses över och förbättras så att materialet anländer i
optimalt skick samt i god tid före aktiviteten till arrangören.
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Hemsidan har upplevts som ett bra hjälpmedel att sprida information. Det kunde underlättats inför kontakt
med media genom t.ex. färdiga pressbilder, pressmeddelanden samt individer med erfarenhet av fallskada
som kan tänkas ställa upp på intervju. Arbetsgruppen upplevde att direktkontakt med media var mer
effektivt än pressmeddelanden samt epostutskick. Detta är dock mer tidskrävande vilket bör
uppmärksammas. Förslagsvis bör i en kommunikationsplan upprättas.
Som tidigare nämnts infaller varje år den nationella satsningen för att uppmärksamma seniorers säkerhet
”Peppar, peppar”, 1/10. Det är MSB som initierar denna dag22 och civilförsvarsförbundet är en naturlig aktör
som brukar anordna egna arrangemang under dagen. Under kampanjveckan deltog civilförsvarsförbundet
som en aktör och länsansvarig arbetade för att anordna peppar, peppar aktiviteter i kommunerna. Det är
sannolikt en framgångsfaktor om samarbetet med både MSB och Civilförsvarsförbundet utvecklas inför en
återkommande kampanj.
Det gjordes försök att initiera samverkan med olika utbildningsprogram på Umeå universitet (sjukgymnast,
sjuksköterska) inför kampanjen. Men då kurserna är planerade långt i förväg är det viktigt att vara ute i god
tid för att de ska kunna planera in aktiviteter. Vid en kommande kampanj kan man även vända sig till andra
universitetsprogram tex arbetsterapeut, apotekare, dietist men kanske även de gymnasiala
omvårdnadsprogrammet. Samverkan uppstod där vårdens professioner samlades på en gemensam arena
och mötte patienter, anhöriga samt besökare i samtal kring fall och fallskador på länets tre sjukhus vilket
upplevdes som positivt.
Utvärderingen i form av webbenkäter fungerade bra och var ett enkelt sätt att samla upplevelser och intryck
från kampanjen. Det är dock viktigt att veta vem som får enkäten dels för att kunna räkna ut svarsfrekvens
men även för att kunna skicka ut påminnelser. Webbenkäterna till arrangörerna hade en hög svarsfrekvens
vilket visar på engagemang och en vilja att bidra till förbättring. Endast två av sex tilltänkta kunde nås för
telefonintervju. Ambitionen var att få en djupare förståelse vad man upplevt i samband med kampanjen.
Relaterat till det låga deltagandet kan endast vissa slutsatser dras även om de intervjuade gav en tydlig bild
av deras upplevelser. Vid en återkommande kampanj bör utvärderingen läggas in som en del i
aktivitetsplanen som övriga aktiviteter kopplade till kampanjen.

Tillägg:
Under rapportens framställande har beslut tagits om en ny kampanj v 40, 2014. Kampanjen kommer ha
läkemedel som fokus. Mer information finns på hemsidan www.fallint.se
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https://www.msb.se/pepparpeppar
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Bilaga 1: Utvärdering Fall int!
Nu har kampanjveckan passerat och vi hoppas att ni alla har haft bra och trevliga aktiviteter med nöjda
besökare. För att kunna utvärdera kampanjveckan så skulle vi bli tacksamma om ni kunde hitta tid att fylla i
detta formulär och skicka till oss. *Obligatorisk

Arrangör *
Namn på arrangören. Om ni var flera namnge alla tex landsting, kommun, studieförbund

Namn på aktiviteten

Hur många av deltagarna i aktiviteten var allmänhet?
Gör en uppskattning om ni inte vet exakt? Med allmänhet menas även tex besökare på en
hälsocentral, brukare som bor på ett boende osv

Hur många av deltagarna i aktiviteten var personal?
Gör en uppskattning om ni inte vet exakt?

Hur mycket material har ni delat ut?
Gör en uppskattning hur många broschyrer, vykort och annat material som ni har delat ut.

Har media bevakat er aktivitet?
Svarar ni Ja skriv in vilket media under övrigt tex TV, radio, tidning
Ja
Nej
Övrigt:
25
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Hur upplevde ni att er aktivitet gick?
Beskriv med egna ord hur det kändes. Vad gick bra och vad gick mindre bra? Hade ni önskat att ni
gjort något annorlunda? Var stämningen god? Fick ni veta något från deltagarna som ni vill
förmedla?

Skulle ni kunna tänka er att delta i kampanjen på nytt om det blev en återkommande aktivitet?
Ja
Nej
Kanske

Hur kan vi förbättra inför en ny kampanj?
Vad vill ni skicka med till oss i kampanjledningen? Hade vi kunnat göra något på ett annat sätt? Var
materialet bra? Saknade ni något?

Här skriver ni in er mailadress
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Bilaga 2: Utvärdering Fall int! Västerbottens Läns Landsting
Nu har kampanjveckan passerat och vi hoppas att ni alla har haft bra och trevliga aktiviteter. För att kunna
utvärdera kampanjveckan så skulle vi bli tacksamma om ni kunde hitta tid att fylla i detta formulär och skicka
till oss. *Obligatorisk

Verksamhet * (tex avdelning, mottagning, hälsocentral)

Namn * (Den som svarar på enkäten)

Har ni uppmärksammat att det har varit en kampanj som heter Fall int! *
Ja
Nej
Om Ja, vad tyckte ni om kampanjen? *
Beskriv med egna ord vad ni tycker. Vad var bra och vad var mindre bra? Fick ni några reaktioner
från patienter eller anhöriga?

Har ni fått något material skickat till er?
Ja
Nej
om Ja, har ni använt materialet på något sätt?
Beskriv med egna ord på vilket sätt?

om Ja, vad tyckte ni om att få materialet skickat till er automatiskt?
Bra
Dåligt
Ingen åsikt
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Har ni gjort någon annan aktivitet under kampanjveckan förutom att dela ut eventuellt skickat
material? Om Ja, beskriv i så fall vad?
Ja
Nej

Skulle ni kunna tänka er att delta i kampanjen på nytt om det blev en återkommande aktivitet?
Ja
Nej
Kanske

Hur kan vi förbättra inför en ny kampanj?
Vad vill ni skicka med till oss i kampanjledningen? Hade vi kunnat göra något på ett annat sätt? Var
materialet bra? Saknade ni något?

Erfarenheter från kampanjen Fall int!
Fall och fallförebyggande arbete i Västerbottens län, 2013
Löpnummer: 2013:16
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Februari 2014
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Bilaga 2

Att driva regional fall kampanj
Fatta beslut att kampanj ska ske samt att det är tydligt vem som har gett uppdraget i er region
Skapa en kampanjgrupp som leder och fördelar arbetet. Tänk ut vilka som bör ingå i denna i er regionala
miljö. Ta gärna med i början av arbetet en representant från målgruppen.
Kampanjgruppen bör träffas minst en gång i månaden för att planera inför kampanjen.
Ta gärna fram regional statistik för fallskador i er region. Ex ÖJ, socialstyrelsens statistikdatabas, se bilaga 1.
Bäst är om man kan ta fram egna siffror på vårdtillfällen via verksamhetssystem från landstinget.
Egen budget hur stor är den? Vem beslutar? Förslag, visa på vad fallskador kostar i dagsläget. Västerbottens
län har haft 50 000: - och den har aldrig använts helt under kampanjen.
Koppla gärna in (om det är möjligt) någon som är statistiker i arbetet.
Ringa in vilka regionala aktörer (nyckelpersoner) som kan vara viktiga i att skapa event under
fallkampanjveckan, ex MAS, övergripande chefer landstinget, enhetschefer i landstinget, primärvårdschefer,
universitet på angelägna program, apotekskedjor, bildningsförbunden, civilförsvarsförbundet,
seniororganisationer, kyrkor, politiker, friskvårdsanläggningar, fackföreningar inom hälso och sjukvård
(kommunal, fysioterapeut, arbetsterapeut, vårdförbundet, dietister), butikskedjor (Coop, ICA), sportaffärer
etc.
Ta reda på deras mailadresser och skapa en maillista. Obs! se till att det är maillistor till rätt personer och
inte till någon allmän maillista, då riskerar det att hamna i en skräpkorg.
Skicka ut riktade inbjudningar med lokala eller nationella uppgifter i ingressen som påtalar problemet,
nuläget och skapa en känsla av angelägenhet med undertonen,, detta är inte okej, det påverkar alla i
samhället, vad kan ni göra för att belysa problemet? Se till att adressaten sprider i sin tur inbjudan vidare till
den det berör, se ex nedan
Det är viktigt att fördela arbetsuppgifterna och ställa sig frågan. Vi som arrangerar/koordinerar kampanjen.
Vad kan vi göra under fallkampanjen? På vilka ställen ska vi delta? Identifiera genom omvärldsbevakning –
vad händer redan i regionen i samband med kampanjveckan? Hur kan vi ”docka” ihop detta med
fallkampanjen.
Var tydlig med syftet att ha en kampanj,,, medvetandegöra att fall och fallskador är ett problem. Men att
fallskador är möjliga att förhindra med kunskap och ändrat beteende.
Erbjud färdigtänkta lösningar på vad man skulle kunna göra under kampanjveckan (idékatalog)
Använd uppmuntrande ord, glada färger och inspirera till att delta i en kampanj. Använd gärna bilder som
inspirerar till hur ett event skulle kunna se ut i verkligheten
Se till att någon/några är namngivna och vad/vilket stöd ni regionalt kan erbjuda.
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Använd gärna en hemsida att insamla aktiviteter, lägga upp information, sprida information ex
www.fallint.se eller www.regiongavleborg.se/A-O/Vardgivarportalen/Division-Primarvard/Ramla-inte/
Spara mailadresser på de som deltagit i en kampanj så dessa personer kan mailas igen inför nästa kampanj.
Skicka gärna ett påminnelsemail efter cirka 4-6 veckor.
Ta personlig kontakt med de som ni identifierat kanske ha en särskilt viktig roll i regionen.
Kommunikationsplan är viktig, kan man så är det bra att instagramma, twittra, posta på facebook det som
sker eller ska hända. Press release inför kampanjveckan.
Det är viktigt med regionala siffror till media och de som är med i kampanjen. Vi fick följande räkneexempel
från Jan Schyllander till pressmeddelandet 2014:
”Kostnaderna för fallolyckor har beräknats till 24,6 miljarder (2012 års prisläge). Observera att denna siffra
gäller alla åldrar. Folkmängden i Sverige uppgick 2012 till 9 556 000 och i Västerbotten till 260 000.
260/9556*24,6 = 0,669 miljarder eller 669 miljoner kr”
Vårt pressmeddelande 2014 http://regionvasterbotten.se/startsida/699-miljoner-kronor-kostar-fallskadorvasterbotten-arligen/
Lyfta goda exempel som händer i regionen samt det som sker nationellt för inspiration.
Det är mycket bra med så kallad ”storytelling” finns det någon som kan berätta om hur en fallskada påverkat
livet så säger det så mycket mer än siffror.
Tänk utanför ”boxen” ingenting är omöjligt
Tänk att ni är dirigenten och håller ihop kampanjen men aktiviteterna ska ske lokalt där målgruppen redan
befinner sig.
Glöm inte att utvärdera första kampanjen och hur ni ska utvärdera den. Antal aktiviteter? Antal besökare på
eventen? Enkäter? Intervjuer? Antal levererat material? Antal mediabevakning? Vad gick bra? Vad gick
mindre bra? Vad ska vi göra annorlunda till nästa gång?

Ta fram egen statistik från socialstyrelsens statistikdatabas
Klicka på länken http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/statistik/statistikdatabas
Välj yttre orsaker till skador och förgiftningar
Välj Olycksfall och klicka på + så rullisten rullar ned. Klickar man i fallolyckor W00-W19 så får man med alla
tänkbara orsaker till fallskada.
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Fallolyckor W00-W19 innehåller:
W00 Fall i samma plan i samband med is eller snö
W01 Fall i samma plan genom halkning, snavning eller snubbling
W02 Fall i samband med användning av skridskor, skidor, rullskridskor, skateboard (rullbräda) eller snowboard
W03 Annat fall i samma plan genom kollision med eller knuff av annan personW04 Fall när man blir buren eller får stöd
av andra personer
W05 Fall från rullstol
W06 Fall från säng
W07 Fall från stol
W08 Fall från andra möbler
W09 Fall från lekredskap på lekplats
W10 Fall i eller från trappa eller trappsteg
W11 Fall på eller från stege
W12 Fall på eller från byggnadsställning
W13 Fall ut ur, från eller genom byggnad eller byggnadskonstruktion
W14 Fall från träd
W15 Fall från stup
W16 Dykning eller hopp i vatten med annan skada än drunkning eller drunkningstillbud
W17 Annat fall från ett plan till ett annat
W18 Annat fall i samma plan
W19 Fall, ospecificerat

Därefter väljer man ut vilken region, ålderspann, kön, mått och de år man vill undersöka. För att kunna
undersöka flera år eller annat så markerar man en och håller ned shift samtidigt som man klickar på nästa.
På så sätt kan du få flera intervaller samtidigt.
Ett litet tips! Det är bra att ha med riket som jämförelse
När du sen klickat på urvalet så kommer en rapport där man kan välja tabell, stapel eller karta.
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Vill man se varje område för sig så klickar man i alla boxarna W00-W19 se exempel nedan.

På detta vis kan man klicka sig runt och testa sig fram och lära sig egna regionala mönster. Men det kan inte
nog understrykas vikten av att ha en statistiker att rådfråga som även kan ta fram era aktuella siffror. Här
kan man göra en analys av vilka skador som är vanligast i vilka åldersgrupper. Finns det något i er region som
avviker från rikets mönster?
Komplettera gärna det med att läsa i ÖJ och att läsa i MSB,s statistik sammanställning. Se längst ned på
denna länks sida.
https://www.msb.se/sv/Om-MSB/Nyheter-och-press/Nyheter/Nyheter-Hem--fritid/Fyra-aldre-dor-varjedag-i-en-fallolycka--MSBs-kampanj-Peppar-peppar-ska-oka-sakerheten/
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The E.D.E. is an international umbrella organisation representing national associations for directors
and providers of long-term care services in Europe. One of its major tasks is to promote the exchange
of information and experience among its members and facilitate mutual learning. As professionals we
seek to improve the quality of care and assistance. We promote common training standards, organise
reciprocal visits and professional congresses.
1. What actions initiated in line with ProFouND in 2015?
•

•

•

•

On 25 April 2015, we invited Wim Rogmans to our General Board meeting where the most of
our member associations were represented. Wim performed a presentation about ProFouNd
and we had together a good discussion about the fall prevention in the country members, in
particular in care and nursing homes.
We could see that evidence for the effectiveness of fall-prevention is strong in all countries,
but in particular some regions in Eastern European countries have no consistent and wide
implementation of validated prevention measures. Wim’s intervention at our meeting brought
motivation to continue working and exchanging on this matter.
Since many years, the E.D.E. has been cooperating with several Universities of Applied
sciences and training institutes providing courses for care home directors. On 7 May, the
representatives of the E.D.E. held our regular meeting with these institutes. At this meeting we
provided information and links to ProFouND. We incited a discussion about implementation of
knowledge about fall prevention in training curricula.
th
In September 2015, the 14 E.D.E. Congress was held Montreux (Switzerland). We invited
Prof. Down Skelton from the University von Glasgow, one of the leaders of ProFouND, to
perform a workshop about networks to improve physical activity and exercise options to help
reduce falls in frailer older people.
We invited also Mrs Edith Macintosh Rehabilitation Consultant in the Care Inspectorate in
Scotland who performed a workshop about Scottish networks and measures for fall prevention
and rehabilitation services with particular focus on care homes.
We sent out the of joint declaration a joint commitment to promote active ageing through falls
prevention as well as the template for press release for the launch of this join declaration to all
member associations in European 20 countries.

What has been successful? What are the challenges?
•

•

At our General Assembly in April and at the Congress in September 2015, we could see that
the ProFouND topic is important for providers of long-term care services for elderly. There is
still need to learn from each other. The members agree in the opinion that good prevention is
done not only through good infrastructure, but among others through increased awareness,
knowledge and right attitude.
The differences in fall prevention standards are significant from country to country. So we are
happy that one of our most strong associations, CURAVIVA from Switzerland, could support
us with publication on full prevention which is useful for countries with a week standard level.
We motivated the member associations several times to consult the useful ProFouND
website, in particular the section “Resources”.
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•

Since the E.D.E. is an umbrella association, we don’t really have any direct possibility of
supervision how the information we provided are forwarded to the individual members of the
national association and finally how the actions are carried out.
The big challenge is implementation. Besides, the E.D.E. has no staff resources to commit
more in activities in particular countries, so that we are only able to assume our function as
adviser and provider of information.

What impact is expected? What are the next steps/sustainability?
•
•

•
•
•

We will still contribute to support ProFouND and disseminate its results.
We have already planed to start working in thematic sub-group among the delegates of the
member associations, one of them should be dedicated to fall preventions and to projects on
physical activity in care homes, day centers and different form of assisted living.
We want to support national member organisations in integrating appropriate education and
training modules within existing curricula for professional development and vocational training.
At the next E.D.E.’ General Assembly in September 2016 we could organize a short
workshop about the news from ProFouND.
At the next E.D.E. congress in 2017 we would like to organize a workshop about the
management of fall prevention in care and nursing homes

Bologna, 24 February 2016
Markus Mattersberger, European Association for Directors of Long-term Care Services of the Elderly,
E.D.E.
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EUROCARERS is the European network representing informal carers and their organisations,
irrespective of the particular age or health need of the person they are caring for. Eurocarers defines
a carer as a person who provides unpaid care to someone with a chronic illness, disability or other
long lasting health or care need, outside a professional or formal framework.
The issues at stake
Europe’s overall increase in life expectancy and ageing demographic is generating a growing
incidence of age-related diseases and demand for care.
In Europe, 80% of this care is provided by family and friends. The contribution of these informal carers
constitutes a great resource for our society delivering a wide range of support services such as
personal care, housekeeping, transportation, care and financial management, as well as emotional
support. Carers often offer the most comprehensive and desirable option for people with essential
needs of care.
Caring for a loved one can be a source of great personal satisfaction but it does create its own set of
challenges, including physical and mental health problems, feelings of isolation, difficulty in balancing
paid work with care responsibilities and financial worries as social provisions are cut back. Advances
in medicine mean that carers have to deliver more sophisticated and complex levels of care, with little
training and minimal support.
Care are in all age groups from children to older persons. It is estimated that over 10% of informal
care is provided by older people themselves, caring for a spouse, sibling or off-spring, with
repercussions for their own health and well-being.
The largest group of carers of older people are themselves in the age group of 45 to 65 years. The
higher the demands of caring, the higher the percentage of carers are female providing full and part
time care.
EUROCARERS and Falls prevention
Falls prevention is critical to older people’s independence and to that of their potential carers.
Eurocarers, in terms of dissemination, added information to our website:
http://www.eurocarers.org/ProFouND-The-EU-funded-Thematic-Network-focusing-on-falls-prevention
In addition we emailed all our members, 66 organisations across 28 member states. Some are
individual organisations and some are umbrella groups with many member organisations at national
and regional levels.
Eurocarers also inform other non-member organisations.
These include:
78 relevant EU level networks (with members across Europe)
10 Private companies (involved in debate about reform of health systems)
31 high-level EU officials (from DG SANTE, EMPL and CONNECT + EP)
199 National representatives (i.e. perm reps / members Social Protection Committee / Cabinet
members)
1 EU level media company
In order to assess impact it is our intention to circulate a short questionnaire to quantify the actions
taken by these initials contacts listed above. The aim is the widest dissemination possible, down to
individual members, by emails, newsletter and websites, with the aspiration to generate positive
actions.
European Association working for Carers
Frank Goodwin
goodwinfp@gmail.com
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EFORT activities
Maintain mobility throughout life
EU Falls Festival, ESA on Falls, ProFouND
Bologna
2016-02-24
Karl-Göran Thorngren
Professor, M.D., Ph.D., FRCS(Ed)hon
Department of Orthopedics
Skane University Hospital, Lund, Sweden
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www.efort.org

European

Federation
of National Associations of
Orthopaedics and
Traumatology

www.efort.org
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EFORT Head Office, Switzerland – February 2016

EFORT is the organisation linking Europe‘s
national orthopaedic associationsAustria
Belgium
with over 35 000 members
Bulgaria
 41 national
societies
 12 associate
scientific
members

Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Kosovo
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Serbia and Montenegro
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

 More than 25
specialty
societies and
affiliated
EFORT Head Office, Switzerland – February 2016
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The Opportunity:
Orthopaedic Surgeons are operating
the patients with fragility fractures and treat them in
their wards in hospital.

This is a golden opportunity to initiate preventive
actions like informing the patient about fall prevention.
The PorFouND material should be useful.
120

Major Challenge :
Orthopaedic Surgeons have been focused on the
preformance of operations.
Awareness is increasing about the need to handle
the whole spectrum of treating the patients
with fragility fractures.
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Publications promoting ProFouND
January 2015 in EFORT Annual Report for 2014
March 2015 in Orthopaedics Today Europe
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Falls prevention part of symposium on
Prevention in Orthopaedics and
Traumatology
at next EFORT Congress
in Geneva 1 June 2016
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EFPC and ProFouND
The EFPC-Forum is a well-established network that is existing now for ten years and that is
independent of EU funding, and sustainable through its membership. The member base consists of
institutional members as well as individual members, geographically covering all regions of Europe
and even expanding beyond those borders. We currently have around a hundred institutional and 60
individual members.
We focus on and advocate for strong primary care and are involved in subjects that are relevant for
primary care. In the case of falls and falls prevention primary care providers have an important role to
play. We therefore have communicated outcomes and viewpoints from ProFouND to our members
over the last couple of years and we will continue to do so. We have several methods of doing so,
through our newsletter, on our website, at our annual conferences, but also through position papers.
We advocate through WHO and EU consultations for more investments in Community Oriented
Primary Care and related themes like disease prevention. We also have an active LinkedIn group with
almost 6500 members from all over the world and through twitter we reach an additional 1450
stakeholders.
The subject of falls prevention is in this way brought to the attention of general practitioners,
physiotherapists, nurses and for instance occupational therapists throughout Europe. We also
understand that there is a need to connect not only the stakeholders within primary care, but also with
secondary/specialist care, social care and let’s not forget informal care. The Forum, therefore is
always trying to build bridges with these sectors as well. We connect care providers, patients, policy
makers and researchers. Although we cannot mandate, we can endorse and promote the information
from ProFouND on falls and falls prevention.
When looking at the goals of ProFounD for the coming years described in the joint declaration, the
Forum can contribute to:
1. Building a united front of EU-level stakeholder organisations
2. Increasing awareness among stakeholders and contributing to awareness campaigns
3. Promoting the uptake of evidence based good practice
4. Consolidate and expand the ESA on Falls network and its impact
Next steps or actions that can be undertaken by the EFPC to increase awareness on falls prevention,
additional to spreading information on Falls prevention:
1. We will explore the feasibility of developing a position paper on Primary Care and Falls prevention.
Such a position paper is written in cooperation with members who are experts in the subject of falls
and undergo an endorsement procedure by all members after completion of the final draft. The
timeframe for such a position paper is approximately 1 year, after composition of the expert group.
2. In order to facilitate the development of a position paper, we will look into the opportunities to set up
a working group on Falls and Falls prevention (or on Physical activity and Active Ageing in which falls
would be an important theme). Such a working group needs leadership from a EFPC Member. It would
therefore be interesting to look at the EFPC membership of experts in the field of falls prevention to
increase the Forums capacity and expertise to strengthen these activities.
3. We will explore opportunities for a webinar on falls prevention or a discussion on falls on our
LinkedIn group.
European Forum for Primary Care (EFPC)
s.snoeijs@nivel.nl
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EU Falls Festival 2016
23 rd and 24 th February
Bologna, Italy

tp://www.eufallsfestival.eu), All rights reserved. The EUFF is organised by http://www.eufallsfestival.eu (http://www.eufallsfestival.eu)

About Us
2016 Theme: Implementation of Innovation into Policy and Practice
23 rd - 24 th February 2016, Bologna, Italy
The European Union Falls Festival brings together leading academics, researchers, health care practitioners, clinicians,
industry representatives and key stakeholders from across the globe to celebrate best practice research and innovation in
the multidisciplinary study and implementation of falls prevention in older people.

!

FALLS PREVENTION FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE IN LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES (LTCF)
A. Malara 1, G. Sgrò 2, V. Costigliola
1
3

Vision
European Confederation of Care Home Organisations (ECHO) alba.doc@tiscali.it,2Associazione Interregionale Vivere Insieme giosgro68@gmail.com,
Falls amongst older people are an important health issue for Europe and the rest of the world. Falls are a major cause of injuries amongst older people; a
European Medical Association vincenzo@emanet.org
major cost for health services as well as the cause of death, disability and distress for older people and their families.
()

"

Objectives of your EU-level organization: The European Medical Association is a non-profit association free of any
political, linguistic, ethical, philosophical or financial considerations. It is aimed at all doctors in the EU now confronted
with a new concept in European health care.

Scientiﬁc Committee

The role of the Scientiﬁc Committee is to provide guidance, input and direction to all aspects of the Festival programme.
EMA is essentially a forum
that brings together colleagues working in the European medical community through the
()

distribution of information and services: it is also a privileged meeting place between East and West. The primarily aims is

#

to raise the quality of healthcare and medical working conditions in the European Community by improving information,
transparency and above all, by encouraging collaboration and mobility. The EMA has good links with all national medical
associations in the EU member states, as well as with international
and the pharmaceutical industry. Last year
Aﬃliatedorganisations
Projects
The EU Falls Festival is built upon the collaboration of a number of successful project leaders responsible for delivering a broad range of EU funded falls
EMA has developed a group
of geriatricians to improve and update the geriatric knowledge and care to facilitate the
prevention and ICT projects across Europe.
()
comunication between solution/service for elderly people in EU members.

Key activities in promoting falls prevention: EMA, through its geriatric group, promotes a program falls prevention for
elderly people admitted in Long Term Care Facilties (LTCF). Older people who are living in LTCF fall more often than
those who are living in community. Approximately 30-50% of people living in long-term care institutions fall each year,
and 40% of them experienced recurrent falls (1). The average fall incidence is estimated to be 1.6 falls per bed per year,
with almost half of residents falling more than once a year (2). Femoral fractures are one of the most important and frequent
fall related injury in these patients. In industrialized countries 20% to 30% of femoral fractures occur in nursing care
facilities and the rate of femoral fractures in institutions is about 10 times that in the community (3). According to a lot of
studies, among institutionalized elderly, there are specific risk factors that significantly increase the probability of falls, such
as lower limb weakness, postural instability, lack of functional capacity, dizziness, visual and hearing impairments, arthritis,
depression and use of drugs such as psychotropics, sedatives and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories (4). In LTCF hip
fractures increases exponentially in patients with dementia. To value the interaction among multiple risk factors is important
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for the clinical evaluation and prevention of falls with more serious consequences. A wide variety of measures is generally
available for fall prevention and fall-related injuries. The spectrum ranges from diagnostic procedures for identifying
individuals at risk of falling to complex interventions for the removal or reduction of identified risk factors.
What you have done within the framework of ProFouND? For EMA this is the first experience in ProFouND. The EMA
intends to promote, in collaboration with ECHO (European Confederation of Care Home Organisation) a programe for
spread and implementation of the best paractise in falls in European LTCF. In fact, in each setting (community, hospital,
and LTCF), it is necessary to individualize the specific assessment for individual risk profile of each patient, goal setting
and corresponding multifactorial interventions.
What has been successful? What are the challenges? Many studies are focused to show the effects of exercise,
medication, orthostatic hypotension, environment, hip protectors, vision, feet and footwear and other. The successful
strategies able to induce a true challenge in LTCF must consider a adeguate training of multidisciplinary team to
implement the intervention program and produce a spectrum of single and combined interventions for fall prevention.
What has been the impact of your work? The aim is to detect individuals at high risk of falls and tremove the risk factors
for falls. The studies agree in promoting interventions of multiple type characterized by fall risk assessment and a
combination of single measure: the so-called multifactorial programs.
What are the next steps/sustainability? To implement specific training of multidisciplinary care teams in LTCF,
promoting a shared working methodology for the prevention of falls and fractures, providing acute care that improves the
results, secondary prevention and rehabilitation to improve the quality care and quality of life of patients admitted in LTCF.
References
1) WHO Global report on falls Prevention in older Age 2007
2) Vlaeyen E. et al. Characteristics and Effectiveness of Fall Prevention Programs in Nursing Homes: A Systematic Review
and Meta-Analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials. JAGS 63:211–221, 2015
3) Becker C. Reduction of Femoral Fractures in Long-Term Care Facilities: The Bavarian Fracture Prevention Study. Plos
One 2011, 6 (8): 24311
4) Del Duca, G.F. et al. Falls and fractures among older adults living in long-term care. Rev Bras Epidemiol 68 2013;
16(1): 68-76
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The EUropean Network for Action on Ageing and Physical Activity (EUNAAPA), established in 2005, and
formalized at the end of the EUNAAPA Project (DG SANCO 2005; 2006-2008) is a thematic, collaborative
network, organized in a non-hierarchical way to maximize interaction between all members.
Mission
The EUNAAPA mission is to improve the health, wellbeing and independence of older people throughout
Europe by the promotion of evidence based physical activity.
Vision
The vision of EUNAAPA is optimal health and quality of life for older people in Europe through physical
activity and it aims to use evidence-based strategies to improve health and quality of life among older people
in Europe through physical activity.
What actions were initiated in line with ProFouND?
The EUNAAPA network was involved in the PROFOUND project as a stakeholder and took part in the
Glasgow meeting 2014 and the Falls Festival meeting 2016 in Bologna. Furthermore the EUNAAPA network
joined the “declaration of PROFOUND “Active Ageing through Preventing Falls”. The declaration was also
distributed through the homepage of EUNAAPA to all the EUNAAPA members (around 200 members at
present). Furthermore stakeholder of PROFOUND (Wim Rogmans) took an active part in the EUNAAPA
guidelines on promoting physical activity (known as “The ROME Statement”).
What has been successful? What are the challenges?
The success of EUNAAPA is the sustainment over 10 years with updating the roadmap from 2011-2016.The
challenge are binding forces across Europe and domains with the question of funding for actions and
research projects as relevant as ever.
What are the next steps/sustainability?
Members of the EUNAAPA network took part in all sorts of projects, courses, meetings and policy
developments and dissiminatiojs in the EUNAAPA and that of many other networks concerned with the vital
functioning (according to the WHO) of elderly people. In the future EUNAAPA will spread the news of all sorts
of events, like for instance the falls festival on it´s homepage and disseminate fall prevention as part of vision
on performance of vital functioning, and perceived optimal health and quality of life.
What impact is expected?
At present EUNAAPA is being asked in EU project to join dissemination strategies and will help with its
network and channels to spread the important information on fall prevention furthermore both on an European
and national level and towards policymakers, professionals, researchers and older adults themselves.

EUropean Network for Action on Ageing and Physical Activity (EUNAAPA)
ellen.freiberger@fau.de
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Actions on Falls prevention generated by European Public Health Association
(EUPHA)

European Public Health Association is organising national public health organisations from about 35
countries across Europe. These associations include about 15000 individual members. There are
about 20 sections in EUPHA. one of them is on Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion. This section
has about 500 individual members. The section arrange annual meetings, produce statements,
promote education in public health schools, promote research, establish different networks.

What actions were initiated in line with ProFouND?
A pre-conference to the annual European Public Health Conference was arranged in Glasgow
November 2014 in collaboration with ProFouND and Eurosafe on Falls Prevention. This was partly
successful as more participants were expected. A challenge is to get public health actors across
Europe interested in injury prevention, and also to motivate members to use the annual conferences
for information on fall prevention

Work in progress
The Injury Section has collaborated with ASPHER (Association of Schools of Public Health in Europe),
Schools of Public Health and the WHO Violence and Injury Prevention (VIP) to elicit feedback from
schools of public health in Europe regarding their interest in incorporating injury prevention and safety
promotion into the existing curriculum. To date we have three Universities interested in this,
At the ASPHER 2014 Deans’ and Directors’ Retreat in Zagreb in May 2014 we were invited to present
our views on this issue. We have been successful in establishing a good dialogue, the challenge is to
convince them to include injury and falls prevention into their curriculum. For attaining this, some other
issues might be taken out. The section will keep the pressure on ASPHER and Schools of public
health on this matter.
The section is going to proceed on an idea to apply for a Marie Curie grant to obtain funding to teach
on injuries in Europe with schools of public health or social medicine.

European Public Health Association (EUPHA)
johan.lund@medisin.uio.no
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Collaboration between ER-WCPT and ProFouND
The ER-WCPT comprises 42 member organisations from across Europe and beyond to , Jordan and
Lebanon. ER-WCPT (2014) Active and Healthy, The role of the Physiotherapist in Physical Activity
(Briefing Paper) The resource includes a specific section on the role of exercise for older adults for
good bone health and for falls prevention. The paper presents the evidence that exercise programmes
that include balance and moderate intensity muscle strengthening activities reduces the risk of falls.
The resource is being currently being updated to include the more recently published research in this
area and to include the outputs of the ProFouND project.
The resource also includes specific initiatives for Older People provided by physical therapists in a
number of the ER-WCPT member organisation's. Please see examples of the activities in the boxes
below.
Belgium

Finland

Belgium Association physical therapists have contributed to and collaborated with
the development of Practice Guidelines for Falls
http://www.gezondegemeente.be/acties/actielijst/boebs/activiteitenaanbod/praktijkri
chtlijn-valpreventie-vlaanderen

Physiotherapy guidelines for preventing falls and fall-related injuries, summary in
English:
http://www.terveysportti.fi/dtk/sfs/avaa?p_artikkeli=sfy00014

Iceland

Balanced is a short educational film about balance and balance training. It
identifies what factors contribute to balance, how to regain balance and how to
prevent falls. The film is marketed for health care professionals working with this
patient population including exercise instructors working with the elderly For
further information go to: www.physio.is or email physio@physio.is.
“Use benches”. The Icelandic Physical Therapy Association in collaboration with
senior citizen´s organizations around the country has organising marked paths
with benches every 200-300 metres. This is designed to encourage older people
to go out and walk more and at the same time staying healthier, more
independent and be able to live at home for a longer period of time. It has been
proven that one of the biggest barriers for the elderly to go out and walk is the
distance between resting areas (e.g. benches). For further information go to:
www.physio.is or send us an email at physio@physio.is.
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Ireland:

Prepared a submission for a national dementia strategy which included the
evidence of the benefit of physical activity as both a contributor to prevention and
treatment of dementia

Malta

Through the special interest group 'Active for life' the Malta Association of
Physiotherapists has developed recommendations to update information on a
falls prevention leaflet used in the national health system.

Netherlands

The Dutch Association of Geriatric Physical Therapy is a partner of The Healthy
Ageing Network North Netherlands. The is a platform focused on the promotion of
healthy lifestyle in senior citizens.

Norway

Participates in a reablement coalition project. Focus on using physical
activity/exercise to keep function for independent daily activities and falls
prevention.

Spain:

Is present at National Strategy for chronic conditions, and included as objective of
the national strategy “increase participation of Physiotherapists at primary care in
physical activity programs to prevent chronic conditions.

Sweden

Active in work related to physical activity and training for elderly people. Working
together with national authorities they have a project which aims at improving
rehabilitation for the elderly

UK

As part of the UKs Physiotherapy Works programme has produced an evidence
briefing on falls and frailty. The evidence demonstrates that physical activity and
exercise can reduce falls, addresses frailty and helps restore independence.
In 2015 linking with the ESA Declaration "active Ageing through Falls Prevention"
and Older People's Day a "Get up and go - a guide to staying steady" was
launched. This publication for people to exercise was produced in collaboration
with Public Health England and Saga healthcare

The outputs of the ProFound Otago programme and the ESA declaration were disseminated to the 37
member organisation's on Older People's Day via the website, monthly electronic newsletter and
Twitter.
Next steps:
- Recommendation to the member organisations to endorse the ProFound Otago training programme
to support this training the trainer model being extended across Europe
- Updating of the "Active and Healthy" evidence based resource with new case studies

*European Region of the World Confederation for Physical Therapy (ER-WCPT)
Natalie Beswetherick, beswetherickn@csp.org.uk
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Fracture prevention strategy in older people : European Union
Geriatric Medicine position statement
H. Blain a*, T. Masud b, P. Dargent-Molina c, F.C. Martin d, E. Rosendahl e, N. van der Velde f,
J. Bousquet g , A. Benetos h, S. Maggi i, T. Strandberg j, and the EUGMS FSSIG***
a

Montpellier University hospital; MacVia-LR, EIP-AHA reference Site, GRIO, France; b Nottingham University Hospitals, UK; c Inserm U1153, Paris, France; d, St Thomas' Hospital, London, UK;
Umeå University, Sweden; f Academisch Medisch Centrum Geriatrie, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; g MacVia-LR, EIP-AHA reference Site; Montpellier, France; h University Hospital of Nancy,
Nancy, France; i Institute of Neuroscience, Padova, Italy; j University of Helsinki, Oulu, Finland
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I. Primary and secondary
prevention related to falls

II. Primary and secondary
prevention related to bone health

European Union Geriatric Medicine (EUGMS) supports
1. the set-up of a working group that would develop
international operational definitions and diagnostic
criteria for assessing the risk of falling to be used in
clinical practice as well as in research studies
2. the 2010 American Geriatrics Society / British
Geriatrics Society joint guideline urging practitioners to
screen, at least annually, older patients for risk of falling
3. that evidence-based community exercise fall
prevention programs should be widely available to
prevent non-vertebral fractures in older people at low or
moderate risk of falling
4. that people at high risk should be able to access from
multifactorial measures based on a comprehensive
geriatric assessment.
5. continued and expanded provision of evidence based
fall prevention programmes such as those being
promoted by ProFouND (www.profound.eu.org).

EUGMS supports recommendations that
1. osteoporosis should be screened by DXA, at
best combined with vertebral fracture assessment
(VFA) or radiography examination to detect
vertebral fractures, in individuals at risk of fracture,
i.e. at risk of falling or at risk of bone fragility (history
of fracture, low body weight, parental history of hip
fracture, use of glucocorticoids, excessive alcohol
consumption, diseases with bone adverse effects)
2. treatments acting on bone metabolism (TAMB)
should be considered after a careful assessment of
the benefit/risk ratio in patients at high risk of
fracture, i.e. with a prior fragility fracture or in those
with
densitometry
diagnosed
osteoporosis
associated with other risks factors of fractures
(including risk factors for falling), possibly assessed
by fracture prediction scores
.

Conclusion

Fracture Liaison Services
and screening for spine fragility
EUGMS recommends that patients aged 65 years or
older with vertebral or non-vertebral fractures should be
referred to a combined fall and fracture liaison
service which should be linked to or have strong input
from geriatric medicine services. Such an approach will
allow commencement of appropriate interventions and
ensure follow-up of patients.
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EUGMS advocates a comprehensive and
multidisciplinary fracture prevention strategy in
individuals aged 65 or older requiring
1. better education for both older people and health
care professionals with regards to general lifestyle
and medical measures to optimize bone health and
prevent falls
2. improved knowledge about screening and
optimizing management of older people with bone
fragility or high risk of falling in primary and
community care as well as institutional settings
3. strong collaboration between facture liaison
services and geriatric medicine departments.
4. policy makers to play a major role in developing
community and institutional programs on falls
prevention, to establish falls and fracture liaison
services and appropriate pathways for fracture
prevention.

Collaboration between UEMS-GMS and ProFOUND
The Geriatric Medicine Section of the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS-GMS) has board
members of 29 European countries and is responsible for matters related to education, training, manpower
and regulation. The Prevention of Falls Network for Dissemination (ProFouND) is an EC funded initiative
dedicated to the dissemination and implementation of best practice in falls prevention across Europe.
UEMS-GMS was invited by ProFouND to be one of its key stakeholders in its Support Group for Preventing
Falls Among Older People
This brief report summarises activities undertaken by UEMS-GMS in this stakeholder role:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

March 2014 – UEMS-GMS board voted to accept invitation to become stakeholders in the
ProFouND Support Group
Tahir Masud (UK), then President of UEMS-GMS, attended ProFound stakeholders meeting in
Brussels, introduced the UEMS organization to the group and networked with other organisations
(2014)
Two UEMS-GMS board members Jurate Macijauskiene (Lithuania) and Stefan Krajcik (Slovakia)
attended the ProFound Seminar on Falls Prevention in Glasgow (2014)
UEMS-GMS supported the ProFouND Press release statement and asked its member countries to
modify the template and to disseminate in their countries (2015)
UEMS-GMS published its European Undergraduate Curriculum for Geriatric Medicine, which
includes obtaining competencies in understanding and managing falls, as well as working in an
interdisciplinary team (2015). Further work is ongoing to make sure medical schools examine
competencies included in the curriculum including falls
UEMS-GMS supported the development of and disseminated the Curriculum for Advanced Nurse
Practitioners working with older people. The curriculum includes objectives on falls prevention and
management (2015-2016)
UEMS-GMS endorsed and disseminated the ProFouND Joint Declaration- Active Ageing Through
preventing Falls, “Falls Prevention is Everyone Else’s Business”. Each member country was asked
to disseminate the declaration
UEMS-GMS supported and endorsed the development of a European Curriculum in Geriatric
Emergency Medicine (a joint collaboration between EUGMS and EuSEM), which included
understanding of atypical presentations of older people (including falls) (2015-2016)
UEMS-GMS has collaborated with other organisations including EUGMS, IAGG and EAMA to form
an European Education Board with ongoing activities which include development of a Postgraduate
Curriculum in Geriatric Medicine. This curriculum will include Falls as one of the important areas for
training in Geriatric Medicine. UEMS-GMS also supports the work of the EUGMS Special Interest
Group in Falls and Fractures and plans to endorse its recent development of a position statement
on the subject
UEMS-GMS representative Tahir Masud took part in the European Union Falls Festival in Bologne
(2016) and made a presentation on “Interdisciplinary Collaboration in Falls Prevention”. He gave
examples of innovative ongoing developments including the Oxford Interdisciplinary Education pilot
(student doctors and nurses learning together via PBL methodology)
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•

UEMS-GMS will continue to support dissemination of evidence, service development, education
and training in all fields of Geriatric Medicine, including the important topic of fall prevention.
Further collaborations with other specialists and other healthcare professionals are planned

Tahir Masud, Professor in Clinical Gerontology, Nottingham University Hospitals NHS Trust and
president Geriatric medicine section of the European Union of Medical Specialists (UEMS)
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HEPA Europe – the European Network for the promotion of
Health Enhancing Physical Activity (HEPA)
Active Ageing Working Group – supporting Active Ageing through falls prevention
The HEPA Active Ageing Working Group is a membership organization for professionals with
an interest in the promotion of health enhancing physical activity with older people. Amongst
it’s principal aims is …..
“to provide a platform for the exchange of practice, training and education and
the dissemination of scientific knowledge to policy makers and practitioners”
Membership includes individuals and organisations in Higher Education, Research, physical
activity and exercise promotion, Health and care services, National and Local Government
and non-governmental organisations. Currently, the main activities of the group include
communications through the main HEPA Europe Network, the Active Ageing Contact group
(approx. 40 members), a Linkedin Network and the annual HEPA Europe Conference.
The HEPA Active Ageing working group seeks to collaborate with EU Health, Active Ageing
and other related platforms and this work has included the EU ProFouND project and
Eurosafe to raise the profile of falls prevention across Europe and in particular, participating in
the Joint Declaration - “Falls prevention is everyone’s business” issued by ESA on Falls,
the European Stakeholders Alliance for Active Ageing through Falls Prevention.
Actions to support Eurosafe, ESA Falls and ProFouND
Participation in the ESA programme of meetings
Contributing towards the Joint Declaration
Ongoing dissemination to member groups and organisations via:
• HEPA Active Ageing members contact group (40 members)
• HEPA Europe Network
• The annual HEPA Conference (Istanbul October 2015, Belfast 2016)
• Linkedin electronic communications network.
As yet, the overall impact of this work to promote Active Ageing through falls prevention is
unclear. However, the network will continue with the dissemination of the Joint Declaration
and the ProFouND tools and learning with individual members in addition to the broader
HEPA Europe Network.
HEPA Active Ageing Working Group - established 2010
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/disease-prevention/physical-activity/activities/hepaeurope
Contacts for further information
Chair - Bob Laventure - B.M.E.Laventure@Lboro.ac.uk,
Secretariat - Liesbeth Preller – liesbeth.preller@kcsport.nl
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Standing Committee of the European Doctors (CPME) – Activities with a view to
promote Active Healthy Ageing through Falls Prevention
Good medical practices must follow that falls are a bridge that connects the symptoms before and after the
fall. Assessment, prevention, interventions, treatment or rehabilitation of elderly falls represent a comprehensive
vision about falls; all of these are domains for good practices, individual or together, with impact to population at risk.
1.
Standing Committee of the European Doctors (CPME) aims to promote high standards of medical training
and medical practices in order to achieve high quality of health care. In this sense between 2013-2015 CPME
developed Health Literacy Survey– EU on Functional decline and Frailty Related to Ageing for Doctors and older
adults patients over 60y, regarding prevention of functional decline and frailty. The survey for doctors aims to assess
the awareness of doctors on functional performance/capacity decline and frailty related to ageing and their
possibilities to prevent/ delay the onset of these issues and/or mitigates their consequences. The survey for patient’s
aims to assess the awareness, opinion and attitude of the population aged over 60y regarding healthy and active
ageing. The surveys build on the conceptual framework of the European Health Literacy Project(HLS‐EU).
2.
The European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing (EIPAHA) EIP-AHA & CPME initiative in
order to mobilize doctors to prevent frailty. This resulted into studying the doctor’s role in preventing frailty/functional
decline.
The scope and objectives: Literacy and awareness of frailty; How to address components of physical frailty in order
to meaningfully delay mobility disability in the target population.
The proposals from the group of specialists nominated by the Romanian College of Pysicians Prof. Dr. Gelu Onose,
Assist. Prof. Ana Capisizu, Univ. Assist. M Haras) are as follows:
1. To perform a literature review and data systematization on the main available, internationally accepted,
assessment tools eligible to be included in a standardized set for the uniform evaluation of the frailty in elderly (KrausWeber tests, Functional Independence Measure-FIM, Cumulative Illness Rating Scale - CIRS/ mCIRS/CIRS-G,
Tinetti test, Mini Mental State Examination- MMSE, clock drawing test, Reisberg Scale, Mini Nutritional AssessmentMNA-, disability-adjusted life year/s/-DALY/s, quality-adjusted life-year/s-QALY/s-index, years lived with disabilityYLD, the STRATIFY falls risk assessment tool, etc.).
2. To perform clinical settings for clinical trials (eg. a prospective multicentric clinical study: fragility fracture risk
assessment in elderly)
Our further activities:
1. Research into the relationship between T score DXA, D vitamin and risk falls
2. Assessment of balance and walk as risk falls factors-by BTS C-Walk device which performs analysis of
spatial-temporal parameters and kinematics pelvis. BTS C-Walk can assess speed, stride length, time
support which are associated with fear of falling, for adapt a safe walk.
3. The relationship between risk falls and Metabolic Equivalents(METs)
4. The optimal approach to such a patients will involve interdisciplinary collaboration, including with the attempt
to establish a functional link of fracture liaison service (FLS) kind–considering, specifically, the(very close
located, too) Teaching Emergency Hospital ”Bagdasar-Arseni”, has not only a very skilled Rehabilitation
Clinic Division, but also, as well, Ortopedic and Spine Neurosurgery, ones–in: assessment, medical and/or
surgical and/or rehabillitative and/or environment interventions.

Prof.Dr.Gelu Onose and Assoc.Prof.Dr.Ana Capisizu, Working Group for Healthy and Active
Ageing of the Standing Committee of the European Doctors (CPME) , University of Medicine and
Pharmacy”Carol Davila”, Geriatric Clinic Department of”Saint Luca” Hospital and Teaching
Emergency Hospital ”Bagdasar- Arseni”, Bucharest, Romania
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Introduction (1)
• Multi-professional, multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary used interchangeably

Numerous definitions for IP education:
• CAIPE – “two or more professionals learn from, with
and about each other to improve collaboration and
quality of care”
• “The process of developing and maintaining effective
IP working relationship to enable optimal health
outcomes”
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Introduction (2)
• Professional accreditation bodies WHO, GMC (UK), IPEC (USA)
recommend inter - professional education
• GMC - the demonstration of students’ respect for their
colleagues
• Ageing population, complex health needs (e.g. dementia)
• Fragmentation of care in the workplace:
• Poor understanding of the colleagues' practice conditions
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Introduction (3)
• Current training strategies and divergent evolutions
of the training programs perpetuate the problem
• Competencies should include collaboration
• Academic teaching hospitals should lead the way if
they are to train the physicians/nurses of tomorrow
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Benefits from Learning Together
1. Inter-professional appreciation of roles and responsibilities
2. Promotion of effective communication, relationship,
teamwork
3. Joint problem solving (authentic clinical teams)
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Delivered by the Inter-professional teams based:
Problem Based Learning scenarios to:
• medical and nursing students
• foundation nurses and doctors

Sanja Thompson
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INTER-professional Education PBL
1. Case scenarios – PBL
(e.g. falls, how to assess mental capacity; abuse in older
people; pressure ulcers)
2. Small groups
3. Students to complete the majority of work themselves first
4. A workshop follows with mentors: senior clinicians and
senior ward nurses
5. Evaluation – pre and post sessions
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PBL- A Case of Falls
• Mr M is a 76-year old man in-patiient, who presented to hospital following a
UTI. Initially he was very disorientated, but had improved over the last 48
hours. Since his admission he has remained stable but has reduced oral intake
• He was seen by another patient falling between his bed and a chair while trying
to go to the bathroom
• His past medical history includes asthma, diverticulosis, recurrent falls and
Parkinson’s disease and is currently only taking L-dopa, 125 mg x3 day)

Consider the following points as a guide during your interprofessional learning:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is expected from the nurse/doctor to do for this patient initially?
Please describe what should your initial assessment include?
What could be the possible causes of Mr M’s fall?
What are the most important steps in his management that nurse and medical
doctor should start?
5. Do you know any interventions for reducing falls in older patients?
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EVALUATION

RIPLS Tool
Readiness for Inter-Professional Learning Scale (RIPLS;
McFayden et al 2005), before and after taking part

Mean RIPL score

40

***

30

Pre IPE

**

20

***

10
0

Post IPE

Teamwork and
Collaboration

Negative
Professional
Identity

Positive
Professional
Identity

RIPL subscale
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Roles and
Responsibilities

Do you have concerns about learning
alongside nursing/medical students?
A lot of concerns before the intervention:
Drs:
• That the nursing student will think I’m arrogant dr-to-be
• The nursing students are 3rd years they will know much more
about how to manage the scenarios
Nurses:
• Will be looked down upon by medical student partner
• Us and them mentality
After: Drs and nurses - none, no real concerns
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8. Graduates should know about, understand and respect the roles
and expertise of other health and social care professionals
Graduates should be able to:

• Describe the roles of the professions involved in the care of older people, for
example, nurses, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, social workers,
clinical pharmacists, dieticians, psychologists, speech & language therapists and
spiritual support workers
• Discuss the importance and role of multidisciplinary team working and
meetings in the care of older people
146
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Physiotherapists
Occupational Therapists
Podiatrists
Dieticians
SALT
Orthotists
Psychologists
Orthpotists
Paramedics
Radiographers
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College of Occupational
Therapists (UK)
Practice Guideline 2011
Practice guidelines
development manual. 2nd ed.
London: COT.
http://www.cot.co.uk/sites/defau
lt/files/publications/public/PGDManual-2014.pdf

Kate Robertson
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NOTTINGHAM
MODEL

Falls patient

CGA

Physio
assessment

OT
assessment

Nurse
assessment

MDT meeting – Goal Setting

Interventions
MDT meeting- Reassess
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Medical
assessment

Further reading
1. Kripalani S at al: Deficits in communication and information
transfer between hospital-based and primary care physicians.
Implications for patient safety and continuity of care. JAMA
2007, 297:831-841.
2. Kvamme OJ at al: Improving the interface between primary
and secondary care: A statement from the European Working
Party on Quality in Family Practice (EQuiP). Qual Health Care
2001, 10:33-39.
3. Lary MJ at al.; Breaking down barriers: multidisciplinary
education model. J Allied Health 1997 Spring; PT (2):63±9.
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EIP AHA AGA2

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Which ProFouND activities have you
engaged with?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

11

Website

Best Practice
Resources...

7
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and Raising...

6

ProFouND
Application...
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3

Events and
Meetings (EU...
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Responses

Website

57.89%

11

Best Practice Resources (online)

36.84%

7

Campaigning and Raising Awareness (Flash Mob)

31.58%

6

ProFouND Application (PFN App)

5.26%

1

Cascade Training

10.53%

2

Online Innovation Factory (OIF)

15.79%

3

Data Collection of Falls

15.79%

3

Events and Meetings (EU Falls Festival, EUGMS Seminar)

78.95%

15

Total Respondents: 19
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Q2 Have you taken part in the annual
awareness raising campaign?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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No (Go to Q4)
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Q3 If Yes, which activites have you done?
(select all that apply)
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6
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conferences ...
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policy maker...
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non-Governme...
Engaging with
health care...
Other (please
specify)
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Responses

Translation and distribution of press releases

69.23%

9

Media engagement eg. radio interviews, tv, newspapers

61.54%

8

Delivering local events aimed at older people and the population

23.08%

3

Presenting at conferences or large meetings

38.46%

5

Meeting with policy makers and/or politicians

30.77%

4

Meeting with non-Government organisations (charities, etc)

23.08%

3

Engaging with health care professionals

38.46%

5

Other (please specify)

7.69%

1

Total Respondents: 13
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Q4 Have you used the website?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Yes

No (Go to Q6)
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89.47%
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No (Go to Q6)

10.53%
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Total

19
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Q5 If yes, how have you used the website?
(select all that apply)
Answered: 18

Skipped: 1

Access
resources on...

Use the forum

Search for EC
funded projects
Access
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Access
ProFouND...
Find falls
related events
Find news /
access socia...
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Access resources on falls prevention

83.33%

15

Use the forum

11.11%

2

Search for EC funded projects

27.78%

5

Access stakeholder information

27.78%

5

Access ProFouND training

33.33%

6

Find falls related events

38.89%

7

Find news / access social media

33.33%

6

Total Respondents: 18
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Q6 Have you used the best practice
resources?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0

Yes

No (Go to Q8)
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Yes

68.42%

13

No (Go to Q8)

31.58%

6

Total

19
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Q7 If you have accessed best practice
resources, which have you used? (select all
that apply)
Answered: 13

Skipped: 6

Best practice
Printed
patient...
Related
websites
Clinical
guidelines
Policy around
the EU
Videos

Online learning
Other (please
specify)
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Best practice

61.54%

8

Printed patient information

23.08%

3

Related websites

46.15%

6

Clinical guidelines

61.54%

8

Policy around the EU

30.77%

4

Videos

38.46%

5

Online learning

7.69%

1

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 13
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Q8 What impact has ProFouND had on your
organisation/region
Answered: 12

Skipped: 7

Showing 12 responses
Cascade Training with spinoff effects. An important push forward to organise awareness campaigns.
Evidence based information and transfer of knowledge
networking and knowledge sharing (best practices etc)
Provided information on best pratices and materials to improve awareness on falls that we distributed through our
elderly end-user's network.
Networking, resulting in iteresting contacts with fellow researchers
collaboration partner
Zero
It acted as a "pusher" for initiative to take within the Trust I work for
The link with ProFouND was essential in the set up of an interest group within the Europeon Union geriatric Medicine
Society.
We have been able to use expert advices to make practice better and falls more important working with other
organisations on our region
It provide useful information ( leaflets, press releases) on fall prevention to be distributed
Reduced impact there are no money to spend on fall prevention
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Q9 What more could ProFouND (thematic
network) have done to support the work of
the EIP AHA AGA2
Answered: 11

Skipped: 8

Showing 11 responses
If it hadn't been for Profound, there wouldn't have been much done at all... It should have been a 10-year
Project!
Keep alive; provide information on the cost of campaings to make easier decision makers to promote the
initiatives compiled
No additional activities.
Keep the website running and keep it up to date as source of valuable info.
ProFouND thematic network has mainly an activity intervention/research orientation further supporting the
integrated falls prevention approach as well as implementation and up-scaling would be beneficial
It could have responded to my emails and communiques. It could have acknowledged (or at the very least
expressed interest in) my work and considerable success in delivering effective, viable, scalable and costeffective therapy and preventive measures to the broad demographic at risk of, or affected by chronic and
aging-related health issues.
it is ok
The support of ProFouND to the work of the EIP AHA AGA2 was very significant. EUGMS hopes that
ProFouND will be founded again, the role of ProFouND in the development of the falls and fracture
prevention strategy at European leve being now very important.
More fundings to carry on this fantastic network
Widen the scope of its action beyond activities strictly limited to the network, taking leading role in some of
the AG's activities
I don't know
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Q10 Would you be willing to continue to
support the work of ProFouND in the
future?
Answered: 19

Skipped: 0
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